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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Several theological colleges and seminaries in Africa are transitioning or 

considering transitioning to Christian liberal arts colleges or universities. These are 

colleges, originally established to train ministers in biblical, theological, and ministry 

skills for a vocational ministry in churches and Christian organizations. These institutions 

have expanded or will expand their purposes and programs in this transition.   

Such transitions have taken place in many higher educational institutes in the 

West.  Many universities in the United States and England were originally established by 

faith communities to train ministers for the churches. Holmes says, “American higher 

education was the child of religion, and the history both of the church denomination and 

of the westward expansion can be traced through the history of America’s colleges and 

universities” (Holmes 1975, 19). Holmes mentions Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and 

Columbia as examples of such institutions (Holmes 1975, 19).   

Though these and many other higher educational institutions were started by 

churches, through the years many of them have abandoned their religious distinctiveness. 

Burtchaell, in his book, The Dying of the Light: The Disengagement of Colleges and 

Universities (Burtchaell 1998), gives an account of how colleges that began as 

denominational colleges have now become secular.  Burtchaell gives a good summary of 

how these colleges slowly drifted away from their denominational roots to secular 

academic institutions (Burtchaell 1991). He argues that the drifting started when 

educators in these institutions, who felt that the leaders of the church might use their 

influence to hinder their reform agendas, managed to pull out the institutions from church 
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governance. Reacting to the “sectarian” narrowness, they moved the intellectual and 

disciplinary life of their institutions away from any specific church to a generic 

Christianity. Burtchaell observes that these educators, who were themselves observant 

believers, failed to foresee “that the academy had no way to remain Christian without 

vital membership in an ecclesiastical fellowship” (Burtchaell 1991, 24). These educators 

eventually brought secularization of their institutions.  

The effects of secularization continued to grow when many academic 

institutions started emphasizing “scientific inquiry as separate from the development of 

character or moral precepts” (Reuben 1996, 126). Describing how secularization 

impacted liberal arts college campuses, Gomes writes,  

The elite residential liberal arts colleges have responded to rapid social changes by 
distancing themselves from their more particular pasts, most noticeably in the role 
that religion is seen to play in the total mission of the institution, and by fashioning 
themselves as best they can in the image of the larger, secular research universities.  
. . . The formative consensus of these institutions and the ethical dimensions that 
flowed from it has been broken, and for some time there has not been anything to 
take its place. (Gomes 2000, 103) 

Not all schools that were started by faith groups followed the same path. There 

are some who kept their Christian traditions and religious vision. Benne explains how six 

institutions from different Christian traditions kept their religious vision. He argues that 

the strong religious traditions that sponsored those schools “have provided the resources 

for a compelling vision on the part of each college or university, which has become the 

organizing paradigm for the life and mission of each school. That religious vision 

constitutes a comprehensive, unsurpassable, and central Christian account of life and 

reality” (Benne 2001, 140).   

By the middle of the twentieth century, several evangelical institutions had 

emerged that undertook the challenge of integrating knowledge and value that their 

secular counterparts have abandoned (Carlberg 2002, 228). Describing the emergence of 
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such evangelical colleges that have returned the Christian commitment to education, 

Carlberg writes,  

Most evangelical institutions started as Bible colleges funded, supported, and guided 
by a denomination or strong independent Christian leader. Others began as smaller 
replicas of established liberal arts colleges or secular universities where research, 
service, and teaching were prominent. Whether rooted in the Bible school 
movement or modeled after the historic liberal arts college, most embraced 
Christian piety and required chapel attendance, prayer before class, mission 
outreach, and courses in Bible and theology studies. (Carlberg 2002, 228) 

Though these institutions are small, they have become an important force for 

diversity in the American educational system (Carlburg 2002, 229). Mark Noll, pointing 

out the growth of such institutions writes, “In the twentieth century, evangelical colleges 

and (since the 1960s) universities have constituted one of the most important alternatives 

to the burgeoning sweep of state-sponsored higher education” (Noll 1997, 195-96).  

Secularization has also taken place in many higher educational institutes in 

England. Until the 1990s England had four universities considered Christian. Oxford, 

Cambridge, Durham, and King’s College London (Glanzer 2008, 164). Bebbington 

(1992) and D’Costa (2005) discuss in their books how these English universities were 

secularized. According to Bebbington, what makes the secularization of the universities 

in England different from those in the United States is the role played by the state 

(Bebbington 1992, 265). The various laws that were passed by parliament played a big 

role in changing these universities from Church of England universities to secular 

universities (Bebbington 1992, 265).  Since the state controls almost all of these 

institutions, they were forced to expand or contract according to the desires of the state 

(Glanzer 2008, 178).  These universities face constant pressure to accommodate all kinds 

of citizens in England. They cannot discriminate among students for admission on the 

basis of religion and in appointing academic staff unless they can clearly make a case that 

certain belief is necessary to teach that specific subject. Regarding the place of theology 

in the curriculum of these institutions, Glanzer says, “Unlike America, the practice of 
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general education or core curriculum that would allow universities to require all students 

to take theology classes does not exist in England” (Glanzer 2008, 173).  

Describing the other two challenges higher educational institutions founded by 

Christian organizations in England face, Glazaer says,  

With the secularization of the English population, it is difficult for universities to 
market themselves as Christian institutions. Moreover, the Anglican and English 
culture appears to shy away from such overt claims to particularity. As a result, it 
would appear that the church’s resources, influence and attention are too broadly 
scattered for it to create a number of institutions that retain a strong sense of 
Christian identity.  (Glanzer 2008, 179)  

Christian Higher Education in Africa  

Africa, especially the Sub-Saharan Africa, is a region with the lowest 

enrolment of higher educational institutions. The countries that this study focuses on, 

Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, and Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) are part of the 

region called the sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). This region has one of the lowest gross 

enrollment ratios (GERs) in tertiary education. Explaining the situation in the region, 

Varghese says, “In 2000, the GER in higher education in SSA was only 3.5 per cent 

(UIS, 2003). A majority of the African countries in 2000 have an enrolment ratio of less 

than 5 per cent. More importantly, the distance between African countries and countries 

in other regions has widened due to the slow progress made in this region” (Varghese 

2006, 29).   

Several higher educational institutions in Africa have their roots and   

precursors in missionary ventures and religious organizations (Otieno 2007, 175).  The 

church played a pivotal role in the establishment of several higher educational institutions 

(Otieno 2007, 175). In most sub-Saharan countries, formal educational programs were 

part of the Christian mission for many years (Asamoah-Gyadu 2007, 

http.//iapche.org/gyadu-paper.htm). Many elementary and high schools were established 

and run by Christian organizations or churches, and these organizations included 
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education as an integral part of the Christian mission. “In venturing into higher education 

at the tertiary level, therefore, the churches are building on a rich intellectual and 

religious heritage that has always seen formal education and Christian mission as 

inseparable entities in the building of society” (Asamoah-Gyadu 2007, 

http.//iapche.org/gyadu-paper.htm).  

There are twelve church-affiliated universities and Christian liberal arts 

colleges in Kenya (Abagi 2006, 75).  Most of these universities and Christian liberal arts 

colleges started as Bible/theological colleges to train ministers for the church and 

Christian organizations. They eventually added other programs and transitioned to 

Christian universities and liberal arts colleges. Two of these universities, Africa 

International University (formerly Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology) 

and St. Paul’s University (formerly St. Paul’s United Theological College) are included 

in this multi-case study.  

Uganda has six private universities and university colleges that are founded by 

churches and recognized by the government. Four of these universities were founded by 

the Church of Uganda, one by the Catholic Church and one by the Seventh Day Adventist 

Church (www. unche.or.ug). Uganda Christian University that was founded by the 

Church of Uganda in 1991 as Bishop Tucker Theological College and transitioned to a 

Christian university in 1999 (www. ucu.ac.ug) is included in this study.  

In Democratic Republic of Congo there are six Christian Universities (Glanzer, 

Carpenter, and Lantinga 2011, 17). One of these institutions is Shalom University of 

Bunia which was first founded in 1961 as a Bible school, owned by five different church 

denominations. In 1972 its name was changed to Institut Supérieur Théologique de Bunia 

(Bunia Theological Seminary). After five decades of existence, Bunia Theological 

Seminary made an important transition to Shalom University of Bunia in 2001 

(www.unishabunia.org). Shalom University of Bunia is included in this multi-case study.  
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There are no Christian universities that are established in Ethiopia yet.  

However, two colleges that started as Bible/theological colleges have started the 

transition process to become Christian universities. The first one is the Mekane Yesus 

Seminary (MYS) that was founded in 1960. When MYS was established, its aim was “to 

assist in the extension of the Kingdom of God in Ethiopia by training and offering to the 

church pastors, evangelists and church leaders” (www.myes.org). In 1995 the seminary 

added a Leadership, Management and Communication College to its theology and music 

programs. MYS also have plans to add other programs in the future and become a 

Christian university (www.myes.org). MYS is included in this multi-case study.  

The other theological college that is in the process of becoming a Christian 

university is Meserete Kirstos College (www.mkcollege.org). It was founded in 1994 as 

“Meserete Kirstos Church Bible Institute” for the purpose of “providing relevant and 

contextualized biblical training for pastors, evangelists, and lay leaders within Ethiopia” 

(www.mkcollege.org). In 1995 the institute was recognized as Meserete Kirstos College 

(MKC). Currently it runs diploma and degree level programs in Bible and Christian 

ministries. Its vision statement says, “The College envisions becoming a full ‘Christian 

University,’ offering a broad range of undergraduate and graduate programs relevant to 

impacting the Ethiopian societies and beyond towards a more honest, just, compassionate 

and prosperous future” (www.mkcollege.org). 

The Christian higher educational institutes in Africa also face the challenge of 

secularization as seen in the West. What happened to the University of Ghana gives an 

example of what is taking place in many similar institutes in Africa. Although the 

University of Ghana was established on Christian moral foundations, after the 

independence, it was pressured by the government to broaden its divinity faculty to 

include the study of non-Christian religions. That eventually led to the religious neutrality 

of all its programs (Asamoah-Gyadu 2007, http.//iapche.org/gyadu-paper.htm). 
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Christian higher educational institutions also face competition from other 

private and public higher educational institutions. In order to compete, expand, and stay 

financially viable in this environment, some Christian higher educational institutions 

chose to be lenient on their religious requirements and to start programs that are in 

demand for job-oriented fields (Levy 2007, 206).    

Though the common trend in higher educational institutes that were 

established by churches and Christian organizations is to gradually lose their religious 

distinctiveness over many years, there are exceptions in Africa. Levy argues that there are 

several higher educational institutions that kept their religious missions. Daystar 

University and the Kabarak Universities are two of the institutions he mentioned as 

examples (Levy 2007, 205). The mission statement of Daystar University says, “Daystar 

University seeks to develop managers, professionals, researchers, and scholars to be 

effective, Christian servant-leaders through the integration of Christian faith and holistic 

learning for the transformation of church and society in Africa and the world” 

(www.daystar.ac.ke).  

As many theological colleges and seminaries in Africa are rushing to transition 

to Christian universities, is secularization a possible unintended consequence for these 

institutions? Have the experiences of those institutions that have transitioned or are 

transitioning shown an evidence of drifting away from their evangelical mission and 

values? In what ways has the transition affected the mission, evangelical values, and 

theological programs of the institutions?  Considering the threat of secularization and 

other unintended consequences of such transitions, does the church in Africa need to use 

its valuable resources to transition her theological and Bible colleges to liberal arts 

colleges or universities?  These and similar questions need to be addressed to determine if 

the church needs to involve itself in liberal arts education.  

After a thorough research of the literature, this researcher has not found any 
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significant research that is done in East African context on how transitions from a 

Bible/theological college to Christian liberal arts colleges or universities affect the 

transitioning institutions. This research is specially driven by the desire to find out the 

reasons for such transitions, the challenges of the transition process and how such 

transitions affect the mission of the institutions, the theological training programs, and the 

relationship of the institutions with their founding or sponsoring churches.  

The reason this research focuses on how the transitions affect the mission of 

the institutions is that the institutional mission is where institutions articulate their 

identity and role in higher education that directs all educational activities of the 

institution. Changes in the institutional mission affect everything that goes on in the 

institution (Diekema 2000, 57).   

This research also focuses on how the transitions affect the theology program 

of these institutions because it is through their theology that Christian higher education 

institutions articulate how their faith is integrated with learning that is offered in their 

institutions. Benne, explaining the importance of theology in Christian higher educational 

institutions says, 

Christianity as a living tradition is an account of life that is comprehensive, 
unsurpassable, and central. Theology gives an articulated account of that faith; it too 
aims to be comprehensive, unsurpassable, and central. One would think, then, that 
theology would be amply employed by Christian colleges and universities to 
articulate their identity and mission, to stipulate the relation of revelation and reason 
in their particular tradition, to gather a theology department in which its members 
would gladly carry that vision on behalf of the school and the faculty, to construct a 
curriculum, to elaborate a public justification for the school’s ethos, and to provide a 
Christian intellectual tradition with which the whole school in its many departments 
could engage. (Benne 2001, 15)    

This research also analyzes how transitioning from a theological college to a 

Christian liberal arts college or university affects the institution’s relationship with its 

founding church or organization in East African context. As indicated above, one of the 

reasons secularization took place in many academic institutions in the West that were 

founded by churches and Christian organizations is that these institutions started 
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distancing themselves from their particular past (Gomes 2000) and moved to a generic 

Christianity instead of relating to actual church (Burtchaell 1991).  On the contrary, those 

institutions that maintained their strong ties with their founding churches also kept their 

religious vision as central to their mission (Benne 2001).  

For this study, the researcher selected five institutions from Ethiopia, Kenya, 

Uganda and Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) that began as theological (Bible) 

colleges or seminaries and now are transitioning or have transitioned to Christian liberal 

arts colleges or universities.  The researcher used certain key factors such as location, 

denominational affiliation, or sponsorship, and stages in the transition process to choose 

the institutions.  These institutions are Mekane Yesus Seminary (Ethiopia), Africa 

International University (Kenya), St. Paul’s University (Kenya), Uganda Christian 

University (Uganda) and Shalom University of Bunia (DRC). Out of the five institutions, 

Mekane Yesus Seminary is in transition to become a Christian university while the other 

four have already transitioned to Christian universities. All these institutions have added 

at least two additional programs to their theology program and have made clear plans to 

add more programs in the next five to seven years.   

Research Purpose 

The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study was to analyze and describe 

transitions from a theological college or seminary to a Christian liberal arts college or 

university in East African context.   

Delimitations of the Study 

This study is delimited to institutions in Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and DRC  

that are transitioning or have transitioned from a theological college or seminary to a 

liberal arts college. Though a transition from a Bible (theological) college to Christian 

liberal arts college or university brings many changes to an institution, this study is 
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delimited to the reasons and challenges of the transitions and how such a transitions 

affect the overall mission of the institution, its relationship with the founding or 

sponsoring churches and its theology program.  

The study is delimited to institutions that have added at least two additional 

programs to their theology program and have made clear plans to add more programs in 

the next five to seven years. This study is also delimited to Protestant evangelical Bible or 

theological colleges that have transitioned or are transitioning to liberal arts colleges or 

universities. The findings, therefore, do not generalize to all church affiliated institutions 

that belong to other Christian traditions. Though this qualitative study attempts to 

consider the phenomenon in several institutions in the region that are transitioning or 

have transitioned, it will be limited in its representation because all transitions are 

different and dependent on the nature of the institutions and their specific context.  

Research Questions 

The following five questions guided this study.  

1. What are the reasons for the transition from a theological college to a liberal arts 

college or university?  

 

2. What are the external and internal challenges these Christian higher educational 

institutions face as they go through this transition?  

 

3. In what ways is the mission of the institution affected by the transition from a 

theological college to Christian liberal arts?  

 

4. In what ways has the transition affected the relationship between the institution and 

the sponsoring church(es) or Christian organization(s)? 

 

5. In what ways has the transition from a theological college to a Christian liberal arts 

college or university affected the theology program of the institution?  

 

Terminology  

The following terms and definitions are presented to clarify the way they are 
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used in this dissertation.   

Bible college.   Bible college also has a similar meaning to theological college 

in this research. Some colleges use the title Bible college instead of theological college 

but they are similar institutions (Dockery 2007, 9).  

Christian higher education. Christian higher education refers to education 

offered at post-secondary colleges and universities within an evangelical Protestant 

tradition where ‘‘the Christian vision is the organizing paradigm” and “Christian account 

of life and reality is publicly and comprehensively relevant to the life of the school by 

requiring that all adult members of the ongoing academic community subscribe to a 

statement of belief” (Benne 2001, 50).  

Faculty. The word faculty is used in two ways in this research. Depending on 

the context, the word faculty refers to “the teaching and administrative staff and those 

members of the administration having academic rank in an educational institution” or “a 

branch of teaching and learning in an educational institution.” Example: Faculty of Social 

Sciences (www.merriam-webster.com).  

Christian liberal arts college. Christian liberal arts college is a college that 

prepares students in arts and science from a Christian world-view perspective for life’s 

work rather than for specific profession or vocation (Holmes 1975 18, 106).  

Evangelical. Evangelical is a noun or an adjective that refers to Protestant 

Christians who hold to the doctrinal ideas such as the authority of the Scriptures, the 

completeness of  the atoning work of Christ, justification by grace through faith, and the 

necessity of the work of the Holy Spirit in regeneration and change of the human heart 

(Nettles 2001, 265).  

Institutional mission. Institutional mission of a higher educational institution is 

a statement that defines the institution and its role in higher education. It directs all 

educational activities of the institution including student body, admission policies, faculty 
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recruitment, and planning. The institutional mission has to be adopted by the governing 

board and all the administrators of the institution and appears in all appropriate 

publications of the institution, including its catalogue (www.nwccu.org/Standards). 

Leaders. “Leaders” in this study refers to those people who are employed by 

an institution of higher education at the level of president (principal), vice president, 

Academic Dean, and the Board Chairperson.  

Liberal arts colleges. Liberal arts colleges are colleges that mainly have 

undergraduate programs offering a bachelor’s degree. They are small (1000-2,500 

students). Their curriculum is aimed at imparting general knowledge and developing 

general intellectual capacities in contrast to a professional, vocational, or technical 

curriculum (www.about.com).  

Secularization. Secularization in higher educational institutions refers to the 

activity of moving education away from the control or influence of religion 

(www.thefreedictionary.com). It refers to the declining importance of faith, diminished 

influence of religious organizations on the institution and diminishing of religious 

commitments (Mixon, Lyon, and Beaty 2004, 403). 

Theological college.  Theological college is a college that is established for the 

purpose of preparing students for church-related vocations. They are generally 

undergraduate programs and their focus of study is Christian materials (Dockery 2007, 

9).  

Theological program. Theological program in this study refers to the program 

within a Christian higher educational institution that focuses on biblical, theological, and 

ministry studies area that prepares students for church-related vocations.  

Procedural Overview 

The research methodology that was used in this study is a qualitative, multi-

case study method. This method was chosen because it helps to answer research 
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questions that are descriptive in nature that analyze the effects of change in the 

institutions that are selected for this study. For this multiple-case study research, the 

researcher selected five institutions in Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and DRC that have 

started as theological colleges and have added at least two additional programs to their 

theology program and have made clear plans to add more programs in the next five to 

seven years. Four of these institutions have already become Christian universities and one 

of them is in transition.  The researcher contacted the presidents of institutions that meet 

these criteria and asked their willingness to participate in this study and selected the five 

institutions that are willing and accessible to the researcher. The data for this research 

was gathered from in-depth interviews, the official documents of the institutions, and 

from on-campus observation notes of the researcher. 

  The in-depth interviews were conducted with the President (Principal, Vice-

Chancellor, Rector), the Academic Dean (Deputy Vice-Chancellor for Academic 

Affairs), and the Deans of the theology program and other senior leaders of each of these 

institutions. The interviews were designed to bring to the fore the experiences and 

perceptions of the leaders of these higher educational institutions about the reasons, 

effects, challenges, and the impacts of the transitions.  The data that was collected from 

the interview sessions was recorded and transcribed.  The transcripts were sent to the 

interviewees for their validation. Once the validations were received, the data was 

analyzed and coded for patterns and themes and the findings from the interviews are 

analyzed, summarized, and reported.  

The document research was conducted by examining the institutions’ 

catalogues, published newspapers, brochures, and official documents. The researcher also 

visited all the five academic institutions to gain a perspective of the educational 

environment. While on campus the researcher attended campus activities such as chapel 

when in session, made informal discussions with faculty members and students, and 
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made observations. The researcher collected resources through all these activities that 

would provide information on the effects of the transition on the institutions.  

Research Assumptions 

The following is the list of assumptions that are central to the current study.  

 

1. Christian higher education that is based on a biblical foundation that integrates faith 

and learning helps the church influence the culture for Christ.  

 

2. Church affiliated higher educational institutions do not necessarily provide 

Christian higher education.  

 

3. The commitment of a Christian higher educational institute should be to the Lord 

and His Word, then to the church and then to the society, in that order (Dockery 

2007).  

 

4. The published official documents of the institutions give an accurate reflection of 

the institutions’ ethos, vision, and curriculum emphasis of the institutions.  

 

5. The leaders of the institutions that were interviewed for this research answered the 

questions in an accurate manner.  
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CHAPTER 2 

PRECEDENT LITERATURE 

The precedent literature review that is presented in this chapter has five 

sections. The first section reviews the biblical/theological basis for Christian higher 

education that is presented in the literature. The second section deals with the literature 

that describes the distinctive factors in Christian higher education. Section three focuses 

on the role and purpose of Christian higher education.  The fourth section discusses the 

literature that describes how secularization became a threat to many higher educational 

institutions that were started by churches and Christian groups. The context of Christian 

higher education in Africa, especially in East Africa, is discussed in section five.  

Biblical-Theological Foundation 

God has revealed himself to man in different ways. One of the ways He 

revealed Himself is through His creation, and this revelation is available to all (Ps 19.1-4; 

Rom 1.20). This is what theologians call general revelation (Grudem 1994, 123). 

Erickson states that there are three traditional modes of general revelation: nature, 

history, and the constitution of the human being (Erikson 1992, 34).  Through His 

creation, God has revealed His power and divine nature to all human beings (Rom 1.     

19-20). God created man with the capacity to perceive the existence of a Supreme Being 

from observing the universe around him (Ryrie 1999, 33; Thissen 2006, 8).   Through 

general revelation, God calls mankind to “respond by acknowledging that there has to be 

behind it all a living, powerful, intelligent, super-human Being” (Ryrie 1999, 37). “The 

person who views the beauty of a sunset and the biology student dissecting a complex 

organism are exposed to indications of the greatness of God” (Erikson 1992, 34).  
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The second way God revealed Himself in general revelation is through history. 

Erikson, explaining how God revealed Himself in history, says, “If God is at work in the 

world and is moving toward certain goals, it should be possible to detect the trend of his 

work in events that occur as part of history” (Erikson 1992, 34).  

The third way of God’s general revelation is through human beings 

themselves. God has given man moral and spiritual qualities that help him make moral 

judgment. This has great significance for education.  God’s creation is a source of 

knowledge and through scientific studies of nature and interaction with people, man can 

learn about God and things He has created.  

Though what God has revealed through general revelation is sufficient to lead 

man to some knowledge about God, it does not give sufficient information about God and 

our relationship with Him. That is why God has also revealed Himself in a special way 

though the Bible and his Son, Jesus Christ.   

The Bible is God’s written Word that is contained both in the Old Testament 

(Rom 15.4) and New Testament (2 Tim 3.16). Everything that is necessary for our 

salvation and Christian life and growth are clearly revealed in the Scriptures (Grudem 

1994). God’s Word is Truth (John 17.17) without error (Ps 12.6), sure (Ps 119.89), and 

the ultimate standard of truthfulness (Matt 4.4; 2 Pet 1.20-21) (Grudem 1994). Describing 

the authority of God’s Word, Knight writes, “For the Christian, the Bible is the foremost 

source of knowledge and the most essential epistemological authority. All other sources 

of knowledge must be tested and verified in the light of scripture” (Knight 2006, 179).  

The other way God has also revealed Himself in a special way is through His 

Son, Jesus Christ. The Bible teaches that Christ is the center of all things. One of the key 

passages that teach Christ’s centrality is Colossians 1.15-17, which says, “He is the image 

of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation.  For by him all things were created: 

things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers 
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or authorities; all things were created by him and for him.  He is before all things, and in 

him all things hold together.” Christ, as this passage describes Him, is the Creator of all 

things, the Sustainer of all things, the Goal of all things, the Redeemer of all things and 

the Judge of all things (Liftin 2004, 39-42).  Since Christ is the center of all things, all 

Christian education should be Christ-centered.   

For many Christians, Christ-centered education is related to education that is 

offered in the church, Bible colleges or seminaries that are mainly established to train 

people for evangelism, church ministry, and missions. Can liberal arts education be 

Christ centered?  Is it possible to teach chemistry, sociology, history, music, physics, and 

English literature in a way that is Christ centered?  Liftin says,  

To speak of Christ-centered liberal arts education is to make the claim that Jesus is 

the centerpiece of all human knowledge, the reference point for all our experience. 

It directs our attention to the only One who can serve as the centerpiece of an entire 

curriculum, the One to whom we must relate everything and without whom no fact, 

no theory, no subject matter can be fully appreciated. It is the claim that every field 

of study, every discipline, every course, requires Jesus Christ to be understood 

aright. (Litfin 2004, 64-65) 

Since God is the creator of everything and is the source of all true knowledge 

that is revealed through general revelation and special revelation, we can agree with the 

early church fathers who stated, “All truth is God’s truth, wherever it is found” (Holmes 

1975, 25).  

The Bible teaches that man is created in the image of God and he is created to 

be God’s vice-regent to rule and subdue the earth (Gen 1.26-27). Since man is created in 

God’s image, he has the capacity to be rational, moral, and relational.  Even though all 

these capacities are affected by the Fall, man still is the bearer of God’s image and God’s 

image in man is not completely lost (Jas 3.9). Explaining the implications of this in 

relation to education Holmes says,  

Man has a God-given, God-preserved, God restorable potential, a potential to be 

developed, disciplined and invested in response to God. Such development, 

discipline and direction are the Christian’s responsibility and stewardship. To 
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educate the whole person, to encourage disciplined learning and the quest for 

excellence is a sacred trust. The Christian should give himself contagiously to 

looking around him and to thinking, to the exploration of nature and to the 

transmission of cultural heritage, as well as to teaching Christian beliefs and values. 

The educator’s task is to inspire and equip individuals to think and act for 

themselves in the dignity of men created in God’s image. There is no room here for 

a dichotomy what is secular and what is sacred, for everything about men created in 

God’s image belongs to God—that is, it is sacred. (Holmes 1975, 23-24) 

In what He called the first and the greatest commandment, Jesus said, “Love 

the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind” 

(Matt 22. 37).  This commandment includes loving the Lord with our minds and has 

implication for our mission in Christian higher education. “To love God with our minds 

means that we think differently about the way we live and love, the way we worship and 

serve, the way we work to earn our livelihood, the way we learn and teach” (Dockery 

2007, 11).  

Many passages in the Old Testament wisdom literature declare that the 

beginning of all wisdom, knowledge, and understanding is the fear of the Lord (Prov 1.7; 

Prov 2.5; Prov 9.10; Ps 111.10; Job 28:28).  These passages teach that a reverence for 

God, the maker of heaven and earth, has to be our beginning point for all our inquiries, 

thinking, learning, and teaching.  

Christian higher education, therefore, is more than providing education in 

different subject areas. It is providing Christ-centered education to men and women so 

that they develop their God given potential to learn and interpret the world around them 

with reverence for God, from “the vantage point of God’s revelation” (Dockery 1999, 

13).  

What Makes Higher Education Distinctly Christian? 

 Are Christian liberal arts colleges necessary? Should not the church’s focus be 

on education that is offered in churches, Bible colleges, or seminaries that are mainly 

established to train people for evangelism, church ministry, and missions? If churches 
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disciple their members, equip them well to serve God and His people, and train them to 

engage their culture with the truth of the Word of God, why can’t believers use the 

secular colleges and universities to get education in arts and sciences? These and similar 

questions need to be addressed to determine if the Church needs to be involved in liberal 

arts education.  

Several reasons are proposed for establishing Christian liberal arts colleges or 

Christian universities. Holmes, in his book The Idea of a Christian College, gives some 

of these reasons (Holmes 1975, 14-16).  

The first reason given for the need for Christian higher educational institutions 

is that these colleges protect young people from the influence of sin and heresy. Some 

consider Christian colleges as “defenders of the faith” (Pattillo and MacKenzie 1966) that 

provide safe environment to students, where they receive answers to the questions raised 

by the critics of their faith and Christian values. Though this view has some truth in it, 

not all education offered in the Christian liberal arts colleges is designed to protect 

students against sin and heresy. Describing one of the weaknesses of this argument 

Holmes says, “The trouble with it is that there often are no ready-made answers, new 

problems arise constantly, and the critics are perplexingly creative” (Holmes 1975, 14). 

The other shortcoming of this reason is that Christian higher educational institutes cannot 

provide a sin-proof environment to students because sin is not just a problem coming 

from outside; it is also a heart issue (Holmes 1975, 14).   

The second reason given for the need of Christian liberal arts colleges is that 

they offer courses in Bible and theology in addition to good education in liberal arts in a 

Christian environment (Holmes 1975, 15). Though this is another good purpose, this need 

can be met by offering courses in Bible and theology in churches or seminaries that are 

close to secular universities students attend. Churches can also provide spiritual support 

for students.  A truly Christian liberal arts education should not just offer what is 
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basically a secular education with Bible and theology courses offered on the side without 

properly integrating faith with all the subjects offered (Mosoma 1994, 146).  

The third reason given by some is that Christian colleges provide social and 

extracurricular benefits to students (Holmes 1975, 16). It is true that most Christian 

colleges have smaller sizes than the big secular universities, and that difference allows 

students and faculty to build closer relationships and provide opportunities to serve one 

another. As important as this reason is, it is not adequate reason for establishing such 

colleges because these needs can be met in other ways (Holmes 1975, 16). 

The fourth reason given for Christian higher education is that it helps the 

church to withstand the waves of secularism that is taking over our cultures and our 

higher educational institutions. In the West and in most other regions of the world, 

secularism is becoming a dominant force in higher educational institutes. Though this is a 

very valid reason, the church’s involvement in higher education does not necessarily 

guarantee that it makes the church capable of withstanding the waves of secularism. We 

learn from history that even those institutions that were established by church groups 

were taken away by secularism. Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and Columbia, in the United 

States (Holmes 1975, 19) Oxford, Cambridge, Durham, and King’s College London in 

the UK are only a few examples of such institutions (Glanzer 2008, 164).  This chapter 

later discusses how some higher educational institutions were able to withstand the 

effects of secularism.  

All the reasons given above are good reasons for establishing Christian liberal 

arts colleges or universities. However, they are inadequate and are not comprehensive 

enough.  Identifying the key factors that make higher education distinctly Christian is 

important to clearly define the purpose of Christian higher education.   
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Robert B. Sloan, Jr., addressing the question, What is Distinctively Christian 

Higher Education?, lists the six ways in which the notion of Christian higher education is 

employed (Sloan 1999, 26-28).  

 

1. When people refer to a Christian higher education, they simply are making 

reference to the history and tradition of the institution. That could be a reference 

to their founding documents, intention of the founders or founding organizations.  

2. Others use the expression Christian institution simply to refer to the composition 

of the members of the governing board that meet certain religious qualification for 

membership. 

3. It is also used as a frame of reference for Christian higher education to describe 

the relationship the institution has with a church or Christian denomination. 

4. Others use the expression Christian higher education as a reference to “the 

atmosphere or the environment of the institution” referring to the way things are 

done or the values that the institution holds.   

5. Another way of thinking of Christian higher educational institutions is in terms of 

the “Christian or religious activities” of the institution. These activities include 

chapel services, annual conferences, seminars or extracurricular activities that 

have Christian emphasis.  

6. The sixth way Christian higher education has to do with the curriculum that is 

reflected in subject areas connected to the institutions Christian identity or 

required courses in Bible and theology.  

Though the six frames of reference given above to describe Christian higher 

education are legitimate, they are not comprehensive enough to describe Christian higher 

education. There are other additional factors that make Christian higher education 

distinct.   

Curriculum that Integrates  
Faith and Learning 

Describing how the notion of Christian higher education is broader than the 

what is mentioned above, Sloan writes, “Christian education comes ultimately into every 

classroom. It involves our worldview; it involves how we think and how we live. It 
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involves not only how we teach and how we live, but also it involves what we teach. It 

involves the very substance of our intellectual pursuits.” (Sloan 1999, 30). 

Holmes (1975) argues that the work of a Christian college is different from 

Christian involvement in higher education and it is different from giving Christian 

witness in conjunction with secular education. Explaining what makes a Christian college 

distinct from other liberal arts colleges and why we need a Christian college Holmes 

writes,  

Its distinctive should be an education that cultivates the creative and active 

integration of faith and learning, of faith and culture. This is its unique task in 

higher education today. While the reality is often more like an interaction of faith 

and learning, a dialogue, than a completely ideal integration, it must under no 

circumstance become a disjunction between piety and scholarship, faith and reason, 

religion and science, Christianity and the arts, theology and philosophy, or whatever 

the differing points of reference may be. (Holmes 1975, 16)  

In a similar note, Mosma argues that a truly Christian university “is marked by courses 

and curricula which are rooted in and are permeated by a Christian worldview, rather 

than a secular worldview (often disguised as a supposedly neutral worldview)” (Mosma 

1994, 146).  

Leadership Committed to   
a Christian Mission 

 Leadership that is committed to a Christian vision and mission plays a major 

role in making a higher educational institution distinctly Christian. Mark Schwehn’s 

description of what a Christian university leadership should look like is helpful. Schwehn 

says,  

It must have a board of trustees composed of a substantial majority of Christian 

men and women, clergy and lay, whose primary task is to attend to the Christian 

character of the institution. They will do this primarily but not exclusively by 

appointing to the major leadership positions persons who are actively committed to 

the ideal of a Christian university. (Schwehn 1999, 26)  
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Schwehn then lists the kind of things the leadership needs to make sure are 

present in the institution.  

 

1. A department of theology that offers courses in biblical studies and Christian 

intellectual tradition;  

2. An active chapel ministry that offers worship service in the tradition of the faith 

community that supports the school but that also makes provisions for worship 

by those of other faiths;  

3. A critical mass of faculty members who in addition to being excellent teacher-

scholars carry in among themselves the DNA of the school, and for the 

perpetuation of its mission as a Christian community of inquiry; 

4. A curriculum that includes a large number of courses, required for all students, 

that are compellingly as parts of a larger whole that taken together constitute a 

liberal education. (Schwehn 1999, 26-27) 

The board of trustees and the senior leadership of a Christian higher educational 

institution also play a crucial role in helping the institution to maintain a strong 

relationship with the founding or sponsoring church and its religious heritage (Arthur 

2008, 200).  

Relationship with Founding and   
Sponsoring Churches  

The other vital element in Christian higher educational institutes is their 

relationship with the founding or sponsoring churches. Merrimon Cuninggim, in his book 

Uneasy partners: The College and the Church, describes the shift that has taken place in 

the relationship between colleges and their founding churches in the United States in the 

twentieth century (Cuninggim 1994, 33). The first status of relationship between the 

colleges and the churches that arrived by the end of the nineteen century was that the 

church was the senior partner, and the college the junior. The second form of 

relationship, that was common between the thirties to sometime in the sixties, can be 

described as roughly even, where neither had upper hand over the other. The third form 
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of relationship that exists to this day is that the colleges are in primary positions while the 

churches play the junior role (Cuninggim 1994, 33).    

Summarizing the current relationship between church-related colleges and 

churches, Cuninggim says, “The overwhelming majority of the church-related colleges 

are still in genuine touch with their longtime founding churches, but for the last twenty-

five years or so they have come to be the primary entity of academic decision-making for 

themselves, with the churches thereby relegated to playing, often unhappily only a 

secondary role” (Cuninggim 1994, 38-39). Most of these institutions according to 

Cuninggim openly state their church connections but they work as autonomous 

educational institutions and they rejoice in that fact (Cuninggim 1994, 39). 

The relationship between the academic institutions and the founding or 

sponsoring churches can also be seen in how the academic institutions hold on to the 

religious heritage of the founding churches. Some of them have nominal relationship with 

their founding churches and can no longer be considered Christian, while others maintain 

strong relationships and hold on to the religious heritage of the founding churches. 

O’Conell, describing what kind of influence the church should have on these institutions, 

says,  

The expression “religious colleges” refers to those institutions of higher learning 

where the religion of the founding or sponsoring religious group has some direct 

influence upon the institution itself. By “direct” I mean real, observable, clear, and 

effective, with an active connection between a particular religion and a particular 

academic institution. It is not a “religious college” simply because its origins were 

religious, or its founders were clergymen or other religious women or men, or 

because the campus is peppered with religious symbols and works of art, or because 

there is a chapel. The direct influence to which I refer can be seen in terms of 

institutional identity, mission, governance, administration, criteria for faculty hiring, 

curricula, student life, campus ministries, policies, operations and procedures, and 

so forth. (O’Conell 2002, 63-64) 

Though Christian higher educational institutions relate differently to their 

founding or sponsoring churches, their main purpose has to be serving churches.  
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Discussing the relationship of Christian higher educational institutions with churches 

Dockery says,  

We also need fresh thinking about the relationship of Christian higher education to 

the church, for it is central to God’s working in history. The church is not only 

central to history but to the gospel and Christian living as well. Thus, theology is 

more than God’s words for us, the community of faith. It is vitally important that 

we understand theology not merely in individualistic terms. We need to move to a 

corporate and community understanding of these ideas. For these reasons the early 

years of Christian higher education placed their focus first in terms of service for 

the churches and then more broadly for society. (Dockery 2007, 175) 

Different authors have tried to categorize institutions by the way they relate to 

their founding or sponsoring churches or religious groups. A report done by Danforth 

Commission, Church-Sponsored Higher Education in the United States (Pattillo and 

Mackenzie 1966), categorizes higher educational institutions that are associated with 

religious bodies in the United States into four categories. The report categorizes 

institutions based on their “purpose, clientele, faculty, educational program, financial 

support, treatment of religion and church affiliation” (Pattillo and Mackenzie 1966, 196). 

The four categories of church related institutions according to the report are (1) “the 

defender of the faith college,” (2) “the non-affirming college,” (3) “the free Christian 

college,” and (4) “the church related university” (Pattillo and Mackenzie 1966, 191-96).  

The report indicates that these categories do not cover all possibilities and some 

institutions may fall into more than one category.  

Those that are described as “defender of the faith college” are those institutions 

whose main purpose is providing education in arts and sciences for people who will later 

take lay or clerical leadership positions in a particular religious tradition. These 

institutions recruit students and faculty exclusively from their sponsoring groups “who 

will be staunchly loyal” to their tradition and go out to “defend and advance a clearly-

defined religious position in a secular society” (Pattillo and Mackenzie 1966, 192).  

The second institutional pattern, the “non-affirming college,” refers to church 
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related higher educational institutions that give relatively little attention to religion. They 

admit students and appoint faculty without giving consideration to their religious interest 

or faith. Although their publications may mention their church affiliation, their purpose or 

mission statements omit any reference to religious or spiritual values (Pattillo and 

Mackenzie 1966, 192).   

The third institutional pattern is called “free Christian college.” This type of 

college is considered free because it does not tell its students what they must believe. 

However, it has a definite Christian commitment that is reflected in its focus on chapel, 

its strong department of religion that offers courses in religion, and the attention it gives 

to integrating faith with the learning. Majority of the faculty members share the religious 

purposes of the institution and some of them hold position of leadership in the sponsoring 

church. Prospective students are attracted to such institutions because of their dual 

emphasis on academic excellence and religious vitality. These institutions also have close 

association with their sponsoring churches, and the churches make substantial financial 

contribution to the institutions (Pattillo and Mackenzie 1966).   

 The fourth pattern is the “church-related university.” The institutions that 

belong to this category are large urban based institutions with student enrolment between 

5000 and 20,000 that provide programs in many professional and occupational fields. 

Religiously, they are pluralistic and they do not have religious requirements that apply to 

all students. They have tenuous relationship with their sponsoring churches (Pattillo and 

Mackenzie 1966, 196). 

Rober Benne, in his book Quality with Soul, proposes four categories of 

church-related colleges. They are orthodox, critical mass, intentionally pluralist, and 

accidentally pluralist (Benne 2001, 49). Benne describes these categories using eight 

aspects of institutions’ life: (1) public relevance of Christian vision; (2) public rhetoric; 

(3) membership requirements; (4) Religion/Theology Department; Religion/Theology  
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Table 1. Types of church-related colleges (Benne 2001, 49) 

 Orthodox  Critical Mass Intentionally 

Pluralist  

Accidentally 

Pluralist  

Major Divide: the Christian vision as the          

verses organizing paradigm 

verses secular sources as the 

organizing paradigm 

Public relevance 

of Christian 

Vision: 

Pervasive form 

a shared point 

of view 

Privileged voice 

in an ongoing 

conversation  

Assured 

voice in an 

ongoing 

conversation 

Random or 

absent in an 

ongoing 

conversation 

Public rhetoric:  Unabashed 

invitation for 

fellow 

believers to an 

intentionally 

Christian 

enterprise 

Straightforward 

presentation as a 

Christian school 

but inclusive of 

others   

Presentation 

as a liberal 

arts school 

with a 

Christian 

heritage  

Presentation 

as a secular 

school with 

little or no 

allusion to 

Christian 

heritage 

Membership 

requirements: 

Near 100%, 

with orthodoxy 

tests 

Critical mass in 

all facets 

Intentional 

representation 

Haphazard 

sprinkling 

Religion/ 

theology 

department:  

Large; with 

theology 

privileged  

Large, with 

theology as 

flagship 

Small, mixed 

department, 

some 

theology, but 

mostly 

religious 

studies  

Small, 

exclusively 

religious 

studies   

Religion/theology 

required courses: 

All courses 

affected by 

shared 

religious 

perspective 

Two or three, 

with dialogical 

effort in many 

other courses 

One course in 

general 

education  

Choice in 

distribution 

or an 

elective  

 

Chapel:  Required in 

large church at 

a protected 

time daily 

Voluntary at high 

quality services 

in large nave at 

protected time 

daily 

Voluntary at 

unprotected 

times, with 

low 

attendance   

For few, on 

special 

occasions  

(Dominantly secular 

atmosphere)  
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Table 2— Continued. Types of church-related colleges 

Ethos:  Overt piety of 

sponsoring 

tradition 

Dominant 

atmosphere of 

sponsoring 

tradition—rituals 

and habits 

Open 

majority from 

sponsoring 

tradition 

finding 

private niche 

Reclusive 

and 

unorganized 

minority 

from 

sponsoring 

tradition  

Support by 

church:  

Indispensable 

financial 

support and 

majority of 

students from 

sponsoring 

tradition 

Important direct 

and crucial 

indirect financial 

support; at least 

50% of students 

Important 

focused, 

indirect 

support; 

small 

minority of 

students  

Token 

indirect 

support; 

student 

numbers no 

longer 

recorded  

Governance:  Owned and 

governed by 

church or its 

official 

representative 

Majority of board 

from tradition, 

some official 

representatives  

Minority of 

board from 

tradition by 

unofficial 

agreement  

Token 

membership 

from 

tradition  

  (College or university is autonomously owned 

and governed) 

 

required courses; (5) chapel; (6) ethos; (7) support by church; (8) governance (Benne 

2001, 49). Table 1 above shows Benne’s Types of Church-Related Colleges.  

Liftin suggests two categories of church affiliated academic institutions, 

namely, the umbrella model and the systemic model, focusing only on those that can be 

called truly Christian higher educational institutions (Liftin 2004, 14). In the umbrella 

model, though variety of voices can thrive under the Christian “umbrella,” the voice of 

the sponsoring Christian tradition, that is represented by the “critical mass” remains a 

privileged one.  Those with different voices are at least expected to “support the board 

educational mission of the school” (Liftin 2004, 14-15). Describing this model further, 

Liftin says, “In such institutions the sponsoring perspective will typically be kept more or 
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less discernable. It may show itself in such things as the school’s architecture, traditions, 

curriculum, and extracurricular activities, as well as in the makeup of its governing board, 

faculty and student body” (Liftin 2004, 15).  

The second model Liftin talks about is the systemic model. Describing this 

model, Liftin writes, “As the name suggests, they seek to make Christian thinking 

systemic throughout the institution, root, branch, and leaf. Their curriculum is typically 

all-encompassing. Their goal is to engage any and all ideas from every perspective, but 

they attempt to do so from a particular intellectual location, that of the sponsoring 

Christian tradition” (Liftin 2004, 18). These institutions recruit their faculty exclusively 

from those who embody their own tradition. “What is true of the critical mass in the 

Umbrella model is to be true to all of the scholars in the Systemic model. They seek to 

live and work as Christians” (Liftin 2004, 18).  Liftin’s umbrella model and systemic 

model roughly correspond to Benne’s critical-mass and orthodox categories respectively.  

Though both the umbrella model and the systemic model are acceptable 

models for Christian higher educational institutions, institutions that follow the umbrella 

model may face serious challenges as they try to be more open to students and employees 

from different backgrounds. Describing how this has eventually led toward secularization 

for some schools, Benne says,  

One of the most obvious characteristics of the colleges and universities that have 

moved toward pervasive secularization is their flight from what they called a 

“sectarian” identity and approach. Their fateful move toward openness in personnel, 

vision, and ethos was prompted by, among other things, a felt need to expand their 

appeal to many sorts of students.  While some of the colleges began with large 

majorities from their own traditions, they in time noticed that they had competition 

for those students from many sources, not least of which were the public institutions 

of higher education. Many also decided that students from their own traditions 

alone could not long make for a valuable enterprise in a competitive environment, 

so they opened themselves to all corners. Something similar could be said for the 

failure to recruit administrators and faculty of the sponsoring tradition, though that 

would have seemed a more feasible task. (Benne 2001, 20)  

This comment shows that the board and administration of Christian higher 
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educational institutions should be very careful in making policies regarding faculty hiring 

and student recruitment in order to avoid these pitfalls and to stay focused in their 

Christian mission. 

Clearly Stated Christian Mission 

Another vital element in a Christian higher educational institute is its mission 

statement. Anthony Diekema, a former president of Calvin College, says that Christian 

colleges should give a “constant attention to institutional mission and its extensive 

articulation” (Diekema 2000, 57). The mission of the college must permeate everything 

done in the college in a way that gives “internal consistency to teaching, scholarship, 

student life, administration, community relations” (Diekema 2000, 57).  

Christian higher educational institutions that deliberately avoid mentioning 

their religious identity or vaguely define their Christian mission in their mission 

statements in order to become acceptable to the secular public domain may find 

themselves on a slippery path that led many institutions to generic Christianity and 

eventually to total secularization (Arthur 2008, 201). Arthur argues, “This process, when 

it goes unchecked, results in a loss of the institution’s raison d’être and renders it almost 

impossible to identify, or determine what it means to be, a religiously affiliated college or 

university” (Arthur 2008, 201).  

It is possible that the mission statement of higher educational institutions may 

not always reflect the true identity of the institution and its role in higher education. 

Arthur writes,  

To take any college’s or university’s claim for mission at face value would be both 

naïve and simplistic. The mission has to be evidenced in the decision-making and 

policies of an institution, in particular in the actions and commitment of senior 

management. Any religiously affiliated institution can sever its connections or 

freely choose to move towards a stronger identification and connection with the 

religious heritage of its sponsoring religious tradition. (Arthur 2008, 200) 

Therefore, a truly Christian higher educational institute is not only 
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distinguished by a mission statement that clearly articulates the Christian worldview but 

also by implementing it “throughout the curriculum, and by faculty whose scholarship is 

anchored in that same worldview” (Diekema 2000, 57).   

Committed Christian Faculty 

Next to the leadership of the institution, the faculty plays a key role in making 

a college a Christian college. A truly Christian college needs faculty members who are 

committed Christians that faithfully implement the mission of the school in their teaching 

and research roles. Faculty members in a Christian liberal arts college or university have 

the privilege and the responsibility of passing on the Christian intellectual traditions that 

integrate faith and learning in all subjects they teach (Dockery 2007, 101).   

Hiring faculty members that do not share the faith of the founding organization 

would seriously affect the institutions’ attempt of bringing religious perspectives into all 

the subjects taught.  Faculty members that do not share the faith of the Christian higher 

educational institution they work for would “see every effort to connect with the 

sponsoring religious heritage as a coercive and repressive move” (Benne 2001, 29).  

Strong and Central Faculty of Theology 

The other distinctive factor of Christian higher educational institutions is the 

role that the department of theology plays in the overall program.  Benne argues that 

theology enables Christian higher educational institutions to articulate their faith, identity, 

and mission and to “stipulate the relation of revelation and reason in their particular 

tradition” (Benne 2001, 15). Sullivan also argues, “Many Christian universities in  

practice give far too little support to the position and healthy functioning of theology, 

thereby undercutting the capacity of the institution to articulate its identity and to  

communicate intelligently its raison d’être” (Sullivan 2007, 154) .  

Theology departments that are alive and central to the whole curriculum help 
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Christian liberal arts colleges or universities to stay focused on their core missions. Board 

of trustee members, administrators, faculty, staff, and students need to learn to think 

theologically. Dockery, describing the need for developing a theology for Christian 

higher education, says,  

Since one of the goals of Christian higher education is to help students live in the 

world with a lifestyle that issues in glory to God, then we must think—and think 

deeply—not only of personal ethics but the implications of the biblical faith for 

social, economic, and political ethics as well. Such necessities touch the heart of the 

life and mission of Christian higher education. (Dockery 2007, 172) 

The department of theology plays a key role in creating interconnectedness and 

interdisciplinary dialogue among the different disciplines with in a Christian university 

(Sullivan 2007, 150). Theologians who fail to engage in such a dialogue fail to influence 

the culture of their academic environment and “relinquish [the] right to pose the central 

questions, redefine limits, set priorities, or offer alternative answers to society’s questions 

of ultimate concern” (Hull 2002, 216). Emphasizing how theologians can play this key 

role, Tanner writes,  

One cannot be a constructive theologian for the present day without familiarity with 

the currency of the other intellectual or cultural fields of the day, and it is through 

the assessment of how other theologians of the past and present have dealt with 

comparable material of their own times and places that one develops a sense for 

what needs to be done now” (Tanner 2002, 210). 

The department of Bible and theology also plays a key role in offering courses 

in biblical studies and Christian intellectual tradition that are required of students of all 

programs in the institution. Faculty members in the Bible and theology department can 

provide biblical and theological insights on different issues to fellow faculty members 

and students.  Tanner argues that theologians can help their academic institutions focus 

on the most pressing problems and challenges of contemporary life (Tanner 2002, 206).  

A Christian university or liberal arts college with a strong theology department 

helps its faculty and students to discern “how the Gospel impinges upon all humanistic 

and scientific questions,” such as “What constitutes the human person, the quality of the 
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good life, the purpose of social existence, the nature of the physical universe, the 

structure of political and social order” (Wood 2003, 120). 

The Role and Purpose of Christian Higher Education 

The discussion above showed the factors that make Christian higher education 

distinctly Christian. The next section looks closely to these key factors that define the 

purpose of Christian higher education.  

Integration of Faith and Learning 

One of the key roles higher educational institutions play is helping the 

Christian community to integrate faith and learning. Explaining the importance of 

integrating faith and learning to the church, Liftin writes,  

The Church’s inability or unwillingness to work at bringing faith and learning 

together meant that it ceased to think Christianly about all the realms of life, which 

in turn meant that in those realms it ceased to matter. . . . To refuse the challenge to 

think Christianly about every dimension of life, to allow the realms of faith and 

learning to remain sealed off from one another, is to cease to think, and thus to 

cease having any contribution to make. (Liftin 2004, 145)  

Higher educational institutions, therefore, have the responsibility of helping the Christian 

community by integrating faith and learning.   

Ken Badley, in his article, “The Faith/Learning Integration Movement in 

Christian Higher Education: Slogan or Substance”, indicates that integration of faith and 

learning has been a favorite topic of discussion among Christian scholars (Badley 1994, 

13). Giving the typical definition of curricular integration seen in the literature, Badley 

says, “Curricular integration is the organization of teaching material to interrelate or 

unify subjects usually taught as separate academic courses or departments” (Badley 1988, 

26). He presents a summary of the literature on integrating faith and learning and 

identifies five paradigms of integration in the literature. He calls them fusion integration, 

incorporation integration, correlation integration, dialogical integration, and 
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perspectival integration (Badley 1988, 24).  

The fusion integration refers to integration of two elements where the elements 

retain some of their original characteristics. The incorporation integration occurs when 

one of the elements infiltrates the other and becomes its subset.  In correlation 

integration, “someone, usually a teacher, shows the relationship between two subjects by 

noting points of intersection or common interest” (Badley 1988, 24). Dialogical 

integration refers to “sufficiently high and continuous degree of correlation that we can 

properly claim a conversation had begun between two areas” (Badley 1988, 24). The 

paradigm that Badley supports is perspectival integration where “a worldview supplies 

the coherence, in the sense that disparate and even conflicting elements cohere as they fit 

into a larger framework of thought and practice” (Badley 1988, 25). According to this 

paradigm, the academic institutions’ desire for each student is to develop a uniformly 

Christian worldview which relates that perspective to all the disciplines of the curriculum 

(Badley 1988, 28). 

Hamilton and Mathisen also discuss four different views on how Christian 

higher education should integrate faith and learning (Hamilton and Mathisen 1997). The 

first model is called convergence model.  This model assumes that evangelical 

Christianity and higher learning lead to the same conclusion, and they do not need 

reconciliation. Knowledge discovered through natural means and knowledge that is 

revealed by God are complete in themselves and confirm each other (Hamilton and 

Mathisen 1997, 268).  

The second model is the triumphalist model. This model argues that the 

existing intellectual culture is flawed by its underlying secular assumptions and it 

ultimately leads to self-destruction (Hamilton and Mathisen 1997, 268). However, the 

Christian faith would endure and triumph over learning because it is true. According to 

this model, religious ways of knowing are always superior to secular ways of knowing 
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(Hamilton and Mathisen 1997, 269).  

The third model, the value-added model, assumes that faith and learning are 

not in conflict to each other or change each other in fundamental ways because they 

occupy different spheres (Hamilton and Mathisen 1997, 270).  Faith supplements 

learning by bringing an ethical dimension, “an appreciation for the transcendent, and 

answers to the questions of meaning,” while “learning can enrich faith—helping one to 

understand how God and his creatures have responded to each other in the past, filling in 

the details of God’s creative handiwork, and so forth” (Hamilton and Mathisen 1997, 

270). 

The fourth model is the integration model. This model starts with the 

assumption that all academic inquiry starts with a set of assumptions that are rooted in the 

student’s worldview, and Christian scholarship should begin with a Christian worldview 

and presuppositions (Hamilton and Mathisen 1997). Academic inquires that are based on 

secular worldviews would lead to distorted outcomes. This model also argues that both 

discovered knowledge and revealed knowledge are incomplete by themselves and they 

are both needed for full understanding. The integration model is similar to Badley’s 

perspectival integration paradigm.  

Knight argues that proper integration of faith and learning starts by 

acknowledging that the Bible is the prime source of knowledge and the most 

indispensable epistemological authority and that all other sources of knowledge should be 

tested and verified in the light of the teachings of the Bible (Knight 2006, 179). True 

integration of faith and learning also acknowledges that there is unity in true knowledge 

because all true knowledge comes from the Creator who created it all.   

Liftin argues that the common slogan, “All truth is God’s truth,” that is used in 

Christian higher educational circles encapsulates a set of convictions that are crucial to 

the task of Christian higher education. He gives ten important implications embedded in 
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this phrase:  

1. God exists.  

 

2. Through the agency of his son, God created the universe and all that is in it.  

 

3. We can therefore entertain an intellectual construct called “reality.”  

 

4. This reality is complex and multi-dimensional.  

 

5. This reality, though complex and multi-dimensional, is also coherent and unified, 

centered upon the person of Jesus Christ.  

 

6. God has created humans with the capacity to apprehend, however fallibly and 

incompletely, this reality. 

 

7. Genuine knowledge is therefore feasible for humans.  

 

8. Human knowledge of reality stems from two prime sources: special revelation 

and discovery.  

 

9. We can therefore maintain a distinction between faith and error.  

 

10. All that is truthful, from whatever source, is unified, and will cohere with 

whatever else is truthful.  (Liftin 2004, 86-95) 

Explaining what integration of faith and learning entails, Holmes writes, 

“Integration also transcends awkward conjunctions of faith and learning in some unholy 

alliance rather than a fruitful union. What we need is not Christians who are also scholars 

but Christian scholars, not Christianity alongside education but Christian education” 

(Holmes 1975, 17).  

Integration of faith and learning requires hard work. It requires a thorough 

understanding of methods, materials, concepts, and theoretical structures before trying to 

make superficial and unsatisfactory integrations (Holmes 1975, 17). This has to be a 

major engagement of Christian higher educational institutions, and they have to do it with 

a strong commitment to their faith. Faculty members in Christian higher educational 

institutions have the major responsibility of integrating faith and learning by developing a 

uniformly Christian worldview in students which relates all subjects they teach with that 
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perspective.  

Developing a Christian Worldview  
in Students 

The other important purpose of Christian higher education is helping students 

to develop a Christian worldview. J. Mark Bertrand in his book (Re)Thinking Worldview, 

defines worldview as “an interpretation of influences, experiences, circumstance and 

insight. In fact, it is an interrelated series of interpretations –and it becomes a method of 

interpreting, too” (Bertrand 2007, 26). Knight says, “One doesn’t have to be especially 

brilliant to realize that the biblical worldview and the predominant mentality of the larger 

culture are often at odds, or that there are different religious and even different Christian 

worldviews” (Knight 2006, 234).  

Since one’s worldview is how one interprets and understands reality, it is very 

important that Christians have a worldview that is biblically and theologically sound. 

Dockery explains the significance of developing a Christian worldview as follows.  

Christians everywhere recognize that there is a great spiritual battle raging for the 

hearts and minds of men and women around the globe. We now find ourselves in a 

cosmic struggle between a morally indifferent culture and Christian truth.  Thus we 

need to shape a Christian worldview and life view that will help us learn to think 

Christianly and live out the truth of Christian faith. (Dockery 2007, 50)  

Therefore, Christian higher educational institutions have the responsibility of 

providing education that integrates faith and shapes a Christian worldview in their 

students.  Graduates who have developed a Christian worldview and are well equipped 

with the truth can go out and challenge secular worldviews and be witnesses of Christ in 

the secular world.  

Helping the Church to Withstand  
the Waves of Secularism  

Christian higher educational institutions also play a key role in helping the 

church to withstand the waves of secularism. As mentioned above, secularism is a 
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growing threat for churches as well as Christian higher educational institutions. 

Describing the challenge evangelicals are facing and suggesting a possible solution, 

Nathan O. Hatch says,  

In recent years, evangelicals have come to raise the alarm about the pervasive 

secularism of modern intellectual life and its repercussions in legislation, ethics, and 

jurisprudence; yet they have done almost nothing to address the root of the problem. 

The battle for the mind cannot be waged by mobilizing in the streets or on Capitol 

Hill, not by denouncing more furiously the secular humanists.  If we are to help 

preserve even the possibility of Christian thinking for our children and 

grandchildren, we must begin to nurture first-order Christian scholarship.  This 

means, of course, freeing Christian scholars to undertake what is painstakingly slow 

and arduous task, one that has almost no immediate return on investment. The 

support of Christian scholars is a selfless enterprise indeed, because it is investing 

current resources to ensure that we do not mortgage the future intellectually for the 

next generation. (Hatch 1987, 158)  

As Hatch argues, Christian higher educational institutes need to work towards developing 

and maintaining Christian scholars that shape the intellectual life of evangelical believers. 

This war waged for the mind can only be won by the truth that is based on God’s word. 

Paul says,   

For though we live in the world, we do not wage war as the world does. The 

weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have 

divine power to demolish strongholds. We demolish arguments and every 

pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive 

every thought to make it obedient to Christ. (2 Cor 10.3-5)  

Spiritual Formation of Students 

Even though what is emphasized so far is the role Christian higher educational 

institutions play in the development of the intellectual aspect of the faith of their students, 

what is equally important is the role these institutions play in the character (spiritual) 

formation of their students. Developing a Christian worldview and getting an education 

that integrates faith and learning has to lead to a changed life that honors the Lord. 

Classes, chapel services, and other extracurricular activities should all be designed in 

such a way that they contribute to the spiritual development of students.   
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Faculty and staff members play a key role in the spiritual development of 

students. Christian higher educational institutions need faculty and staff members who 

think and live as Christians in order to create a community that encourages spiritual 

development in students. Pressnell writes,  

The future of Christian higher education starts in the hearts of those who fill the 

faculty and staff ranks of our campuses. The potential of our scholarship and our 

institutions will only be fulfilled if the inner life is sufficiently transformed. Much 

of our heritage as evangelicals is a tapestry of intellectualism and inward 

experience. The challenge is before us to strive actively for the wisdom that is 

found in practicing the presence of Christ in our scholarship. (Pressnell 1999, 134-

35) 

Therefore, the role of faculty members in Christian higher educational 

institutions is more than just teaching, doing research, or investing in the lives of 

students—but also building a Christ centered community (Dockery 2007, 128). It is in a 

Christian community that spiritual development occurs. “A Christian university is not a 

church, yet it is a faith-informed, faith-affirming, and grace-filled community—a 

distinctive community” (Dockery 2007, 141).  

Preparing Students for a Life of Service 

As academic institutions that train students, one of the main goals of Christian 

higher educational institutions is preparing students for a life of service to the church and 

society.   Such institutions need to prepare students in such a way that they become well-

equipped servants in the marketplace and become change agents in the world around 

them.  

Gordon Smith (1996), in his research on spiritual formation in Christian higher 

educational institutions, shows how spiritual formation of students relates to their 

preparation for service.   

Spiritual formation happens when there are activities designed for specific ends in 

the formation of character that complement the formal academic program. Spiritual 

formation within the academic setting is most effective when the classroom is both 
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affirmed and complemented, and where vital elements of the spiritual life are 

nurtured, taught and encouraged in settings other than the classroom. There is 

nothing quite like service to test the inner person and potentially inform not only 

our spiritual growth but also the classroom. There is a strong awareness of the 

interconnection of field experience with classroom reflection. (Smith 1996, 3) 

Preparing students to become active and engaged members of society is a 

major part of the mission of Christian higher educational institutions (Benne  2001). 

Holmes writes, “The Christian college embodies a strategy for Christian involvement in 

the life of the mind and the life of a culture” (Holmes 1975, 116). 

As discussed above, the purpose and mission of Christian higher educational 

institutions should include integrating faith and learning, shaping Christian worldview 

and Christian character in students, and equipping them to serve the church and society. 

Describing what Christian higher education involves, Dockery says, “The mission of 

Christian higher education involves providing Christ-centered higher education that 

promotes excellence and character development in service to church and society” 

(Dockery 2007, 31).  

Threats of Secularization 

As mentioned in the first chapter, many of the higher educational institutes in 

the West were founded by church denominations. These educational institutions were 

first established by churches with a purpose of propagation of faith and morality in 

addition to educating people in different areas of study.  

However, many higher educational institutions that were started by churches, 

through the years have lost their evangelical distinctiveness while fewer institutions have 

kept their evangelical identity.  Burtchaell (1998), in his book The Dying of the Light: 

The Disengagement of Colleges and Universities, inquires about those colleges in the 

United States that began as denominational colleges that are now secular colleges.  There 

are similar stories of higher educational institutes in England. As mentioned in chapter 1, 

until the 1990s England had four universities considered Christian: Oxford, Cambridge, 
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Durham, and King’s College London (Glanzer 2008, 164). Bebbington (1992) and D’ 

Costa (2005) discuss in their books how these English universities were secularized.  

Ringenberg, explaining the gradual move to secularism of higher educational 

institutions in the US, writes,  

Very few, if any, institutions have moved quickly from being predominantly 

Christian to being predominately secular.  Almost invariably they have gone 

through an intermediate step in which they seek to promote religious values in 

general without giving specific preference to the Christian religion. (Ringenberg 

2006, 120)   

Ringenberg then lists seven marks that indicate a move to secularization in 

those institutions. These marks are  

1. The public statements about the Christian nature of the institution begin to 

include equivocal rather than explicit phrases; these statements often describe 

Christian goals in sociological but not theological terms.  

2. The faculty hiring policy begins to place a reduced emphasis upon the 

importance of the scholar being a committed Christian, and subsequently fewer 

professors seek to relate their academic disciplines to the Christian faith.  

3. The importance of the Bible and the Christian religion in the general education 

curriculum declines.  

4. The previously strong official institutional support given to religious activities in 

general and the chapel service in particular decline.  

5. The institution begins to reduce and then perhaps drop its church affiliation or, it 

be an independent institution, it tends to reduce its interest in identifying with 

interdenominational and parachurch organizations.  

6. Budget decisions begin to reflect a reduced emphasis upon the essential nature of 

Christian programs.  

7. An increasing number of students and faculty members join the college 

community in spite of rather than because of the remaining Christian influences, 

and the deeply committed Christians begin to feel lonely. (Ringenberg 2006, 120-

21)  

Ringenberg’s marks of secularization listed above are very helpful in 

identifying key areas one has to look to find out if a Christian higher educational 
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institution is moving towards secularization.  The key areas include changes in the 

mission statement, faculty hiring policy, the place of Bible and theology courses in the 

overall curriculum, and the relationship of the institution with the founding or sponsoring 

churches.  

Is secularization a threat for Christian higher educational institutions in Africa, 

especially in Eastern Africa? How can these institutions prevent a drift from their core 

evangelical mission?  These are the questions that this research attempts to address and 

they are discussed later. The next section gives an overview of higher education in Africa 

especially Christian higher education.  

Higher Education in Africa  

Gary and Hayward indicate that higher education has gone a rapid 

transformation throughout the world in the last quarter of a century. These forces of 

change are 

the expansion of higher education and the push for greater access, the problems of 

declining resources and the challenge of diversifying funding sources, the 

expectation that higher education will make a greater contribution to economic and 

social development, the pressures to be accountable to an increasingly skeptical and 

demanding public, the conflicts surrounding institutional autonomy, the growth of 

technology and the drive for internalization.  (Green and Hayward 1997, 3) 

In addition to these challenges, higher educational institutions in Africa face 

political unrest, war, lack of freedom, and interference of the government (Hayward 

1997, 87-88).  

The governments in most African countries keep a tight control of the public 

universities and crack down on any of those that are critical of the government. The 

leadership positions in these institutions are highly politicized and are usually given to 

those who are loyal to the government (Tefera and Altbach 2004). Those who seek to 

promote academic and institutional freedom would face serious challenges and may be 

forced to resign (Tefera and Altbach 2004). This political unrest affects everything that 
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occurs within these institutions. The private institutions also face most of these problems.  

Lack of financial resources and well qualified faculty members are the other 

challenges higher institutions in Africa face.  Well-educated people in these countries 

leave their home countries because of the lack of freedom they experience for their 

academic work and in a search for a better life in the West (Tefera and Altbach 2004).  

That greatly affects the quality of education in these higher educational institutions.  

Explaining the challenge of demand and expectations, Hayward says,  

Part of the crisis in African higher education grows out of the rapid expansion of 

postsecondary education—an expansion that continued after the economies began 

to decline. Growth in the number and size of tertiary institutions was fueled by 

government expectation that university education would provide the base for 

national economic development and the public’s expectation that a university 

degree would guarantee economic and social success for their children. (Hayward 

1997, 89) 

Talking about the role higher education plays in the continent of Africa, former 

United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan said,  

I believe the  university  must  become  a  primary  tool  for  Africa’s  development  

in  the  new century.  Universities can help develop African expertise; they can 

enhance the analysis of African problems; strengthen domestic institutions; serve as 

a model environment for the practice of good governance, conflict resolution and 

respect for human rights, and enable African academics to play an active part in the 

global community of scholars.  (United Nations Information Service, 2000) 

Africa, especially the sub-Saharan Africa, is a region with the lowest 

enrolment of higher educational institutions. The countries on which this study focuses, 

Ethiopia and Kenya, are part of the region called the sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). This 

region has one of the lowest gross enrollment ratios (GERs) in tertiary education. “In 

2000, the GER in higher education in SSA was only 3.5 per cent (UIS, 20003). A 

majority of the African countries in 2000 have an enrolment ratio of less than 5 per cent. 

More importantly, the distance between African countries and countries in other regions 

has widened due to the slow progress made in this region” (Varghese 2006, 29).  

The following figure shows how enrollment of higher educational institutions 
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in sub-Saharan Africa compares to other regions (UNESCO 2009, 2).  

 
Figure 1. Enrolment of higher educational institutions in sub-Saharan Africa. 

 

 

Taking Ethiopia as an example, in 2004 out of the total population of 

73,000,000, only 77,727 were enrolled in all varieties of higher educational institutions 

(Ethiopian Central Statistics Authority 2004, 332-39). That means only 0.001064% or 1 

in every 939 Ethiopians attended college. The same document shows that the ratio of 

people that graduated from some form of higher level educational program is 1 in 3,181.  

Recent development in these countries has helped the expansion of elementary 

and secondary school education.  The expansion of secondary school education in Africa 

has increased the number of students who desire to go to higher education. Since the 

public universities are not in a position to meet the growing demand, governments have 

privatized some of the public universities and opened the door for starting privately 

owned higher educational institutions (Varghese 2006, 19).  

Osokoya gives four reasons for the growth of privatization of higher education 
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in the developing states of Africa.  

Firstly, there is the inability of the public sector to satisfy the growing social 

demand for higher education, hence the need for the private sector to expand 

students’ access to higher education. Secondly, there are the de-regulation policies 

of the governments on the provision of education and thus giving adequate 

opportunities for private participation in education. Thirdly, in many African 

countries, the demand for employment oriented courses and subjects of study had 

changed and public universities seem unable to respond adequately to this 

phenomenon, hence it becomes imperative that private sector should increase. 

Fourthly, in most African countries, public education is criticized for inefficiency 

while the private sector is increasingly promoted for its efficiency in operation. 

(Osokoya 2007, 1) 

Varghese categorized private higher educational institutes into four, namely: 

transnational, collaboration with foreign institutions, collaboration with public 

universities, and religious affiliation (2006, 20-21).  The transnational institutes of higher 

learning are those that are owned by foreign organizations and operate like multi-

nationals. Higher educational institutions that belong to the second category are those that 

operate in collaboration with foreign institutions of higher education. In the third 

category are those institutions that function in collaboration with other institutions with in 

the same country. The fourth group of higher educational institutions includes those 

institutions that are owned and operated by Christian denominations or Muslim 

organizations (Varghese 2006, 20-21).   

Some of the private institutions were established as business endeavors; 

therefore, they are for-profit institutions. However, many of the private higher 

educational institutions are not-for-profit institutions, and they are supported by religious 

organizations. The majority of these institutions are affiliated with churches or Christian 

organizations while some are Islamic universities. These religion- affiliated universities 

“offer courses focusing on religious epistemologies – either on Islamic or on Christian 

beliefs and traditions” (Varghese 2006, 22).    
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Church Affiliated Higher Educational Institutes 
in Africa 

As briefly mentioned in chapter 1, several higher educational institutions in 

Africa have their roots and precursors in missionary ventures and religious organizations 

including the church (Otieno 2007, 175). In most sub-Saharan countries, formal 

educational programs were part of the Christian mission for a long time (Asamoah-Gyadu 

2007, http://iapche.org/gyadu-paper.htm). Therefore, when the Christian mission 

organizations and churches ventured into the tertiary level of education, they were 

building on their rich intellectual and religious heritage (Asamoah-Gyadu 2007).  

Writing about the role of religious institutions in African higher education 

Levy writes,  

A striking finding of the global private higher education literature is the potent 

presence of religious institutions in early development. Since African private higher 

education is still in its youth, we might expect a strong religious presence, and that 

is what we find. As noted, religious institutions counted prominently among the 

continent’s precursors, including in Kenya, South Africa, and Uganda. (Levy 2007, 

205)  

Unlike Latin America and other regions where Catholic churches played a 

crucial role in establishing universities, it is the Protestant churches that took the lead in 

Africa (Levy 2007, 205). In recent years many evangelical universities have been 

established by evangelical churches in sub-Saharan Africa and there are many more to 

come. Joel Carpenter writes, “The environment for creating evangelical universities is 

ripe to the bursting point in parts of sub-Saharan Africa. I found 10 colleges and 

universities formed over the past two decades by evangelicals from a variety of traditions 

and movements” (Carpenter 2003, 57). A number of these Christian universities and 

colleges were originally established as theological colleges/seminaries. 

The focus of this study is on church sponsored higher educational institutes in 

Eastern African countries, namely, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and Democratic Republic of 

Congo that offer degree programs (bachelor, master’s or doctoral degree granting 
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colleges or universities).  Institutions that only offer studies related to church vocations 

are not included.  

There are no Christian Universities that have been established in Ethiopia yet.  

However, the Mekane Yesus Theological Seminary, which was founded in 1960 and was 

mainly a theological seminary is now transitioning to become a Christian university 

(www.myts.org). The other theological college in the process of becoming a Liberal Arts 

college is Meserete Kirstos College (www.mkcollege.org) that was opened in January 

1994 for the purpose of providing training for pastors, evangelists and lay leaders within 

Ethiopia. The college “ envisions becoming a full ‘Christian University,’ offering a broad 

range of undergraduate and graduate programs relevant to impacting the Ethiopian 

societies and beyond towards a more honest, just, compassionate and prosperous future” 

(www.mkcollege.org).  

Table 2 below lists church affiliated Christian colleges and universities in 

Kenya (Abagi 2006, 75 and Glanzer, Carpenter, Latinga 2010). Table 3 lists the private 

church affiliated universities that are licensed by the Government of Uganda 

(www.unche.or.ug). 

The following institutions are identified by Glanzer, Carpenter, Latinga (2010) 

as Christian universities in the Democratic Republic of Congo. They are Shalom 

University of Bunia, Universite´ Catholique de Bukavu, Universite´ Catholique du 

Congo, Universite´ Catholique du Graben, Universite´ Notre-Dame du Kasayi and 

Universite´ Protestante au Congo.  

In most cases, the institutions listed above were started as Bible/theological 

colleges that were mainly training ministers for the church and Christian organizations. 

They eventually added other programs and transitioned to Christian universities. Since 

several other institutions are also preparing to make this transition, the number of 

Christian universities in Africa will continue to grow in the coming years.  
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Table 2. Church affiliated universities in Kenya 

University/ Date Founded Founder 

Africa International University (AIU), 

1980 

Association of Evangelicals of Africa 

(AEA) 

Africa Nazarene University (ANU), 1994 The Nazarene Church  

Catholic University of Eastern Africa 

(CUEA), 1992 

Association of the Member Episcopal 

conference in Eastern Africa (AMECEA)  

Daystar University, 1974 Mr. S.E.M. Pheko (African), Dr. Donald 

and Mrs. Faye K. Smith (Americans) –

affiliated to Daystar University in USA 

Kenya Highlands Evangelical University, 

1953  

The World Gospel Mission 

Kenya Methodist University, 1994 Methodist Church  

Pan Africa Christian University (PAC), 

1978 

Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada 

St. Paul’s University, 1903 Anglican, Presbyterian, Methodist, 

Reformed Church and National Council of 

Churches in Kenya (NCCA) 

United States International University 

(USIU), 1969 

 

United States International University in 

the USA 

University of Eastern Africa Baraton, 

1980  

Africa/Mideast division of Seventh Day 

Adventist  

 

Table 3. Church Affiliated Universities in Uganda 

University Founder 

Ndejje University, 1992 Luweero & other dioceses  

Uganda Martyrs University, 1993 Catholic Church  

Bugema University, 1994 Adventist Church  

Busoga University, 1999  Busoga Diocese  

Uganda Christian University, 1999  Church of Uganda  

 

Is secularization a threat for Christian higher educational institutions in Africa? 

The answer one gets for this question is mixed. There are some who are forced to 

compromise on their mission and evangelical values while others stand strong against the 

influence of secularization.   

What is seen in one institution in Ghana, as described by Asamoah-Gyadu, 
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gives us a good picture of what is taking place in many similar institutes in Africa.  

Although Ghana’s universities could be said to have been established on Christian 

moral foundations, the institutions are not Christian in orientation as such. At the 

University of Ghana even the former Divinity Faculty was, following the attainment 

of independence, prevailed upon to broaden its outlook to include the study of non-

Christian religions or risk the loss of support by the government of Dr. Kwame 

Nkrumah. In response the name of the Divinity School had to change to reflect the 

religious neutrality of its new programs, hence the current name, Department for the 

Study of Religions. Christian influence on the lives and future of university students 

in Ghana has thus mainly come from the churches and Para-church organizations, 

many of them evangelical in orientation, that have proliferated on the campuses 

since the 1960s. (Asamoah-Gyadu 2007, http://iapche.org/gyadu-paper.htm) 

Other Christian higher educational institutions choose to be lenient on their 

religious requirements for faculty and students in order to compete, expand, and stay 

financially viable in their competitive environment (Levy 2007, 206). That has opened up 

the door for secularization.   

Though the common trend in higher educational institutes that were 

established by churches and Christian organizations is to gradually lose their religious 

distinctiveness over many years, there are exceptions in Africa. Levy argues that there are 

several higher educational institutions that kept their religious missions (Levy 2007, 205).  

Giving some examples of such institutions that kept their religious mission, Levy writes,  

While Kenya’s Daystar University does not proselytize students, it does require that 

faculty and especially administrators are members of Pentecostal churches. 

Ugandan faculty and students must commit to their universities’ basic mission of 

promoting Christian values. A ‘compassionate’ tone can be noted for Nigeria’s 

Pentecostal institutions, notwithstanding their primal capitalist hue. Generally, 

Africa’s religious higher education has an explicit mission of character-building, 

but this need not mean a vague religious mission. A sharp religious mission is 

evident at some institutions; Kenya’s Kabarak University aspires that all hear the 

call of Jesus Christ as Lord. In Kenya, all the religious universities have explicitly 

Christian content. (Levy 2007, 205) 

As mentioned above the focus of this study is on institutions that transitioned 

or are transitioning from a Bible/theological college or seminary to a Christian liberal arts 

college or university. Such transition requires a big change in the overall structure of the 
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organization and needs careful leadership and management of change.  Ramaley (2002) 

suggests a series of questions leaders of academic institutions should ask before 

beginning a change process.  

 

1. Do you have a mandate for change? If so, from whom? 

 

2. Do you understand the factors in the institutional culture and history as well as in the 

external environment that can support or resist change? 

 

3. Is the campus ready to change? If not, what might you do to create a more receptive 

climate for change?  

 

4. Have you thought through a strategy to manage institutional response as the change 

process unfolds?  

 

5. Can you undertake and lead change? (Ramaley 2002, 59)  

Conclusion  

The expansion of Christian higher educational institutes helps the churches in 

Africa to have a better influence in their societies in addressing the physical, social, 

economic, and political issues. It also has the potential of bringing transformation in these 

countries if it is done properly. However, as Holmes argues, the work of Christian college 

or universities should not be just an involvement in higher education (Holmes 1975). It 

requires the integration of faith and learning at every level. “This uniting of faith and 

learning then is the essence of Christian higher education. This is the call of the hour and 

the distinctive approach to education where all teaching and learning must take place 

with a view toward reality found only in the glory and grandeur of God” (Dockery 2007, 

115).  

Christian higher educational institutes who are considering transitioning to 

Christian liberal arts colleges or universities need to plan carefully and make sure they 

are becoming truly Christian universities, not just Christians that are involved in liberal 

arts education. Learning from history, evaluating the influence that comes from 
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government, donor organizations, and accrediting agencies, having the financial 

resources and qualified and committed faculty to the vision of a Christian higher 

education are some of the issues that need careful consideration. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGICAL DESIGN 

This chapter describes the methodology and procedures used in this research. It 

also defines the population, the samples used, the delimitations of the sample, and the 

limitations of generalizations of this research.  

The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study research was to analyze and 

describe transitions from a theological college or seminary to a Christian liberal arts 

college or university in East African context.  The study focused on five selected 

institutions in Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, and Democratic Republic of Congo that began 

as theological (Bible) colleges or seminaries and now are transitioning or have 

transitioned to Christian liberal arts colleges or universities.  The schools that are selected 

for this study are those institutions that have added at least two additional programs to 

their theology program and have made clear plans to add more programs in the next five 

to seven years and become liberal arts colleges or universities.  

Research Questions Synopsis 

The following five questions guided this research.  

 

1. What are the reasons for the transition from a theological college to a liberal arts 

college or university?  

 

2. What are the external and internal challenges these Christian higher educational 

institutions face as they go through this transition?  
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3. In what ways is the mission of the institution affected by the transition from a 

theological college to Christian liberal arts?  

 

4. In what ways has the transition affected the relationship between the institution and 

the sponsoring church(es) or Christian organization(s)? 

 

5. In what ways has the transition from a theological college to a Christian liberal arts 

college or university affected the theology program of the institution?  

 

Design Overview 

The methodology employed in this study is qualitative, multi-case study 

research (Creswell 2007, 73).  Qualitative research attempts to understand a phenomenon 

that occurs in a natural setting (Leedy and Ormord 2010, 135). Researchers conduct 

qualitative case studies in order to “describe, explain, or evaluate particular social 

phenomena” (Gall, Gall, and Borg 1996, 289).  

Qualitative research method is employed in this research because it helps to 

answer research questions that are descriptive in nature. It is also used because the 

amount of information that exists on the topic of this research is very limited (Leedy and 

Ormord 2010, 135). Using the qualitative case study research method, this study 

investigated the reasons for such transitions from theological colleges to universities, the 

challenges of the transition process, and how such transitions affect the mission of the 

institutions, the theological training programs, and the relationship of the institutions with 

their founding or sponsoring churches.  

Writing about case study method, Leedy and Ormord indicate that it is a useful 

method “for investigating how an individual or program changes over time, perhaps as a 

result of certain circumstances or interventions” (Leedy and Ormord 2010, 137). For this 

multi-case study, the researchers chose five institutions from Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda 
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and Democratic Republic of Congo that were willing to take part in the study and were 

accessible to the researcher. The researcher also used certain key factors such as location, 

denominational affiliation or sponsorship, and stages in the transition process to choose 

the institutions.  Selecting multiple cases that are different in certain key areas helps the 

researcher “to make comparisons, build theory, or propose generalizations” (Leedy and 

Ormord 2010, 137) and see how the issue of the research can be illustrated in multiple 

cases (Creswell 2007, 74).  

The data for this research was collected from multiple sources, including 

interviews, documents, reports, and printed materials (Creswell 2007, 73).  The 

researcher also spent time in each of the five institutions conducting interviews, 

interacting with people, and gaining a perspective of the educational environment. While 

on campus the researcher attended campus activities such as chapel, made informal 

discussions with faculty members and students of the theology department with the 

approval of the administration. The researcher also recorded the information he gathered 

that relates to the topic of the research.  

The researcher conducted interviews with the leaders of those selected 

institutions in face-to-face interactions (Creswell 2007, 37). The interviewees include 

Presidents (Vice-Chancellors, Principals, Rectors), Vice-Presidents (Deputy Vice-

Chancellors, Deputy Principals), Academic Deans, Heads of Schools of Theology or 

Departments of Theology and Heads of the other newly added programs of the 

institutions. The interviews were designed to bring to the fore the experiences and 

perceptions of the leaders of these higher educational institutions about the reasons, 

effects, challenges, and general impact of the transitions.   
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The researcher focused on the meaning the participants held about the problem 

(Gall, Borg, and Gall 1999, 289).  Using the qualitative study method, this research 

presents multiple perspectives held by the participants of the study regarding the effects 

of the transitions in their institutions (Creswell 2009; Guba and Lincoln 1988). Driven by 

the research questions, this study inquires into the meaning the leaders of the selected 

institutes ascribe to the effects of the transition on their institutions.  

In addition to the data collected through the interviews, the researcher collected 

data from other resources of information (Creswell 2007, 75; Leedy and Ormord 2010, 

137) such as field observations, documents, and published materials including  

catalogues, mission statements, vision and value statements, public announcements, 

strategic plan documents, official reports, doctrinal statements, and course description of 

class syllabi. All these documents supplemented the data that was gathered through 

interviews.  

Population  

The population for this qualitative study consists of Protestant/Evangelical 

higher educational institutions that are transitioning or that have transitioned from 

theological (Bible) colleges to Christian liberal art colleges or universities in Ethiopia, 

Kenya, Uganda and Democratic Republic of Congo.  

Sample and Sampling Technique   

The sampling strategy used for this study is purposeful sampling (Creswell 

2007, 125). Explaining purposeful sampling in a qualitative research, Creswell says, “the 

inquirer selects individuals and sites for study because they can purposefully inform an 
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understanding of the research problem and central phenomenon in the study” (Creswell 

2007, 125). The institutions that are selected for this study are those that represent other 

former Bible colleges in Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and Democratic Republic of Congo 

that are transitioning or have transitioned to liberal arts colleges or universities.  These 

are institutions that are evangelical and that have added at least two other programs to 

their theology program and have made clear plans to add more programs in the next five 

to seven years and become liberal arts colleges or universities.  

The researcher contacted different organizations and leaders of theological 

seminaries in Africa to get their recommendations of institutions that can be included in 

this multi-case study. One of the organizations that the researcher consulted is Overseas 

Council, an international organization that partners with theological institutions around 

the world, with 30 partners in Africa (www.overseas.org). The researcher visited the head 

quarters of Overseas Council in Indianapolis, Indiana, and discussed with its leaders and 

asked their recommendation for potential institutions that have transitioned or are 

transitioning to Christian universities that could be used as cases for the study. He 

received their recommendation and started with that list.  

On May 2011 the researcher also attended All African Leadership Institute, a 

regional Institute organized by Overseas Council in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. At the 

meeting 45 different theological institutions from 24 African countries were represented. 

This researcher was able to meet face-to-face with the leaders of six institutions that are 

transitioning or have transitioned to Christian universities and leaders of other institutions 

that are considering to transition. Three of those are included in this study. The researcher 

used certain key factors such as location, denominational affiliation, and stages in the 
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transition process to choose the institutions in selecting the five institutions in this study 

in order to get a wider representation that would help him to make comparisons and 

propose generalizations.  

Delimitations of the Sample 

The researcher has delimited the sample for this study to five selected 

evangelical higher educational institutions in four Eastern Africa countries namely, 

Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and Democratic Republic of Congo that have transitioned or are 

transitioning from a theological college to Christian liberal arts colleges. The sample is 

also delimited to Protestant Bible or theological colleges.  

Limitations of Generalization  

This study is limited in generalization to Protestant Bible or theological 

colleges that transitioned to liberal arts colleges or universities. The findings, therefore, 

do not generalize to all church affiliated institutions that belong to other Christian 

traditions. Though this qualitative study attempts to consider the phenomenon in 

institutions in the region that are transitioning or have transitioned, it will be limited in its 

representation because all transitions are different, and are dependent on the nature of the 

institutions and their specific context.  

Instrumentation  

The instrument that was used in this qualitative study is a set of interview 

questions, prepared by the researcher, which are open-ended and designed for a face-to-

face in-depth interview (Leedy and Ormord, 2010, 148). The questions revolved around 

the research questions of this study.  
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In developing the interview questions and classifying the responses, the 

researcher used Robert Benne’s table, presented in his book Quality with Soul (Benne 

2001, 48-49). Benne’s table, “Types of Church-Related Colleges” that is presented in 

Table 1 (see p. 28), was very helpful in categorizing church-related colleges’ connection 

to their religious heritage. In his chart Benne listed eight aspects of an institution’s life 

that help to examine its connection with its religious heritage. They are (1) public 

relevance of Christian vision, (2) public rhetoric, (3) membership requirements, (4) 

Religion/Theology Department; Religion/Theology required courses, (5) chapel, (6) 

ethos, (7) support by church, (8) governance.  Benne divided the types of church related 

colleges into four: orthodox, critical mass, intentionally pluralist, and accidentally 

pluralist. He admits that his chart does not take into consideration all nuances, and 

schools do not necessarily fall into one neat category (Benne 2001, 48).   

The researcher used these eight aspects of the life of the institutions to see how 

transitioning from a Bible college to a Christian liberal arts college or a university has 

affected the life of the institutions under this study. The questions prepared for the 

interviews were used to draw out responses from the leaders of the institutions on their 

perspectives on the changes they see in their institutions in these eight areas. These 

questions were also designed to get answers for the research questions.  

The interviewer followed the prepared questions during the interviews but also 

added questions that were necessary to clarify or expand some ideas raised by the 

interviewees. The responses provided by the interviewed leaders have helped the 

researcher to gather important information regarding the leaders’ perspectives on the 

transitions of their institutions from a theological college to a Christian university.    
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The prepared questions were reviewed by an expert panel that commented on 

the clarity and suitability of the questions for the research. The researcher submitted the 

names and qualifications of the members of the panel to his supervisor for approval. 

After receiving approval of the members of the expert panel, the researcher sent his 

interview questions to the members of the panel. After revising and making necessary 

corrections on the questions based on the comments received from expert panel, the 

researcher submitted a written copy of the questions to the Dissertation Committee and 

Research Ethics Committee of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary for approval. 

Upon the approval of the interview questions, they were sent out to the leaders of the 

institutes that were chosen for this research prior to the interview sessions.  

The data from the interviews was audio-taped and then transcribed as Word 

documents. The researcher then sent to each interviewee the transcript of the interview, 

so that they could make any necessary notations and changes. The researcher gave each 

interviewee a period of three weeks to look at the transcript and make necessary 

corrections.  

After making the corrections that were made by the interviewees, the 

researcher coded all the data on the interview transcripts using NVivo 9 software 

application. This application helped the researcher to code the data of each transcript 

according to the key themes identified in the literature review and the research questions 

of this qualitative study.  

Procedures 

The section below describes the process that was used to gather, categorize, 

and analyze the research data. The researcher used a qualitative multi-case study research 
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method for this study.   

Interview Questions and Protocol 

As indicated above, the researcher prepared the questionnaire that were used in 

this study from the information gathered through the literature review. The interview 

questions were open-ended and designed for a face-to-face in-depth interview (Leedy and 

Ormord, 2010, 148). The semi-structured interviews allowed the researcher to ask 

questions in addition to the standard questions for clarification or to probe the 

interviewee’s reasoning (Leedy and Ormord, 2010, 188). 

The researcher also prepared an interview protocol that states the title of the 

project, time of the interview, date, place, name of the interviewee, position of the 

interviewee, interviewee’s academic institution, interviewee’s email address, and the 

length of time the interviewees worked in their position and in higher education. It also 

asks for a signature from the participant that shows his or her agreement to allow the 

researcher to record the interview and use the data in his research. The researcher has 

included the interview questions at the end of the interview protocol (see Appendix I) 

Expert Panel Review 

To ensure the appropriateness of the interview questions, the researcher used 

an expert panel. The members of the panel include three members who are experts in 

different aspects of the topic of this research. After contacting the potential members of 

his expert panel to ask their willingness, the researcher submitted the names and 

qualifications of the three experts to his dissertation supervisor (see Appendix 2 for a the 

listing and qualification of the expert panel). Upon the approval of the dissertation 

supervisor, the researcher sent the interview questions to the members of the expert 

panel. The function of the interview panel was to review and evaluate the appropriateness 
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of the interview questions for gathering the appropriate data in a way that answers the 

research questions.  

The researcher made the necessary edition of the interview questions based on 

the evaluation and comments he received from the expert panel.  The researcher then 

submitted the updated instrument to his dissertation committee supervisor for his final 

approval.  

Ethics Approval  

After making corrections that were based on the comments of the expert panel 

and the pilot interviews, the interview questions were submitted to the Dissertation 

Committee and Research Ethics Committee of the Southern Baptist Theological 

Seminary for approval. Upon the approval of the instrument, the researcher initiated the 

actual research process.  

Seeking Permission and Arranging  
Visits 

The researcher contacted the leaders of the institutions selected for this study to 

ask their willingness to take part in this multi-case study. He was able to make face-to-

face contact with the leaders of the three institutions and through email the leaders of the 

other two organizations. The researcher sent a formal letter to each institution with an 

attachment of the interview protocol. Upon receiving their willingness to take part in the 

study, the researcher contacted the leaders of each of the institutions to secure permission 

to conduct interviews. Then, interview questions were sent out to the respondents who 

have expressed their willingness to participate in the interview.  The researcher then 

visited each of the five institutions according to the agreed time to conduct interviews and 

gather necessary data for the research.  
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Conducting the Interview 

The interviews were conducted according to the interview protocol discussed 

above. The interview sessions took an average of 50 minutes. At the beginning of each of 

the interview sessions, the researcher thanked the participants for taking time to 

participate in this research. He then requested interviewees to fill out and sign the consent 

form that was sent to them earlier to give permission to the interviewer to record the data.  

Upon receiving consent from the interviewee, the researcher then asked the questions that 

were sent to the interviewee in advance. The questions were open-ended questions and 

the researcher listened closely to the participant and took notes as necessary. The semi-

structured interview also allowed the interviewer to ask follow-up and probe questions 

(Leedy and Ormord 2010, 141).  

At the end of the interview, the researcher thanked each of the interviewees and 

explained that the interviewee would receive the transcription of the interview so that 

they could make necessary changes or corrections. The researcher also reminded the 

interviewees that the researcher would send them a summary of the research findings at 

the end of his research.  

Transcribing the Interview  

Once the interviews were completed, the researcher transcribed all the 

interviews into Word documents. Then the researcher sent the transcripts of the 

interviews to the interviewees with a personal letter expressing appreciation for their 

participation. In the letter, the researcher asked each of the interviewees to look into the 

transcript of the interview and make necessary corrections. The researcher also indicated 

that he would give them a period of three weeks to review the transcripts, make changes 

and notations and send it back to him as email attachments  and that if he did not hear 

from them in those three weeks he would assume that they validated the interview 

transcript.  
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Visitation and Collection of Other Data 

During his visit to the five institutions to do the interviews, the researcher spent 

an average of six days on the campuses. During his visit the researcher collected sources 

of data such as documents, published materials such as catalogues, mission statements, 

vision and value statements, public announcements, strategic plan documents, official 

reports, and doctrinal statements that the institution made available. He also took 

observation notes.  During his visit, the researcher was also able to have informal 

conversations with teachers, students and staff members and attend chapel services at two 

of the institutions.    The goal of the researcher was to look for the convergence of the 

data that was collected through the different sources.  

Analyzing the Data  
 

All the data that was gathered was analyzed according to the five steps given 

by Creswell (2009, 184-190) and Leedy and Ormord (2010, 138).   

1. The researcher organized and prepared the data for analysis. This included 

transcribing interviews, typing up the field notes, sorting out and arranging the 

data in a logical order (Creswell 2009, 185).  

2. The researcher then read through all the data in order to obtain a general sense of 

the information gathered and started recording his general thoughts about the 

information (Creswell 2009, 185).  

3. The researcher then imported all the data into NVivo 9 software application. This 

application helped the researcher to code the data of each transcript according to 

the key themes identified in the literature review and the research questions of this 

qualitative study. Through coding, the researcher organized the material into 

chunks or segments of text before bringing meaning to information (Rossman and 
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Rallis 1998, 171). The data was coded according to the topics raised by the 

research questions and those that had relevance to the research.  

4. Using the coding process, the researcher then generated a number of themes or 

categories. The themes then were analyzed for each individual case and across the 

multi-cases. The themes were also used to identify multiple perspectives 

(Creswell 2009, 189).   

5. The researcher then gave a “detailed discussion of several themes (complete with 

subthemes, specific illustrations, multiple perspectives from individuals, and 

quotations) or a discussion of interconnected themes” (Creswell 2009, 189).  

6. The final step was constructing an overall portrait of the cases. Conclusions were 

drawn that may have implications beyond the specific cases included in this 

research (Leedy and Ormord 2010, 138).  

After these steps, the researcher developed an overall description of the effects 

of the transition in the Christian higher educational institutions that transitioned or are 

transitioning from a theological college to Christian liberal arts colleges or universities.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS 

This chapter presents the findings of the study that analyzed and described 

transitions from a theological college or seminary to a Christian liberal arts college or 

university in East African context. This multi-case study methodology enabled the 

researcher to have an in-depth look at five selected institutions in four countries in East 

Africa that have transitioned or are going through transition from a theological college or 

seminary to a Christian university.  

In this chapter the researcher describes the means that was used to compile the 

data. The researcher also presents and analyzes the data that pertains to the reasons for 

the transitions, the challenges of the transitions, and how the transitions affected the 

mission, the relationship of the institutions with their founding churches and their 

theology programs. The findings of this study will be presented in the form of descriptive 

analysis.  

Compilation Protocol  

The researcher utilized four means of obtaining data.  The data was obtained 

through interviews, informal discussions, official documents, and site observation of the 

researcher. The data that was gathered through the semi-structured interviews was the 

primary data that was used for analysis. The data that was gathered through the informal 

discussions, the documents, and observation notes was used to triangulate the data that is 
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supplied through the interviews.  

The collection of data was conducted in four different phases. In the first 

phase, the researcher developed a population sample of higher educational institutions 

that are transitioning or have transitioned from a theological college or seminary to a 

Christian university or liberal arts college.  Out of those institutions, the researcher 

identified five institutions that met the criteria that are outlined in Chapter 3.  

In phase two, the researcher traveled to each of the selected institutions to do 

interviews with the top leaders of the institutions. The visits gave the researcher an 

opportunity to talk to people directly in their own context (Creswell 2009, 175) and to 

have contextual exposure.  

The interviews were conducted face-to-face with the top leaders of the 

institutions of this multi-case study (see Appendix I for interview protocol). The 

questions that were used in the interviews were open-ended questions. Interviews took an 

average of 50 minutes. For the purpose of accuracy in reporting findings from the 

interviews, all interviews were digitally recorded and then transcribed by the researcher 

into Word documents.   

During the visits to the institutions, the researcher collected sources of data 

such as documents, published materials, catalogues, mission statements, vision and value 

statements, public announcements, strategic plan documents, official reports, and 

doctrinal statements that the institution made available. The researcher also was able to 

have informal conversations with teachers, students and staff members and attend chapel 

services at two of the institutions. The goal of the researcher was to look for the 

convergence of the data that was collected through the different sources.  
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In phase three, the researcher analyzed the data using data analysis method 

described by Creswell (1998) and Gall, Borg, and Gall (Gall, Borg, and Gall 1996, 358). 

The first step was importing all the transcribed interviews into the NVivo 9© software. 

NVivo 9 allowed the researcher to manually code the content of the transcribed 

interviews using category headings called “nodes” in the software. The researcher created 

parent nodes (major categories) that are related to the five research questions and coded 

the interview references that correspond to each node. After the initial coding, the 

researcher created child nodes (subcategories and subthemes) that appear in the 

interviews and related them to the parent node that they belong to.   

In phase four, the researcher analyzed the content that was gathered through 

websites, printed advertisements, and published materials such as catalogues, mission 

statements, vision and value statements, public announcements, strategic plan documents, 

official reports, and doctrinal statements that the institution made available. The 

researcher then imported the data collected into NVivo 9 and coded them according to the 

nodes created in phase 3.  

Then the researcher attempted to get a sense of the whole data. In that process, 

the researcher looked for categories or interpretations and labeled them. After identifying 

general categories or themes, the researcher looked for subcategories and subthemes and 

classified each piece of the data accordingly. Once a clear sense of the whole data 

appeared, the researcher integrated and summarized the whole data.  

Findings and Displays  

In this section, the researcher introduces each higher educational institution 

that participated in this research with a brief history of the institution and its transition 
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process. Then he presents the summary of the findings from data that was collected from 

each institute through the interviews and the other documents under the five primary 

categories that are based on the research questions. The analysis of the data is displayed 

in selected quotes from the interviewees as stated in the transcribed documents of the 

interviews.  

Each case study is presented and followed by a summary of the findings that 

pertain to the five research questions. The presentation of the findings of each of the five 

institutions helped the researcher to clearly display the emerging patterns that are the 

basis for his conclusions presented in Chapter 5. The researcher used Benne’s eight 

categories of institution’s life (Benne 2001), mentioned above, to develop the five 

research questions and the sub-questions that were used to further explore the transition 

phenomenon.   

The first research question focuses on the reasons given by the institutions for 

the transitioning from a theological college to a liberal arts college or university. Under 

this research question, the researcher investigated how the consideration for the transition 

was initiated, whether there was consensus about the change, and the roles played by the 

administration, board and faculty members of the institutions.  

The second research question refers to the external and internal challenges the 

institutions are facing due to the transition. The follow up questions attempt to identify 

the major challenges and the sources of these challenges. In addition, the steps taken by 

these institutions to tackle the challenges are also described.  

The third research question focuses on the effects of the transition on the 

mission of the institution. Questions related to this research question explore if there is a 
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change of the institution’s mission, its ethos, its hiring policy and how the school presents 

itself to the public.  Steps taken to protect the institutions Christian identity are also 

explored.  

The fourth research question explores how the transition affected the 

institutions’ relationship with their founding or sponsoring churches. Under this question, 

the researcher explored if and how the relationship of the institutions has changed during 

the transition. The other factors that help to shed light on that relationship, such as the 

churches’ representation on the board, and the churches’ financial support to the 

institutions were explored.  

The fifth research question inquires about the effects of the transition on the 

theology program. This research question explores the opportunities and the challenges 

the transition to a Christian university brought to the institutions.  It explores how the 

institution attempts to integrate theology into the overall curriculum (integration of faith 

and learning). It also explores the role of chapel and other spiritual programs in the life of 

the institution.   

The following section presents the analysis of the five institutions that 

transitioned from a theological college to a Christian university: The Mekane Yesus 

Seminary (Addis Ababa, Ethiopia), Africa International University (Nairobi, Kenya), 

Saint Paul’s University (Limuru, Kenya), Uganda Christian University (Mukono, 

Uganda) and Shalom University of Bunia (Bunia, DRC).  Each of these higher 

educational institutions are presented with contextual information such as their 

geographical context, brief history, time of transition and a summary of the research 

findings that pertain to the reasons for the transition, the challenges of the transitions, and 
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how the transitions affected the mission, the relationship of the institutions with their 

founding churches and the theology program of the institutions.  

Mekane Yesus Seminary 

The Mekane Yesus Seminary was established in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in 

September 1960 as a result of a joint venture of the newly established Ethiopian 

Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus (EECMY) and three mission organizations namely, 

the Swedish Evangelical Mission, the American Lutheran Mission, and the German 

Hermansbur Mission (www.myes.org).  It was established “under the legal personality of 

EECMY as a self-governing body  corporate with the major tasks of training pastors, 

evangelists, church leaders, administrators and educators in different fields of the 

Church’s holistic ministries” (Self-Evaluation Report of Mekane Yesus Seminary 2007, 

136).   

It started by offering a diploma program in theology. In 1970 the Theological 

Education by Extension Department was added to offer courses in three different levels, 

Basic, Award, and Diploma. The program was established to train local Christian leaders, 

who for different reasons were not able to attend the Seminary as residential students.  

In 1971 a Bachelor of Theology (B.Th) program was started. The Seminary 

also started a Music Department in 1979.  The department was closed in 1986 for lack of 

students and finances. In 2003 it was reopened as EECMY School of Music (Gutta 2011, 

104-105).  The School offers an Advanced Diploma in Musicology and its purpose is to 

equip candidates “with musical skills in contemporary and traditional instruments with 

emphasis on conceptualized music . . . to become professional musicians in and out of the 

church environments” (www.myes.org). 
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In 1995 a Leadership, Management and Communication Department was 

added. This department was later upgraded to a college and was named “Mekane Yesus 

Management and Leadership College (MY-MLC)”. Currently, the college offers degree 

programs in General Management, Leadership and Development Studies and Level III 

and IV programs in Accounting, Human Resources Management, Gender and 

Development, and Information Technology” (www.myes.org). These programs are 

offered as regular, evening and summer courses. The college has plans to add degree 

programs on Gender and Development and Accounting and Finance. 

In 1997 the Diploma program in theology was phased out and transferred to the 

four regional seminaries of EECMY. In 1998 MYS founded the Ethiopian Graduate 

School of Theology in cooperation with the Evangelical Theological College of Addis 

Ababa. Currently the Mekane Yesus Seminary has a Department of Theology, 

Department of Theological Education by Extension (TEE), Mekane Yesus Management 

and Leadership College (MY-MLC), Mekane Yesus Jazz Music School, and the recently 

opened college, College of Distance Education.  

MYS is currently working on the establishment of the Mekane Yesus 

University. Preliminary work has begun to implement the vision. The school has formed 

a steering committee that oversees the progress, and assigned an expert to work on the 

needed preliminary work (Gutaa 2011, 266). The process of transitioning to a university 

and the challenges that are coming with it are discussed in the next section.   

The researcher made several trips to the Mekane Yesus Seminary in a period of 

three weeks to do interviews with the senior leaders of the seminary, to make 

observations, and to collect documents that are relevant to his research. The researcher 
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interviewed the Principal, the Vice-Principal, the Dean of the Department of Theology 

and the Dean of the Management and Leadership College. The interviews with the 

leaders ranged between forty minutes to an hour. The researcher provided the interview 

protocol to each of the interviewee before the day of the interview and conducted each 

interview at the office of each of the interviewees.  

With the permission of the leadership, the researcher was also able to hold 

informal discussions with faculty members, staff members and students of the seminary. 

The section below presents the findings of the researcher through the interviews, his own 

observation and documents and publication he gathered during his visit at the Mekane 

Yesus Seminary in relation to the five research questions.   

Reasons for the Transition  

The first research question asked, “What are the reasons for the transition from 

a theological college to a liberal arts college or university? The researcher attempted to 

identify the different reasons Mekane Yesus Seminary is transitioning to a Christian 

university.   

The main reason that the MYS considered transitioning to a Christian 

university according to one of the leaders interviewed is the long-time dream of the 

leaders of the Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus to provide Christian 

education up to a university level (Interview A). The Ethiopian Evangelical Church 

Mekane Yesus (EECMY) is the oldest and one of the fastest growing evangelical 

churches in Ethiopia. The church had fought illiteracy from its very inception. “EECMY 

is the first institution that started adult literacy campaign in the country” (Interview A). 

The church also founded many elementary and high schools, and starting a university 
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“had always been among the topics mentioned in its General Assembly that meets once in 

every four years. Finally, at the 17th General Assembly, the church resolved to begin a 

university” (Interview A).    

Writing about the 17
th

 General Assembly of EEMCY, Gutta writes, “The 17
th

 

Assembly was held from January 25-28, 2005 under the theme ‘Arise and Shine’ (Isa 

60:1). It was at this Assembly that the policy directive was given to work towards 

upgrading the MYS to university level [Italics his]” (Gutta 2011, 121).  

Though establishing a full-fledged university has not yet become a reality, the 

MYS had been adding additional programs to its theology program even before the 

decision to establish a university was made by the General Assembly. Because of the 

growth of the church membership and the expansion of the church’s holistic ministry in 

doing relief work, rehabilitation, and development, there was a growing need for trained 

leaders in different fields. Realizing that need, the seminary started a Leadership 

Department in September 1995. Gutta writes, “The MYS Department of Leadership, 

Management and Communication began its training program in September 1995 on a 

diploma level under the auspices of the Mekane Yesus Theological Seminary” (Gutta 

2011, 174).   

The department faced a budget problem when two sources of support for the 

program stopped their funding (Gutta 2011, 211). To meet its financial needs and to 

become self-reliant, the department first tried to generate income by offering short 

courses and doing consultancy work. However, these efforts did not generate enough 

funds to make the department self-reliant. Therefore, the Dean of the Management and 

Leadership Department presented a proposal that the program would be upgraded to a 
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degree level. Gutta quoting the minutes of the Board writes, “The promotion of the 

Department to a Degree level can only be done by designing a new curriculum which has 

major and minor secular subjects to get accreditation from the Government’s Ministry of 

Education, and then open the department to the general public in the country and the sub-

region [of Africa]” (Gutta 2011, 212). 

After hearing the proposal of the Dean, the board of Mekane Yesus 

Theological Seminary decided that the department be upgraded to a college and be 

named “EECMY Management and Leadership College” with the board of the seminary 

having the overall responsibility of leading the new college (Gutta 2011, 213). The 

decision to upgrade the department to a college was then endorsed by the EECMY 

Executive Committee (Gutta 2011, 213).  

Explaining the reason for the decision to upgrade the Leadership and 

Management department to a college, Leader A said,  

Originally, we were offering leadership courses in the theology department. 

However, when support from outside was decreasing and when we saw the 

income generated by other private colleges, the church decided to upgrade the 

department into an independent Management and Leadership College accredited 

by the Ministry of Education  and owned by the church so that it would generate 

income for the church and for the seminary. (Interview A)  

 

Therefore, one can conclude that the second reason that MYS considered to expand its 

programs by adding more non-theological courses is that it would be able to attract more 

students from the wider community and generate enough funds that would help the 

college to be self-sustainable.  

Explaining further the reasons for upgrading the Department of Leadership and 

Management to a college, Gutta writes,  

The underlying reason for seeking the promotion of the Department to a College 
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level was not only to solve a financial problem, but also to realize the original 

vision of the MYS to train qualified leaders for the EECMY and other churches 

and interested groups. There was a demand from the Church units that further 

education be offered on Degree level to those who were already trained at 

Diploma level. Furthermore, the MYS, as the pioneer and leading training 

institution, was being underutilized and was not more open to the public service 

when it comes to rendering training in leadership on a status recognized by the 

Ministry of Education of the Country. Thus, concrete plans were made to ask for 

accreditation from the National Ministry of Education. (Gutta 2011, 213)   

 

This shows that the third reason the MYS considered to expand its programs was to get 

recognition from the government, be more open to the public and to serve as a training 

institute for leaders in governmental and non-governmental organizations, in addition to 

training leaders for churches and Christian organizations.  

Currently MYS runs Department of Theology, Department of Theological 

Education by Extension (TEE), Mekane Yesus Management and Leadership College 

(MY-MLC), Mekane Yesus Jazz Music School, and the recently opened College of 

Distance Education. These departments and colleges have plans to expand their programs 

and the degrees they offer. Gutta writes, “The Management and Leadership College, the 

Theology Department, and the TEE Department have plans to start trainings on MA and 

BA levels in the near future. The Music Department has a plan to start BA programme” 

(Gutta 2011, 262). The expansion of these programs and the directives given by the 17
th

 

General Assembly of EECMY to start planning to establish the “Mekane Yesus 

University” are also the factors that are leading to the transition to a Christian University.  

From the above discussion, one can see five main reasons that MYS 

considered transitioning from a theological seminary to a Christian university. The first 

was that it was born out of a long time dream of the leaders of the Ethiopian Evangelical 

Church Mekane Yesus (EECMY) to provide Christian education up to a university level 
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as part of the church’s mission of serving the whole person. The second reason was that 

with the growth of the church and the expansion of the church’s ministry in doing relief 

work, rehabilitation, and development, the church felt the need to train more leaders that 

could serve in all areas of its ministry in addition to spiritual ministries of the church. In 

addition to that it was also aimed to give education at a higher level for church leaders 

that did their trainings at lower levels.  

The third reason was that by expanding more programs and increasing the 

student body, the institution wanted to generate more income for the institution so that it 

becomes self-reliant in a time when financial support coming from outside the country 

was decreasing.  Fourthly, the seminary wanted to open up its ministry to the general 

society to train leaders for governmental and non-governmental jobs in different fields of 

study. The fifth reason was to accommodate all the programs that are run by the seminary 

under the umbrella of a university. The section below discusses how that became a 

challenge and the different ways that are considered to implement the idea of establishing 

the Mekane Yesus University.  

External and Internal Challenges  
 

The second research question asked, “What are the external and internal 

challenges these higher Christian institutions face as they go through this transition?” 

What is presented below is what the researcher found from the interviews he conducted 

with the leaders and the materials published by the seminary.  

The first challenge raised by one of the leaders during the interview was a lack 

of clear direction on how the transition should be implemented. When the General 

Council of EECMY made a unanimous decision to establish a university “there has not 
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been a study done or a clear direction proposed on how it should be established” 

(Interview A). That is one of the reasons the implementation of the decision took so long 

(Interview A). 

Though there is a consensus about the establishment of the Mekane Yesus 

University, there have been different views on how to implement it because of the 

challenges discussed above. There are some who want MYS to be part of the university 

that is to be established while others prefer to keep MYS as it is and establish an entirely 

new institute (Interview C). In January 2010, the Board of MYS held a workshop to 

discuss the future of the seminary and the university. During the occasion different papers 

were presented. One of those papers was presented by a faculty member from the 

Theology Department. His paper reflected the concern of the members of the theology 

faculty.  

In the paper he presented the reasons that he thinks the seminary should not 

be upgraded into a university. His argument was that seminaries and universities have 

different purposes and they meet different needs. The purpose of the seminary is training 

pastors, ministers, and teachers for church/Christian ministry to meet human, spiritual 

and physical needs through biblically, theologically and pastorally oriented disciplines, 

while the university’s purpose is training professionals with various academic disciplines 

(including religious studies) for general social service (Interview E).  

After the discussion, an agreement was made that “The Seminary and the 

University will grow independently without one engulfing the other” (Gutaa 2011, 263). 

It was also decided that it will be the Mekane Yesus Management and Leadership college 
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that is going to transition to Mekane Yesus University, not the Mekane Yesus Seminary 

(Gutta 2011, 263).  

Though the decision was made to develop the university as a separate 

institution from the seminary, there are leaders at MYS now who are asking the 

leadership of the church to reconsider that decision. One of the leaders said,  

Before I came to this office, a decision had been made to make the University a 

separate institute. But now we also are challenging the church officers if that can 

be profitable because the church already has a higher learning institute. Now the 

seminary itself is starting different departments like Linguistic Department in 

collaboration with Evangelical Theological College, Cinema and Film, and 

Communication and Media Departments. In the coming couple of years we will 

have these departments in place. So the question is that “Isn’t the seminary 

already becoming a university on its own?” (Interview C) 

 

The second challenge MYS is facing due to this transition is administrative 

challenge. The Management and Leadership College was organized as an independent 

college and accredited by the government, but it is still functioning under the leadership 

of the Seminary. Explaining the administrative challenge that created, one of the leaders 

said,  

It is like having two different schools. We who are in the leadership are 

responsible for working with all the departments. But generally, they [the 

Management and Leadership College and the School of Theology] have little in 

common. I would say they are mutually co-existing. That is definitely one area 

where we need to work very hard in order to maintain proper relationship. 

(Interview C) 

 

Another leader agrees. He said, “The structure is not functional” (Interview C). 

As an accredited college by the government, MY-MLC has its own logo, mission and 

vision statement and relates to the government on its own. However, internally MY-MLC 

is still part of the Mekane Yesus Seminary. The Dean of MY-MLC reports to the 
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Principal and Vice-Principal of MYS as do the deans of the theology department and the 

school of Music. The Board of MYS is also in charge of all the schools.   

In addition to the administrative challenge, the transition has also created a 

conflict of purpose within the different schools of MYS. Leader B says, “There is a kind 

of dichotomy between the theology program and the management and leadership 

program because they are so much different in their purposes. The first purpose of the 

institution was to train leaders for the church. Now we see a shift from that vision to a 

secular vision” (Interview B).  

The third challenge mentioned by the leaders is the Seminary’s inability to 

design the curriculum of the MY-MLC according to the desire of the church. As 

mentioned above, in 1995 MYS started a Department of Leadership and Management to 

train leaders for the church and Christian organizations. What started as a department 

eventually grew to a college level and was named Mekane Yesus Management and 

Leadership College (MY-MLC). In order to attract more students from the general public 

and get an income that would enable the college to be self-sustainable, the college sought 

accreditation from the Ministry of Education of Ethiopia and was granted accreditation. 

Getting accreditation from the government helped the college to attract students from 

EECMY and from other evangelical churches in the country. It was also able to attract 

students from other religions (Gutta 2011, 216).  

Getting accreditation from the government and forming an independent 

Management and Leadership College brought its own benefits and challenges. After the 

accreditation, the institution is able to attract students from the general public and 

increase its enrollment. The other benefit is that the graduates of the programs of MY-
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MLC have a better chance of getting jobs in different kinds of organizations as graduates 

of government accredited programs. However, the institution has lost its full control of 

running its programs as it sees fit (Interview A).  

The Management and Leadership College has to follow strictly the government 

guidelines because of its accreditation from the government. The regulations affect the 

curriculum of the college, its student recruitment policy and its overall mission. MY-

MLC cannot discriminate among applicants for the Management and Leadership program 

on the basis of their religious backgrounds. The website of the college states, “The 

programs offered have been fully accredited by the Ministry of Education and are open to 

all students, irrespective of religion, language, race or sex” (www.myes.org).   

The college also does not offer Bible or theology courses as part of the 

Leadership and Management program because it is required to keep its curriculum 

secular. All the programs that are designed by the College need to get approval from the 

Ministry of Education. Strictly following those guidelines makes it hard for the College 

to be distinctly different from other secular higher educational institutions accredited by 

the government because the same rule applies to all.   

Unlike Kenya, Uganda, and DRC, the Ministry of Education of Ethiopia does 

not recognize or give accreditation to private higher educational institutions that offer 

religious courses as part of their curriculum. The “Higher Education Proclamation No. 

650/2009” states that the proclamation “shall not apply to institutions under religious 

organizations and whose objectives and curricula are primarily religious” 

(http://www.ethiopian-law.com/federal-laws).  Theological colleges in Ethiopia get their 

accreditations from accrediting organizations outside of the country. The Mekane Yesus 
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Seminary is accredited by the Accrediting Council for Theological Education in Africa 

(ACTEA).  How the mission of the college and its curriculum are affected are discussed 

below in another section.  

The other challenge the institute is facing during this transition is a financial 

challenge. Expressing the challenges of raising funds for the project leader A says, “We 

are already going through donor fatigue. No matter what we do, we are not getting 

financial support as we used to” (Interview A). Another leader also indicated that opening 

up the Management and Leadership College to the general public and starting more 

programs has not solved the financial challenges the institution is facing (Interview C).  

From the above discussion, one can see that there are at least five major 

challenges the institution is facing as a result of the transition. The first one is a lack of 

clear direction on the transition and establishment of the Mekane Yesus University. 

Though a decision has been made to transition only the MY-MLC to a university, there 

are others in the leadership who still argue that it should be the whole seminary that 

should transition to a university. The second challenge is administrative challenge 

because the MY-MLC is organized as an independent college accredited by the 

government, while it is under the leadership of the seminary. The third challenge that is 

related to the second one is a lack of unifying purpose for the whole institution. The 

fourth challenge is the inability of the institution to design a distinctly Christian purpose 

statement and curriculum to the programs of MY-MLC because of government 

regulations that apply to institutions it accredits. The fifth challenge is lack of financial 

resources to expand the facilities and programs.  
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Effects of the Transition on the Mission 

The third research question asked, “In what ways is the mission of the 

institution affected by the transition process from a theological seminary to a Christian 

university?” Different aspects of the institution’s life that are related to its mission like 

the public relevance of the Christian vision, ethos, public rhetoric that Robert Benne 

(Benne 2001, 49) discusses are also explored in this section.  

The Seminary uses “Purposes and Objectives” instead of “Mission Statement” 

or “Vision Statement.” The Constitution of the Joint Theological Seminary (the original 

name of Mekane Yesus Seminary) that was approved in 1960 under “Article III-Purpose” 

states, 

The seminary shall strive to serve the Triune God, His Church and His people 

through:  

Section 1: The dissemination of the Gospel to all men through a right teaching 

and preaching of God’s Word.  

Section 2: The establishment and nurture of congregations through the training 

and retraining of pastors and evangelists.  

Section 3: The building of God’s Church through the development of consecrated 

capable Ethiopian leadership of the church.  

Section 4: The confrontation of the Ethiopian citizen with the Gospel message in 

such a way that it is meaningful to his needs and problems in his culture. (Gutta 

2011, 275) 

This purpose statement in the MYS Constitution has been revised from time to 

time. However, “the seminary’s objectives have remained virtually unchanged” (Self –

Evaluation Report of Mekane Yesus Seminary 2007, 9).  The revised Constitution of 

MYS in 2006 had made changes to the Purpose Statement of MYS to accommodate the 

changes that took place in the institution. “Article 7 – Purposes and Activities” of this 

revised constitution states,  

The Seminary is established with a purpose to serve the Triune God, His Church 
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and His people in performing the following activities.  

1. It contributes in the building of God’s Church through the development of 

consecrated capable Ethiopian leadership for the church.  

2. It promotes the nurture of congregations and the other church units through the 

training and the continuing education of pastors, church leaders, musicians and 

teachers by conferring Degrees, Diplomas, and Certificates in various 

theological and professional streams.  

3. It participates in the proclamation of the Gospel through a right teaching and 

preaching God’s Word in such a way that it becomes meaningful to the 

Ethiopian Citizens and others in their particular cultural settings.  

4. It prepares and equips the Christian believers in view of the holistic Ministry of 

the Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus academically, vocationally, 

and spiritually for Christian ministry in an African context and in general.  

5. It works on the provision of: 

a) knowledge of the cultural background for the Christian ministry,  

b) theological education to fellow Christians in preparing them for Christian 

ministry  

c) continuing education to those already engaged in the Christian ministry  

d) management, leadership and other professional training for persons 

preparing for or already engaged in the services of churches, organizations 

and society in general, and  

e) researches and publications relevant to Christian ministry and other social 

services. (Self –Evaluation Report of Mekane Yesus Seminary 2007, 9).   

The current mission statement of the department of theology is very similar to 

the original mission statement of Mekane Yesus Seminary. It states,  

The Theology Department serves the mission of God by preparing men and women 

for Christian ministry in Ethiopia and the wider world. This is achieved through 

programs and activities which promote 1) a sound theological and biblical 

understanding of God’s mission; 2) the development of ministry skills needed in 

God’s mission; and 3) a mature commitment to God’s mission. Faithful 

participation in God’s mission requires an informed mind, skills for service, and 

dedicated hearts. These form the three priorities of the Theology Department. 

(Theology Department Five-Year Strategic Plan 2007-2011)  

As mentioned above, what was started as the Leadership and Management 

Department of the MYS was upgraded to a college and named Mekane Yesus 

Management and Leadership College (MY-MLC). MY-MLC has been accredited by the 
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Ministry of Education of Ethiopia. That required the college to follow the secular 

guidelines of higher educational policy of the country. As can be seen from its mission 

statement, other than the fact that it is owned by a church body, there is nothing that 

indicates the Christian nature of the College.  

The vision statement of the college says, “Learning to grow, Learning to 

transform.” The mission statement of the college states, “MY-MLC, as an institution of 

the Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus (EECMY), aims at training mature and competent 

citizens who will be able to make significant contribution to the well-being and 

development of their country. We educate and empower students to become competent 

professionals in their respective fields of study” (www.myes.org). 

When Leader A was asked, “Has there been any change on the way the 

institution presents itself as Christian institution after the transition? How did the 

transition change the ethos of the institution?” he answered,   

It is important to notice some of the difficulties we are experiencing. When other 

private colleges were showing high growth of financial income, our MLC also 

wanted to join the club and thus applied to the government for accreditation. The 

government recognized our Management and Leadership College and yet forced us 

to leave out any biblical courses from our curriculum. That has left a scar in our 

mission. Now we want to take back our institution from the Ministry of Education 

and seek accreditation from other accrediting bodies.  (Interview A) 

The MY-MLC is still a college under the MYS as far as the EECMY is 

concerned.  The Principal and Vice-Principal of MYS are in charge of all programs of 

MYS including the MY-MLC. However, as far as the government is concerned, the 

Management and Leadership College is a college independent from the Mekane Yesus 

Seminary (Interview C).   

That has created a tension. Although the mission statement of MYS has not 
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changed and it still focuses on preparing people for different ministries of the church 

MY-MLC, which is considered as part of the MYS, has a different mission statement. A 

leader said, “The mission statement of the Management and Leadership College is very 

similar to the mission statement of any secular college. Because of that, it has a distinct 

mission statement from that of the seminary” (Interview C). 

The researcher asked another leader if the MY-MLC is helping to fulfill or 

complement the mission of MYS. He answered, “Yes and no.” He said yes because the 

students that come to the Management and Leadership College are able to study in a 

Christian environment and take theology courses if they like. This would not be the case 

if they had chosen to go to other private colleges or universities. However, these courses 

would not show on their transcripts. He said no because the Ministry of Education does 

not allow the college to include any theology courses in the curriculum of the 

Management and Leadership College programs because they have to strictly follow the 

secular guidelines provided by the Ministry of Education.  

Another leader argues that the mission of the overall seminary has not changed 

but expanded. Explaining what he means by that, he said,  

Previously the entire seminary was training human power for the consumption of 

the church. Now the MLC of Mekane Yesus is training human power for the 

church as well as the entire society of Ethiopia and beyond. Therefore, the 

mission of the institution has not changed; rather the ministry horizon of the 

seminary has expanded from church community to the entire Ethiopia community 

and beyond. (Interview D) 

 

Leaders C sees it differently and argues that the way the programs of MY-

MLC run is contrary to the mission of the church. He says, “The program in my opinion 

is against the position of the church. The church has a policy of giving holistic ministry 

and holistic development. Now we see dichotomy here, secular and spiritual, and we are 
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not giving holistic training” (Interview B).  

The researcher also attempted to find out if there are things that make the 

programs of MY-MLC distinctly Christian. When he asked how the MY-MLC is 

different from other secular colleges that offer similar programs, a leader answered,  

One of the values that we have is honesty. So we hope that our students are more 

honest than that of the other secular institutions because we were sharing with 

them certain Christian values. We expect from our students values of honesty, 

transparency and faithfulness. Sometimes we do research and the performance of 

our students is much better than the graduates of other institutions. (Interview D) 

 

He added that the morning devotions that are open to all but not required of MY-MLC 

students is one of the ways that reflects the college’s Christian identity. The prayer of 

teachers at the beginning of class and the clubs like the Spiritual Club, Environmental 

and Sanitation Club, Gender and Development Club also reflect the Christian faith and 

identity of the programs (Interview D).  

Leader A also agrees. He said, “We are Christ centered—it is our big 

difference. We are not trying to construct the 22
nd

 Ethiopian university. We are working 

towards training humble servant leaders like Christ” (Leader A). However, another leader 

disagrees. He said,  

Currently, except the fact that all of the professors and instructors are born-again 

Christians, there is no difference in terms of the curriculum. In fact they try to 

insert some Christian elements, but the curriculum is the same as the curriculum 

that other secular institutes use because they are accredited by the Ministry of 

Education. The Ministry of Education has its own standards, and the Management 

and Leadership College’s curriculum has to meet those standards. In that sense it 

is not different. Currently a series of debates are going on whether we should 

sacrifice our Christian identity for the sake of getting accreditation. I hope things 

will change soon because we are reconsidering it. We are asking “What is the 

value we are adding as a church? Is it just adding another management and 

leadership college? ” Definitely that is not the intention of the church. So we 

definitely are going back to preparing leaders for the church. (Interview C) 

 

As discussed above, EECMY has made a decision to establish Mekane Yesus 
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University.  A foundation stone has been laid for the University complex.  “An expert has 

been assigned to work on the needed preliminary work, and a steering committee has 

been appointed to oversee the steady progress of the work” (Gutta 2011, 266). The stated 

vision, mission and goals of the Mekane Yesus University at the seminary’s website 

states,   

VISION: To be a premier academic institution to articulate a HOLISTIC African 

view of man under a Scholarship of excellence. 

 

MISSION: An Ethiopian university which is truly dedicated to academic 

excellence, innovative and with commitment to honest research, passionately 

engaged with society and demographically representative, advancing the cause of 

the disadvantaged and caring for God’s creation and recognizing the Lordship of 

God, the creator and redeemer of the World. 

Goals of the University 

 Promote an environment of higher learning which will expand a 

HOLISTIC view of man as created by God, and provide access to learning 

that will expand educational and employment opportunities and support 

the transformation of the society socially and spiritually. 

 Create and develop a God-fearing environment for all learners, and 

scholarship to pursue their studies in accordance with the principles of 

academic freedom and the pursuit of happiness. 

 Engage in global academic competitive teaching, and create environment 

conducive to dynamic interactive teaching and learning, advancing high 

levels of research and innovative engagements in scientific investigation. 

 Foster an academic atmosphere that promotes critical thinking, in the 

development of Tradition, Change and Modernity and reappraisal of 

traditional views of the world of students and educators. 

 Engage across continental academic undertakings, to enrich students’ 

critical thinking and enhance the advancement of regional development 

across the African continent. (www.myes.org) 

As it can be seen from the vision and mission statement of the future 

university, the Christian elements of the mission are not boldly stated. The statement may 
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have to go through further revision when the government demands that all the programs 

need to be secular that meets the requirements of the Ministry of Education. Though the 

current decision is to develop the MY-MLC into a university and seeking accreditation 

from the government allowing the MYS to grow independently to protect it from being 

engulfed by the university (Gutta 2011, 263), as indicated above, some of the leaders 

have been suggesting alternative options of getting accreditation for the university. One 

of the options suggested by the leaders is seeking accreditation from external accrediting 

agencies or working in partnership with other universities abroad and negotiate ways that 

their degrees could be offered for graduates of the Seminary. Using these alternatives 

could enable the seminary (the future university) to design a distinctly Christian mission 

with a curriculum that fulfills the mission of the church (Leader A). One of the issues 

under discussion is that whether the institution really needs accreditation from the 

government or not.  So far, the Mekane Yesus Seminary does not have government 

accreditation as an institute, but its graduates are being accepted at different public 

universities in the country for post-graduate programs including at Addis Ababa 

University. This shows that the universities that accept their graduates are recognizing the 

education offered at Mekane Yesus Seminary. The leaders hope that they can build a 

good reputation by producing graduates that can compete with the graduates of other 

government accredited institutions (Interview C).  

As mentioned above, the Ministry of Education of Ethiopia does not give 

accreditation to religious higher educational institutions. MYS has its accreditation with 

the Accrediting Council for Theological Education in Africa (ACTEA). A leader 

explained that they may consider similar options for the programs that are offered in the 
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Management and Leadership College. They are looking for international accrediting 

agency that would not only give them accreditation but also allow them to include Bible 

and theology courses as part of their curriculum. The leader said, “We want to make sure 

that theology is part of all the programs that we have here. We do not want to be just 

another university in the country. Mekane Yesus University will be a different university. 

It will be like its name, Mekane Yesus University, Yesus (Jesus) at the center. The center 

of the University shall be Jesus” (Interview A). 

Another leader expressed his doubt that the government would allow the 

establishment of a Christian university without proper accreditation from the Ministry of 

Education. He argues,  

Even if we plan to start a Christian university, I don’t think we can do it as we 

plan because of the policy of the country. We must ask accreditation from the 

Ministry of Education. We cannot be outside of the policy of the Ethiopian 

government, and it is quite different here from other countries. We cannot be 

independent; you have to abide by the regulation and laws of the country. Even if 

we dream about becoming a Christian University, the government would 

intervene for sure and push us to get accreditation from the Ministry of Education 

because of their concern for the graduates of the university. The government 

wants students to study at institutions that are accredited by them because they 

want to make sure that they will be hired by the government, by NGOs, or other 

organizations at the end of their training. Those who hire the graduates want to 

see that they come from accredited academic institutions. (Interview B) 

As one can see from the above discussion, the Mekane Yesus Seminary’s 

mission statement clearly states that the institution’s mission is preparing men and 

women for Christian ministry in churches, Christian organizations and society in general 

in Ethiopia and the wider world.  However, the vision statement, the mission statement, 

and core values of the MY-MLC do not clearly state a Christian mission other than 

indicating that it is owned by EECMY. The vision and mission statements of the future 

Mekane Yesus University can be described as “straight forward presentation as a 

Christian school but inclusive of others” (Benne 2001, 49). The mission and vision 
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statements of the university may have to go through further revision as it happened to the 

MY-MLC if the university seeks accreditation from the government and adopts its 

mission to the laws of the country. If that happens, the university could not have a 

distinctly Christian mission and that works against the very reason the church wants to 

establish a Christian university.    

Effects of the Transition on the 
Relationship with EEMCY  

The fourth research question asked, “In what ways has the transition affected 

the relationship between the institution and the sponsoring church(es) or Christian 

organization(s)? As indicated above, the Ethiopian Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus 

(EECMY) owns Mekane Yesus Seminary (MYS). The Board members and staff 

members of MYS are all members of EECMY (Self-Evaluation Report of Mekane Yesus 

Seminary 2007, 1). MYS “primarily serves the various units of EECMY (synods, work 

areas, parishes and congregations). Historically, this has been the case almost 

exclusively. However, in recent years MYTS has sought to include students from other 

denominations within Ethiopia and from churches of other African countries” (Self-

Evaluation Report of Mekane Yesus Seminary 2007, 2). 

The MYS Governing Board is the body that governs both the Mekane Yesus 

Seminary and the Mekane Yesus Management and Leadership College (MY-MLC) and 

is appointed by the EECMY Executive Board (Gutta 2011, 247). The Board operates 

according to the Constitution of Mekane Yesus Theological Seminary that always gets its 

approval by the highest administrative body of EECMY Executive Committee. “The 

Board was composed of one representative from the Synods, Presbyteries and Work areas 

of EECMY, in addition to the EECMY General Secretary and Gospel Ministries Director, 

who were appointed by the EECMY Executive Committee and the MYTS Principal, who 

served ex-officio” (Self-Evaluation Report of Mekane Yesus Seminary 2007, 14). 
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EECMY has also been fully engaged in all the discussion of establishing of 

Mekane Yesus University. As indicated above, the decision to establish MYU was made 

at the General Assembly of EECMY. Before it got to the Assembly, the issue was 

discussed “among the Seminary Management Committee, among students, the Seminary 

Board and it was only after that was passed that it comes to the attention of the 

Assembly” (Leader A).  

The researcher asked how the future relationship of the university or MY-MLC 

will be affected considering all the limitations of what the Church can do regarding the 

curriculum of the MY-MLC and the secular influence from the government. A leader 

explained that he does not see any negative consequences in the relationship between the 

church and MY-MLC because the church still has the power to run the program or to 

close it down if she decides to do so. The highest body of administration is still the 

church, and they are the owners. They can close the school if they are convinced that it is 

not helping the mission of the church (Interview B). 

 

Regarding the financial support EECMY gives to the different departments of 

MYS, a leader indicated that it is not the national church as such that is supporting the 

theology faculty (Interview C). It is rather the sending bodies like the congregations and 

synods that support the program by sending their own evangelists, pastors and candidates 

for these positions and pay for their fees and living expenses. They support MYS by 

sending their own people to study there and by paying for them. The leader said, “I would 

say, 99% of the theology graduates are sent by congregations, synods and others, and 

they are guaranteed for job after graduation” (Interview C). 

MY-MLC gets support from different church bodies. For instance, the 

Women’s Ministry Coordination Office of EECMY has supported the MY-MLC. Other 

donor agencies like the Norwegian Church Aid and a number of other mission 
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organizations have also supported the MLC program. Some of these organizations are 

getting interested more and more towards supporting development areas than theology 

programs. So they are trying to show their encouragement by supporting MY-MLC 

(Interview C).  

Two of the leaders interviewed confirmed that there has not been any change 

on the current and future hiring practices of the Seminary. All the full-time faculty 

members of the institution are born-again Christians, and a large majority of them are 

members of EECMY. Though the MY-MLC is not allowed to discriminate among 

students based on their religious background, the law of the government so far has not 

required the same on the institute’s staff and faculty hiring policy.   

However, there are some non-believers teaching at the School of Jazz Music. 

The reason for hiring those individuals, according to the school, is that there are only few 

professionals in certain areas and those they can find are unbelievers (Interview C). There 

are also some exceptions at MY-MLC. A leader said,  

At the beginning we used to employ only members of EECMY. But later on, when 

finding qualified members of EECMY for all our needs became a challenge, we 

revised our approach and opened up our employment opportunities especially to 

those who are members of other protestant denominations. So far we have 

employed two instructors from other denominations. But when it comes to 

employment of the part-time faculty, we hire anybody. It could be a Muslim, a 

protestant or a non-protestant. What we look for is their academic qualification and 

their expertise and to some extent that they share some of our Christian values. 

(Interview D) 

 The Mekane Yesus Seminary, as an institution owned by the Ethiopian 

Evangelical Church Mekane Yesus, mainly serves the members of Mekane Yesus 

Church. However, in recent years they have opened up the school for students from other 
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denominations. The MY-MLC and the future new programs of the Mekane Yesus 

University would be open to all according to Leader A. Explaining that, he said,  

This is Mekane Yesus Church’s school, so we believe that serving the body of 

Mekane Yesus church is our priority. Mekane Yesus Church has over 5 million 

members; therefore, one university will not be enough to its own people, let alone 

to serving other denominations. However, Mekane Yesus believes in ecumenical 

relationships. It will always open its doors to whoever comes from whatever 

religious background both nationally and internationally. (Interview A) 

 

When asked about the student recruitment at the MY-MLC programs, Leader 

C said, “At the Management and Leadership College, we accept everybody. As I said it is 

accredited by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Education requires by law 

that the college to be open to all students. There are also some Muslim students attending 

the program” (Interview C). 

The researcher asked Leader A if the student recruitment policy of the 

Management and Leadership College and the future University would change if the 

government changes its policy and allows the institution to discriminate applicants based 

on their religious backgrounds. He indicated that the university would not make change 

on the entrance requirement for students.  However, they would require all students to 

take Bible and theology courses as part of their curriculum. That would give all students 

at least a chance to hear about Christ and the gospel message (Interview A).  

In summary, from the above discussion one can conclude that there is a close 

relationship between the MYS and the owner EECMY. In terms of leadership, the 

Governing Board of MYS is appointed by the Executive Committee of EECMY and the 

Board reports to it. All the members of the Governing Board are also members of 

EECMY. The Board also has the overall responsibility over the MY-MLC and the future 

university that is going to be established.  
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Though for many years the students of MYS used to come almost exclusively 

from EECMY, in recent years the seminary has started accepting students from different 

denominations. However, the majority of students still come from EECMY. In addition, 

all the full-time faculty members of the institution are born-again Christians, and a large 

majority of them are members of EECMY. 

EECMY also provides financial support to the institution though the support 

mainly comes from congregations and synods that send their people for training and pay 

for their fees and living expenses. The Management and Leadership College also is 

supported by different church bodies and other donor organizations that work with the 

church.  

However, as indicated above, MY-MLC’s mission statement and curriculum is 

not in line with the mission statement of the seminary because the college has to follow 

the government’s secular guidelines for higher educational institutions as an accredited 

institution by the government. That may also affect the mission of the university that is 

being established if it seeks accreditation from the government as MY-MLC did.  

Effects of the Transition on the  
Theology Program  

The fifth research question asked, “In what ways has the transition from a 

theological college to a Christian liberal arts college or university affected the theology 

program of the institution?” The answer to this research question comes from the replies 

given by the subjects of this research regarding how the role of the theology department 

in the institution, the place of theology in the overall curriculum, and the role chapel 

programs have changed because of the transitions.  

The idea of establishing a university that makes the Mekane Yesus Seminary 

as part of it is not accepted by some members of the faculty of theology. They have a fear 
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that such a move would undermine the effectiveness of the Seminary in training ministers 

for the church. They point to the experience they have with the MY-MLC as an 

indication of what is to come if the seminary is going to be transitioned to a university. 

When asked if there is a fear of secularization in the long run and that is a cause for such 

a concern, a leader from the theology department said,  

Oh yes. That is why the faculty of theology has shown disappointment, even fear. 

When we trace the history of institutions that started as Christian universities, many 

have become secular institutions. Those of us at the theology department fear that if 

the secular programs continue to grow and occupy more and more space and keep 

taking the resources of the theology department, that eventually may diminish the 

theology program. They are opening new departments year after year and they are 

expanding. So there is a kind of resource conflict here. They haven’t constructed 

any building for their programs but they are expanding on the resources that the 

theology program owned. That is a big challenge and then we say that this may lead 

to a similar experience that is seen in many institutions that were secularized in the 

West. (Interview B) 

 

The transition also has changed the campus life of students of theology. When 

the institution only had a theology program, it had less than 100 students and they had a 

pleasant dormitory life. Currently the number of students has grown to 700 and students 

of theology can be assigned a dorm with students of the other programs and they may 

even be unbelievers.  A leader said, “The seminary has developed a number of rules and 

regulations, but still, to some extent, the campus life is affected because we can no more 

manage the seminary with solely biblical principles” (Interview C).  

The people living around the seminary campus know the place as Mekane 

Yesus Seminary, where pastors and leaders are trained for the church and they have a 

high regard for it. Now the School of Theology and the Management and Leadership 

College share the campus, and there are both Christians and non-Christians in the campus 

because the MY-MLC accepts non-believers into its program. Some of the non-Christians 
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behave and act differently from those that are part of the school of theology, and that 

frustrates the members of the school of theology. A leader said, “Whenever non-Christian 

behavior is seen on campus, people say that students of Mekane Yesus Seminary did this 

or that. Seeing that kind of behavior on our campus is a concern for us” (Interview B). 

The theology department offers theology courses for the students of the School 

of Jazz Music. It also attempts to have an influence on the Management and Leadership 

College’s program although it is limited. Explaining the attempts the theology department 

makes, leader B said, “For instance, yesterday and the day before, the Management and 

Leadership College had a curriculum review meeting, and both theology and 

Management and Leadership instructors were together. The attempt is there to help the 

department to keep its Christian integrity, but it is not easy because of the secular nature 

of the school” (Interview C).  

The Seminary also invites the faculty and students of MLC to seminars that it 

prepares. That gives an exposure to the students of MLC to see how the church can 

respond to contemporary issues from a biblical perspective (Interview B). The school of 

theology also invites students of all programs to its “community day,” where special 

spiritual programs are presented (Interview C).  

Other than such kinds of involvements, the theology department does not offer 

any courses in the programs of MY-MLC because the Ministry of Education does not 

allow the college to have theology as part of its curriculum. When the researcher asked if 

there are any efforts taken to integrate faith and learning in the courses that are offered at 

MY-MLC, leader D replied,  

With regards to the curriculum, there is no integration of theology into our 

curriculum in an open way, but there are few courses like Counseling in African 
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Context and Holistic Development that relate to theology. We teach counseling 

from the perspective of the African context, Ethiopian Context and even the church 

context. So we invite instructors from the theology department to offer courses in 

counseling. In regards to holistic development, we teach about developing a person 

holistically from spiritual, psychological, and physical point of view. There are few 

chapters and few lessons that talk about the Christian way of transforming a person, 

a community or a society. We raise examples of development approaches from the 

Christian, Muslim, and other non-Christian points of view. There are certain values 

we reflect in our curriculum, but we do not teach courses of theology. (Interview D) 

 

MY-MLC uses the faculty members of the Mekane Yesus Seminary to teach 

courses like Civics and Ethical Education, Psychology, Communication, Counseling, 

Holistic Development and Business Ethics. Faculty members of MY-MLC also teach 

Information Technology courses to the students of theology and church music (Interview 

D). There is a sharing of man power between the departments though it is not 

systematized and well planned (Interview D) 

The researcher asked how the transition process has affected the enrollment of 

students in the school of theology. Leader A answered, “Even though the number of 

students in the theology department is less than the number of students in the MY-MLC, 

their number has been increasing every year since the establishment of the Management 

and Leadership College” (Interview A). After the transition, the department has seen an 

increase in the number of lay leaders who are joining the program to study theology.  

These lay leaders are professional in their fields like medical doctors, lawyers, musicians, 

engineers (Interview A). Therefore, the changes that have taken place have helped the 

theology department to increase its student enrollment.  

The theology department has not only increased its number of students. It has 

also expanded its programs. That is in partly motivated by a competition that exists 

between the department and the Management and Leadership College. A leader explains 
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it this way.  

The Department of Theology is coping with this competitive environment. We are 

expanding our programs. We have different divisions and we plan to call them 

departments in the future. They are, Biblical Studies, Systematic Theology, Church 

History, Practical Theology, and Christian-Muslim Relations. We have started 

Summer Institute of Diaconia. We have also started evening classes for our degree 

and diploma programs.  We are planning to start Family Therapy in Counseling. We 

will start a summer bachelor of theology program next month, and as of September 

2011, we are planning to start a master’s program in Practical Theology.  So in one 

way we are expanding. Sometimes a challenge can also become an opportunity to 

grow. (Interview B) 

 

The seminary has a chapel service every morning from 8:00-8:30. Attending 

chapel is a requirement for theology students who live on campus. Those who live off 

campus are not required to attend chapel. Chapel is not required for students of MY-

MLC. The college has some Muslim students. As students of MY-MLC, they are not 

required to attend chapel. Leader A said,  “We have witnessed that when we pray and 

preach, they sit and listen to us, and when they graduate (some of them have already 

graduated), they promise to come back for their further studies and say they have enjoyed 

studying with us” (Leader A). The fact that the chapel service is scheduled early in the 

morning, and that it is required only for students living on campus, shows that chapel 

does not have a prominent role in the life of the institutions.  

As indicated above, there are different views about the transition of the 

Seminary into a university. Some have a real concern of the negative influence on the 

theology program if it becomes part of the future university. A leader expressing his 

concern said,  

If we are training accountants with the same purpose and values as other secular 

academic institutions, why do we need the program here? Why don’t we send our 

students to those secular institutions? If we don’t have a Christian purpose in our 

education, if we don’t have a Christian flavor in our education; and if, as a 

Christian, I cannot go and lecture there, let us say on holistic development from the 
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Christian perspective or on many other topics, then what is the use of having the 

program? We do not have the right to teach biblical courses or other courses from 

biblical perspective because the Ministry of Education’s policy says that we cannot 

teach religious education in the department. All education has to be secular in the 

MLC. (Interview B) 

 

The fear of these faculty members is that if the new university that is going to 

be established seeks accreditation from the government and follows the same way, then it 

will be difficult to maintain the Christian identity of the whole institution. They prefer to 

see the Seminary separated from the university. Leader B again says,  

My point is that the purposes of a seminary and a university are quite different. 

When we talk about a seminary, its purpose is training pastors for the church. That 

is our first purpose. The purpose of Christian university is quite different. That is 

training people for the marketplace and the community. It is training students to 

graduate and serve in the society with their Christian values. That may be a long 

term plan and intention of the church. But in the case of the seminary, the purpose 

is very clear. We need to stick to that purpose and we have to do it separately. I 

think if they go together (or if we integrate the two), the theology program may be 

swallowed by the other disciplines and become a kind of religious studies 

department where anybody can come and study, but that is not the purpose of the 

seminary. (Interview B) 

 

There is an agreement among the leadership that establishing a Christian 

University and seeking accreditation from the government would make it difficult for the 

university to function as a Christian university with a clear Christian mission. The 

leadership is considering other alternatives. A leader pointed out that currently a series of 

debates are going on whether the institution should sacrifice its Christian identity for the 

sake of getting accreditation. He said that they are asking, “What is the value we are 

adding as a church? Is it just adding another management and leadership college” 

(Interview C) ? 

Another leader indicates the direction they want to take the university. “Our 

mission is to establish Mekane Yesus University. That means we are establishing a 
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university that will become the dwelling place of Jesus. The throne of Jesus will be at the 

center of the university” (Interview A). They also plan to make biblical and theological 

courses a requirement to students of all programs and to make it a requirement to pass 

those courses to graduate from any program. Since that is not possible if the university is 

accredited by the government for reasons given above, the plan is to seek accreditation 

from other agencies that allow the institution to function as a distinctly Christian 

university.  

Mekane Yesus Seminary Summary  

As it is discussed above, the Management and Leadership College (MY-MLC) 

was first established as a department of MYS but eventually was organized as an 

independent college in order to get accreditation from the government. It is not yet clear 

whether it is the whole seminary (MYS) or only MY-MLC that is going to transition to a 

university. However, as discussed above, there is a strong desire among the leaders of 

MYS to transition the seminary to a university rather than just transitioning the MY-

MLC.  

When one looks closely at the changes that took place at MYS as a result of 

the transition of one of its departments to MY-MLC, one can see a clear shift in some of 

the eight categories of institution’s life Benne described in his chart (Benne 2001, 49). 

Originally, the MY-MLC was started as a department with the same mission of MYS, 

which is training leaders for the church.  However, the vision and mission statements of 

MY-MLC were changed to adapt to the government’s secular guidelines for higher 

educational institutions accredited by the government. While the mission statement of 

MYS clearly states the public relevance of its Christian vision, the only indication of the 

Christian identity of MY-MLC in its vision and mission statements is that it is owned by 

EECMY. That has created confusion on the ethos of MYS as described by the leaders.  
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In the area of membership requirement, though for many years the students of 

MYS used to come almost exclusively from EECMY, in recent years the seminary has 

started accepting students from different denominations. However, the majority of 

students still come from EECMY. MY-MLC is open to all students and accepts non-

Christians. The future university (MYU) will also be open to both Christians and non-

Christians. All the full-time faculty members of the MYS, including MY-MLC, are born-

again Christians, and a large majority of them are members of EECMY. However, there 

are non-Christians teaching on part-time basis at MY-MLC and MYS’s School of Jazz 

Music.  

MYS has a strong theology department and it is growing by adding programs. 

The number of students of the theology department has increased during the transition. 

However, its influence over MY-MLC is very limited. There are no Bible or theology 

courses in the curriculum of MY-MLC. The seminary has a chapel service every morning 

from 8:00-8:30. Though it is a requirement for theology students who live on campus it is 

not a requirement for the students of MY-MLC.    

When it comes to governance, there is a close relationship between the MYS 

and its owner EECMY. The Governing Board of MYS is appointed by the Executive 

Committee of EECMY. All the members of the Governing Board are members of 

EECMY. The Board also has the overall responsibility over the MY-MLC and the future 

university.   

EECMY provides financial support to the institution. The support mainly 

comes from congregations and synods that send their people for training and pay for their 

fees and living expenses. MY-MLC is also supported by different church bodies and 

donor organizations that work with the church.  

From the above discussion, one can see that the MY-MLC has made a shift 

during transition from what Benne calls Orthodox type of college to Intentionally 
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Pluralist college in many aspects. If that move is not corrected in time, as suggested by 

the leaders, it increases the threat of secularization of the institution.  If Mekane Yesus 

University follows the same path that was taken by MY-MLC, the churches desire to 

establish a distinctly Christian university with a Christian vision could be in jeopardy. 

Table 3 below summarizes the current status of MYS using the categories of Benne. 

MYS’s departments, Department of Theology, Department of Theological Education by 

Extension (TEE), and Mekane Yesus Jazz Music School function in a similar way and 

represented by “MYS.”  MY-MLC is presented in the other column because it functions 

as an independent college accredited by the government.   

Table 4. Changes in MYS   

 MYS MY-MLC 

Public Relevance of 

Christian Vision  

Pervasive from a shared point of 

view 

Assured voice in an 

ongoing conversation 

Public rhetoric  Unabashed invitation for fellow 

believers to an intentionally 

Christian enterprise 

Presentation as a liberal 

arts school with a Christian 

heritage 

Membership 

Requirement  

Near 100%, with orthodoxy tests Intentional representation 

Religion/Theology 

Department   

Large; with theology privileged  Large, with theology as 

flagship 

Religion/theology 

required courses: 

All courses affected by shared 

religious perspective 

Choice in distribution or an 

elective  

Chapel:  Required in large church at a 

protected time daily 

Voluntary at unprotected 

times, with low attendance   

Ethos:  Overt piety of sponsoring 

tradition 

Open majority from 

sponsoring tradition finding 

private niche 

Support by church:  Indispensable financial support 

and majority of students from 

sponsoring tradition 

Important direct and crucial 

indirect financial support; 

at least 50% of students 

Governance:  Owned and governed by church 

or its official representative 

Owned and governed by 

church or its official 

representative 
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Africa International University 

 
Africa International University (AIU) is a Christian chartered university in 

Kenya and is the successor of Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology 

(NEGST). NEGST came into being as a result of the vision of the late Byang Kato, the 

first General Secretary of the Associations of Evangelicals in Africa and Madagascar 

(AEAM), now renamed Association of Evangelicals in Africa (AEA).  After Kato’s death 

in a tragic swimming accident, the AEA took the responsibility of establishing an 

Anglophone graduate theological school (ww.negst.edu). NEGST was originally 

established to serve as a graduate school that caters to the graduates of existing lower- 

level evangelical theological schools in Africa. 

AIU is currently organized under three schools. The first and the original one is 

NEGST. Currently NEGST has five departments: Biblical Studies, Church History, 

Mission Studies, Pastoral Studies, and Theological Studies and has over 500 graduates 

(www.africainternational.edu).  

The second school of AIU is the Institute for the Study of African Realities 

(ISAR). ISAR is organized under four centers: Center for Peace-Building and Conflict 

Transformation; Center for Law, Ethics and Governance; Center for Transformational 

Church Empowerment; and Center for Research (www.africanrealitiesinstitute.com).  

The third school of AIU is the School of Professional Studies (SPS). Currently 

SPS runs Bachelor of Business Administration; Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and 

Counseling; Master of Arts in Education; and Master of Arts in Biblical Translation.   

The researcher visited African International University in June 2011 and spent 

eight days at the university. During that time, the researcher was able to interview four 
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senior leaders of the institution, make observations, attend chapel, collect documents that 

are relevant to the research and make informal discussions with students of the university.  

The researcher interviewed the Vice-Chancellor (President), the Deputy Vice-

Chancellor and Head of the Theology Department, the Dean of the School of Professional 

Studies, and the Head of the Missions Department.  The interviews with the leaders took 

an average of 50 minutes. The researcher provided the interview protocol to each of the 

interviewees before the day of the interview and conducted each interview at the office of 

each of the interviewees.  

Reasons for the Transition 

The first research question asks, “What are the reasons for the transition from a 

theological college to a liberal arts college or university?” The next section describes the 

different reasons given by the leaders of AIU for the reasons that NEGST transitioned to 

Africa International University.   

According to the leaders of AIU, the consideration to transition NEGST to a 

Christian university came out of a review process done on the mission and vision of 

NEGST as it was preparing to celebrate its 25
th

 anniversary.  With the coming of its new 

Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Douglas Carew, and the approaching of its 25
th

 anniversary, the 

leadership said, “Let us review NEGST’s vision and mission and ask the question where 

the Lord is leading us for the next 25 and even 50 years” (Leader A). A committee 

comprised of NEGST leadership and faculty and two representatives from AEA (the 

owners and sponsors of NEGST) was formed to deliberate on the future of NEGST and 

to look at the whole matter of the possibility of transitioning to a Christian university.  

The committee, looking at the vision statement, “Promoting Excellence in 

African Christianity” asked what that means. A leader said, “We had always defined and 

understood that to mean training in theological leadership and pastoral leadership. So the 
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question then was ‘Is that all there is to African Christianity?’” (Leader A) 

During the same time, a number of the leaders of the institution were reading a 

book written by Chris Wright, The Mission of God. Reading the book and reflecting on 

the vision and mission of the institution gave the leaders a broader understanding of 

God’s mission in the world and their part in it. Describing the theological reflection they 

had after reading the book, the leader said,  

 

Part of what that did was giving us a fuller understanding of God’s mission in our 

world, a fuller theological and missional understanding of God’s purposes, and 

what God is doing in our world. He certainly is bringing us as individuals to 

Himself but He is also creating a kingdom community which is broader than church 

leadership. The church plays a vital role in that. (Leader A)  

 

In addition to the theological reflection, the leadership was also asking, “What 

are the challenges in our society today?”  They analyzed the challenges and confirmed 

two things. The first one is that there still is a lack of quality leadership in the church 

therefore; they still need to continue training quality leaders for the church. The second 

thing they confirmed is that there is also a lack of quality Christian leadership in the 

wider society. Those two affirmations then became the fundamental pillars for AIU 

(Interview A).  They saw the need for quality theological (pastoral) training for the 

church and quality professional training for the market place and civic society. Then they 

realized that in order to do both they have to transition into a full Christian university 

where they can provide quality leadership for the church and quality professional 

Christian leadership for the market place and the civil society. (Interview A) 

Another leader describing the driving force for the transition to a university 

and the future plans said,  

We can’t say we are a university that tries to reach Africa if we live out other areas 

of knowledge.  That was another driving force. If we are to change the landscape of 

Africa, then people trained in Christian institutions should go to all facets of 
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society: business, counseling, law, governance, and politics. We are also thinking of 

architecture and public health so that we bring Christ into all these disciplines to 

create a difference. (Interview B) 

 

The committee then presented its recommendations to the Governing Council 

of NEGST. The Council accepted the recommendation and then mandated a feasibility 

study. The process took “about two to three years before the final decision was made” 

(Interview A).  Once the decision was made by the Governing Council, it wrote a formal 

letter to AEA that explained the process and the decision that was made.  AEA accepted 

and endorsed the decision (Interview A).  

Therefore, the first reason that NEGST considered transition to a Christian 

university was its realization that fulfilling its vision of “Promoting Excellence in African 

Christianity” requires more than providing quality theological and pastoral training for 

church leadership but also by providing quality professional training for the market place 

and civic society.  

The second reason NEGST considered transitioning to a Christian university is 

to build financial sustainability. From the beginning, NEGST was established as a 

graduate school and did not have a large number of students like those that have both 

graduate and undergraduate programs.  That means it had a narrower source of income 

from student tuition (Interview A). Therefore, NEGST was heavily dependent on donor 

funding, especially from the West. A leader said, “Part of our history shows that 

whenever there was a financial challenge in the West, donations drop and we suffer as a 

result” (Leader A). When donations were coming well and when there were no financial 

challenges, attempts to make changes to the institution to make it self-sustainable were 

met with resistance. Another leader said, “When funding was coming from the West, 
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people were saying, ‘Why are you rocking the boat? Our budget is being funded’” 

(Leader B).  

In addition to the dropping of the funding from the West, the theological and 

biblical studies departments of NEGST were not getting enough students to remain 

solvent. It became obvious that transitioning to a university was necessary to keep the 

theological school alive, and the school was forced to ask serious questions about its 

survival.  As one leader put it,  

Part of the question we were asking was “Does the Lord want NEGST to last or is it 

time to wind up?” And we came to the conclusion that the Lord wants us to keep 

going and build an institution that would last. The next question was “How do you 

build an institution that would last and is sustainable?” That led us to revisiting our 

model. When we go into a Christian university, we are not just offering other 

courses, non-theological courses in other disciplines (and we can do that just as a 

graduate school). But then we said, to build sustainability, we must also go to 

undergraduate level so that we can build a base. Therefore, our new programs now 

are undergraduate level programs like a Bachelor of Psychology and a Bachelor of 

Business Administration. So in a sense, the sustainability issue was the other reason 

that doing undergraduate programs both theological and non-theological actually 

allows us to build operational sustainability that would lead us to the point where 

we are no longer be dependent on donation, but NEGST can actually be sustained. 

(Interview A)  

 

Explaining that finances was the primary reason that the institution considered 

transitioning to Christian university, a leader said, “And if it were not for the finances—

and  we were doing pretty well financially as a seminary—we probably would have said 

that since all these other schools have started these programs, we will support them rather 

than begin our own. We cannot ignore the fact that it is going to be difficult to raise funds 

from overseas forever” (Leader B).  

 Though there was some resistance about such change in the institution at the 

beginning, when financial challenges got serious, all agreed that the institution had to 

make this move to survive. A leader, explaining the process, said, 
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Now everyone was on the same page at the beginning. But when you go through 

difficult situations, it makes you rethink your paradigm. We came to a point where 

salaries could not be paid, allowances would not be given; and the board was saying 

if you are not bringing more students, it means you are not supposed to be here. 

Faculty-to-student ratio has to be 1 to 25. How do you bring in students? Then there 

starts some mental transformation and we started to question our core assumptions. 

Even now there are key people who actually champion this change but we have to 

drag some people along. (Interview B) 

 

The third reason for the transition to a university that is mentioned by the 

leaders is that having only one program (theology) and not getting recognition from the 

government made it difficult for the school to market its program to the wider 

community.  The number of students joining NEGST was also decreasing (Interview B). 

Therefore, NEGST considered transitioning to a university by adding more programs and 

getting a charter from the government to attract more students and expand its student 

base.  

The fourth reason mentioned by the leaders for NEGST’s transition to a 

university is that the Commission for Higher Education of the Kenyan government was 

pressuring private higher educational institutions to transform themselves to universities. 

Explaining the reason behind the push, a leader said,  

There is another factor, “The Millennial Development Goal,” as you understand, 

requires countries to provide free primary education. As of 2002 Kenyan 

government started giving free primary education. That means ten years down the 

line, they are going to have a huge mass of students that they cannot accommodate 

within their own public universities. Therefore, they were putting lots of pressures 

on private colleges to transform themselves into universities so that they could have 

space to accommodate all the students coming to higher education. (Interview B) 

 

Therefore, the demand from the government is also the other reasons mentioned by the 

leaders of AIU as one of the reasons NEGST considered adding other programs and 

transition to a Christian university.  
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The fifth reason that was mentioned by the leaders of the institution for its 

transition to a university was the request coming from its own students. Students wanted 

the institution to get a charter from the government so that they could get certificates 

recognized by the Kenyan government that would enable them to go out and compete for 

jobs in any organization. “A group of them could not fit within the church, so they 

needed to work outside the church. For example, students coming to Christian Education 

department want to be teachers in public schools. But they will be considered as students 

coming from a non-charted school” (Interview B). Students also wanted the school to get 

charter from the government because they were not able to get loans from the Higher 

Education Loans Board (Interview B). 

From the above discussion, one can see that there are five main reasons 

NEGST considered transitioning to Africa International University. The first reason is its 

realization that fulfilling its vision of “Promoting Excellence in African Christianity” 

requires more than providing quality theological and pastoral training for church 

leadership but also by providing quality professional training for the market place and 

civic society. The second reason is that by adding undergraduate theological and non-

theological programs the institution wanted to build operational sustainability that would 

free it from dependence on donations from the West. The third reason is transitioning to a 

university by adding more programs and getting a charter from the government of Kenya 

would allow the institution to market its programs to the wider community so that it 

would attract more students. The fourth reason is the pressure from the Commission for 

Higher Education of the Kenyan government on private higher educational institutions to 

transform themselves to universities. The fifth reason is the request of the students of 
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NEGST that the institution would get a charter from the government so that they get 

certificates that would enable them to go out and compete for jobs in any organization.  

External and Internal Challenges 

The second research question asked, “What are the external and internal 

challenges these higher Christian institutions face as they go through this transition?” 

What is presented below is what the researcher found from the interviews he conducted 

with the leaders and the materials published by the institution. Since NEGST transitioned 

to AIU recently, the challenges that are mentioned below are the ones that surfaced at the 

initial stages of the transition. Some of the challenges mentioned by the leaders are those 

they expect to come soon.  

The first challenge indicated by the leaders of AIU in implementing the 

transition to a university is bringing everyone together and owning the vision. It took 

some time to share the vision and to convince everyone that this was the direction the 

institution needed to go. A leader puts it this way.  

 

Perhaps one of the biggest challenges internally has been sharing the vision and 

bringing people along, not only to accept the vision but to own the vision. You can 

accept the vision, biting your teeth, because you are dragged along, but people need 

to believe in the vision and say this is what God has for us as a Christian institution, 

and this is what God is calling us to do. That is a big challenge and it involves 

change management. (Interview A)  

 

The second challenge that was raised by another leader that is related to the 

first one is having mental preparedness of the faculty, administration, and students to 

adjust to the changes this transition is going to bring to the institution. NEGST has been a 

graduate school with no undergraduate programs, and the students that come to study at 

NEGST have been mature students. However, the new undergraduates program of AIU 

will bring many younger students, and that brings many changes to the campus life. 

Explaining his concern, a leader said,  
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We are in the old paradigm of the school. If 200 teenagers apply to join our 

programs, all of them Christians, and we admit them, where will we put them? How 

will we contain them? We just have a few and it was too difficult for us to contain 

them. One of these young students went to chapel with his hat on. There was a guy 

who said, “These are students from the School of Professional Studies. Tell them to 

remove their hats in chapel.” Since 1984 we have thought one way. And now our 

values will be challenged. What we considered to be sacred will be challenged. 

(Interview B) 

 

The leaders of the institution also need to be prepared to make adjustment to 

the new changes. An example of that according to a leader is that when there is a function 

at NEGST, like a lecture or some kind of presentation, all the functions of the school stop, 

and everybody goes to attend the presentation. That is something that may need to change 

in a university setting. It is going to be difficult to require students of all faculties to stop 

everything they do just because somebody is presenting a theology paper (Interview B). 

The leader also indicated that the theology school needs to make a mental adjustment to 

the new realities because they used to be the only school of the institution, but now they 

are one of the three schools (Interview B).   

The third challenge the institution is facing in implementing the transition is a 

financial challenge. As the institution adds new programs, it needs more resources to 

meet the growing needs of the institution.  The university is now going through a difficult 

period of financial challenges because of the economic downturn in the West (Interview 

A). 

The fourth challenge raised by the leaders in relation to implementing the 

transition from a theological school to a university is that now that they have a charter 

with the government, they are required to strictly follow the guidelines provided by the 

Commission for Higher Education. A leader said, “There are rigorous checks and 

balances, and they have their guidelines that we must follow. Sometimes their guidelines 
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impinge our vision and mission. So we have to see where the balance is. That oversight 

poses a challenge for us. In a sense it keeps us on our toes, but, on the other hand, it also 

puts pressure on us” (Interview D).   

One of the issues at stake here is in the area of student recruitment. Though the 

Kenyan constitution gives Christian higher educational institution permission to function 

with freedom as Christian institutions, they are not allowed to discriminate applicants 

based on their religion.  The university would not have been able to get a charter with a 

statement that indicates the institution discriminates applicants based on their faith, and 

that may be a challenge in the future (Interview B). However, the leaders hope that those 

who come will be a minority with a minimum voice, but the louder voice will be their 

own peers who are believers. The university does not plan to impose Christianity on 

those who come as unbelievers, but they would like those who are believers to be 

witnesses to the unbelievers (Interview B).  

The same policy may affect the future hiring policies of AIU. So far, AIU only 

hires Christians. However, that is seen as discrimination according to the Kenyan 

constitution. AIU and other Christian private universities in Kenya see this as a 

challenge. A leader said, “There is an association of Christian private universities that are 

fighting that at all levels to say that we are Christians and you cannot accept us as 

Christians without allowing us to operate as Christians” (Interview B).  

There are also other phrases that the institution included in its governing 

documents but were changed by the Commission for Higher Education. For example the 

institution had a phrase “a private Christian non-denominational university” in its 

establishment clause sent to the government.  However, that was taken out and replaced 
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by “non-profit making private university.”  That however, does not significantly affect 

how the institution functions because a clear statement of faith and the university’s 

philosophy, which is rooted in theology and mission, is stated in the charter. A leader 

said, “We are participating in God’s mission with Christ-centered worldview. That is our 

philosophy and is in our statement of faith. We also require evangelical commitment 

from faculty and everyone who is part of the university. This charter was actually signed 

by the President of Kenya on the 4th of March 2011.  Therefore, legally we are a 

Christian entity” (Interview A). 

The leaders of AIU described four major challenges the institution faced in its 

transition from a theological school to a Christian university. The first one is bringing 

everyone to be convinced of the need for the transition and to owning the vision of the 

Christian university. The second challenge is having the mental preparedness of the 

faculty, administration and students to adjust to the changes that the transition brings to 

the institution. The third one is a financial challenge. The institution needs to have the 

funds to maintain what it has been doing and to make an investment for its future 

expansion. The fourth challenge is keeping the regulation of the government and at the 

same time maintaining its own policies that would help the university to keep its clear 

Christian identity.   

Effects of the Transition on the Mission  

As mentioned above, when the leaders of NEGST launched a review process, 

they reviewed NEGST’s mission statement and core values. When asked if there has been 

a change of vision and mission when NEGST transitioned to a Christian university, one 

leader said,  
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The core mission of NEGST has not changed because . . . we are still committed to 

training quality pastoral leadership. We have revised our statements. In terms of 

substance, the mission has not changed, but it has been enhanced so that it would 

now include theological training as well as professional Christian training. Actually 

we never had a vision statement for NEGST, but in this process we came up with a 

vision statement.  (Interview A) 

 

NEGST is now one of the three schools of AIU and it has kept its former 

mission statement. Its full mission statement that is stated in its website says,   

NEGST exists primarily as an evangelical post-graduate theological institution to 

promote excellence in African Christianity. This over-arching mission is promoted 

through: 

 training men and women in necessary ministry skills;  

 developing in students a deeper understanding of biblical and theological 

foundations;  

 studying the major issues and challenges facing Christianity in Africa; and  

 engaging in research and publication to address the concerns and needs of 

African Christianity  

 

The above four-fold mission is in turn promoted through: 

 striving to be a godly international community of scholars;  

 encouraging personal spiritual formation to produce servant Christian leaders 

for the churches and ministries, and  

 offering integrated programmes. (www.negst.edu) 

The vision statement of Africa International University says, “Christ centered 

leaders in Africa educated to transform God’s people and world;” and its mission 

statement says, “To Educate Christ-centered Leaders for the Transformation of God’s 

People and World, through innovative programmes, research, and community 

engagement” (www.africainternational.edu).  

By comparing the mission statements of AIU and NEGST, one can see that 

the institution has expanded its mission. When asked if the transition has affected the 

focus of NEGST, a leader said that every effort has been done to protect the core mission 

of NEGST. Explaining how that was done he said,  
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We organized AIU around schools. So NEGST remains intact as a school with its 

purpose and vision. We now have three schools, NEGST, Institute of African 

Realities (ISAR) and School of Professional Studies (SPS). Each school will have 

its distinct mission and purpose statement within the overall AIU mission statement. 

. . . We have broadened the original mission statement we had for NEGST so that it 

fits the mission of the University, but then NEGST, as a school, retains its vision 

and mission. (Interview A) 

 

AIU received its charter from the government of Kenya in March 2011; 

therefore, it is too early to see any clear effects of the transition on the mission of the 

theology program. In this short period, there have not been any effects that can be seen on 

the theology program (Leader C). The researcher was also able to informally talk to 

students of the theology programs of NEGST. The students he was able to talk to have 

confirmed that they have not seen any real changes to the theology program in these few 

months.  

ISAR is the other constituent school of Africa International University, and it 

works in close partnership with NEGST. The mission statement of ISAR says,  

ISAR’s mission is to transform persons, churches, and African societies toward 

greater realization of Jesus’ vision of a just and peaceful community through 

educational initiatives (formal and non-formal) designed to: train trainers, build 

institutional capacity, form effective leaders of integrity, empower individuals. 

(www.africanrealitiesinstitute.com) 

 

ISAR has four centers: Center for Peace-Building and Conflict Transformation; 

Center for Law, Ethics and Governance; Center for Transformational Church 

Empowerment; and Center for Research. These centers are designed to bring an impact in 

the wider society. The Center for Peace-Building and Conflict Transformation has an 

agenda “to resolve conflict in Africa at all levels — family, interpersonal, in churches and 

organizations, between communities, and at national levels” 

(www.africanrealitiesinstitute.com).  
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The Center for Law, Ethics, and Governance “seeks to empower and resource 

Christians who are called to serve in the judiciary, the legislative bodies, and the civil 

service of African nations” (www.africanrealitiesinstitute.com). The Center for 

Transformational Church Empowerment provides “a variety of non-formal and 

continuing education opportunities that promote "Jesus-style leadership" for African 

churches” (www.africanrealitiesinstitute.com). The purpose of the Center for Research is 

described as,  

The Center is a learning environment in which Christian scholars and practitioners 

from all across the continent of Africa (along with international partners) are 

engaging in a rigorous scholarly examination of the complex issues facing Africans 

in the 21st century. The Center forms African leaders who are equipped to empower 

the Christian movement to manifest the "shalom" of God´s Kingdom. 

(www.africanrealitiesinstitute.com) 

 

The programs of ISAR attract many students who would not have come to 

NEGST to study theology. The theology department plays a key role in the programs of 

ISAR, and that has expanded its ministry to the wider society (Interview B).  

The newest school of AIU is the School of Professional Studies (SPS). The 

main objective of SPS that is printed on its advertisement brochure states, “The main 

objective of SPS is to discover and facilitate the development of ministry and educational 

potential for the various professionals such as accountants, translators, educators, 

marketers, bankers, entrepreneurs, counselors among others, in order to be faithful 

stewards, light and salt in the world.”  Currently SPS runs Bachelor of Business 

Administration, Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and Counseling, Master of Arts in 

Education, and Master of Arts in Biblical Translation.   

One of things that identify an institute to the public is its name. The name of 

the institution was changed from Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology to 
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African International University. Its first name clearly indicates its evangelical identity 

while the new name does not. When asked why a name that does not identify the 

institution as a Christian/evangelical was chosen, a leader said,  

I think the primary thing is that we are in the continent of Africa. We train people 

internationally and we had to use “university” not “seminary” because of the 

expansion. So it was not a deliberate act to conceal that we are a Christian 

institution. That was not the intention, but we went into a process of choosing a 

name before we chose this one. (Interview B) 

 

The leader also indicated that having the name “Africa International 

University” is having a positive impact on students coming from countries that are not 

sympathetic to the Christian faith. Having a degree that reads “Africa International 

University” will be more acceptable in Muslim countries than a degree that reads 

“Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of Theology.” (Interview B) 

Another leader indicated that though there are some graduates of NEGST that 

do not support its transition to a university, there are others who fully support the 

transition and some even ask that their certificates be changed retroactively to read 

“Africa International University” instead of “Nairobi Evangelical Graduate School of 

Theology.” They want their degrees to be more acceptable in the public sector.   

All the public documents of AIU including its governing documents, its 

website, brochures, and other publications clearly indicate its Christian identity and what 

it stands for. AIU’s vision statement, mission statement, core values, and philosophy of 

education all clearly show the Christian commitment of the institution.  

When asked if the institution has faced any challenges in stating its Christian 

identity on its public communication, a leader explained that as a private chartered 

university, they are allowed to function within their own vision and mission. The legal 
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framework of the country allows them to do that. Both the old and the new constitutions 

of the country clearly recognize the freedom of religion. Therefore, they can operate as a 

Christian institution (Interview A). 

Another leader sees that transitioning to a university and getting charter from 

the government has made the institution to be more committed to its mission statement 

and to live up to its stated vision and mission. He said, “We have now become a 

university, we are more sensitive to our mission than ever before. This is because we are 

now exposed and the government has its eyes on us, not in a bad sense, but as the body 

that awards charters, the Commission for Higher Education, has its eyes on us. So we are 

now more sensitive to our mission and vision more than ever before” (Interview D). 

The researcher asked how the institution would fulfill its mission of Christ-

centered leaders unless it only accepts those who are believers in Christ in the first place. 

Another leader answered,  

We talked about that, and we asked, “What kind of university do we really want to 

be?” This is partly where our understanding of God’s mission comes in. We want 

primarily to train Christians, but God’s mission is bringing people to Himself. So 

how can we build a sense of mission into who we are? You can still take in only 

Christians and send them out for mission. That is a valid position and there are 

universities that do that.  But . . . instead of just sending out people to mission, you 

can allow people who are not Christians to come in and get them exposed to the 

gospel.  That was the option we went for. We didn’t go to completely open-door 

policy where anyone would come. But the key thing for us was in terms of our 

students, we can have primarily Christian students but non Christian students also 

can come in. In terms of our faculty, staff, and governance, we insist that everyone 

must be a Christian. (Interview A)  

The other thing raised by the same leader is that there are lots of higher 

educational institutions in Kenya. Therefore, people have several choices of higher 

educational institution to attend. Those who come to AIU are students who have some 

interest in Christianity anyway. Those who come in knowing that this is a Christian 
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institution, have to abide by the values and ethos at least while they are there and they 

have to sign up to that (Interview A).  

Chapel also plays a key role in keeping the Christian identity of AIU. It is a 

requirement to all students and faculty members of NEGST unless they are part-time. The 

researcher asked if the same policy applies to the students of the new program especially 

those that are non-believers. A leader responded,  

 

It wouldn’t be an option. That is why it says without exception everyone must abide 

by our ethos. . . .  A student coming in knows that we are Christian institution, we 

teach Bible, we are committed to integrate Christian faith and learning, and chapel 

is an important part of that integration. Therefore, it is not going to be optional. It is 

going to be expected and required. Now that is an area we are slightly concerned 

about in the new Constitution of Kenya which talks about not forcing people to 

perform religious rites and things like that. So that is an area, not just us but also 

other Christian institutions are looking at. Our position is that there are secular non-

Christian universities. If you don’t want to observe certain religious practices go to 

a secular university. But if you choose to come to us then these are the things that 

you must commit yourself to. (Interview A) 

Effects of the Transition on the  
Relationship with AEA 

AIU is owned by AEA and is governed by a Board of Trustees that represents 

AEA. The Board is now the legally registered body that represents AEA that is in charge 

of the institution and responsible for safeguarding the vision and mission of the AIU and 

appointing the members of the Governing Council.  

As a university sponsored by AEA, AIU does not have a specific church or 

denominational sponsorship. That has both positive and negative implications on the 

ministry of AIU. Positively, the fact that AIU is not founded by or affiliated with a 

specific denomination has allowed it to be broadly evangelical and accept people coming 

from different kinds of churches (Interview A). The negative impact of that is that AIU 

(NEGST) does not have any strong grassroots church connection. The members of AEA 

are other national association of Evangelical denominations in Africa.  
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Describing what AIU is doing to fill that gap, a leader said, “We value our 

AEA roots but we are also saying that we must build grassroots connection with 

churches, churches around here and around the world. I am convinced that it will help us 

to keep our soul” (Interview A). When another leader was asked how church leaders 

perceived the transition from NEGST to AIU he said, “It is a mixed bag. Some of them 

are endorsing it, and others are saying we have lost it. Some of them are lamenting while 

others say that this is long overdue and that they have been waiting for this. People react 

differently depending on where they have been placed in ministry” (Interview B).  

Another leader says that the feedback he received is generally positive. 

Describing the positive responses, he said,  

Generally speaking, the testimonies I have heard about this transition have been 

very positive. The reason being, most of the students when they were here (most of 

the key churches in Nairobi are led by one of our graduates), kept asking “Can 

NEGST train us to be broader or to be more exposed? Can you train us to know 

how to manage issues of money? Can you help us deal with the issue of HIV-

AIDS? Can’t you provide something to beat poverty from a biblical point of view?” 

So most of our students are happy now that we have opened the gate wider so that 

the students they recommend to come are more exposed and trained holistically, 

and that we can give them holistic training. (Interview D) 

Another leader also indicated that most of the students coming to the School of 

Professional Studies are students coming from churches that are led by the graduates of 

NEGST. These leaders recommend their members to come and study at AIU (Interview 

B). Building a strong relationship with churches and being accountable to them is one of 

the ways that AIU sees as a key factor that protects the institution from sliding into 

secularism (Interview A).  

Effects of the Transition on the  
Theology Program 

NEGST has transitioned to a Christian university recently. Therefore, it is too 

early to evaluate how the transition has impacted the theology program. However, there 

are indications about the kind of impact the transition will have on the theology program. 
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A leader said, “It makes it stronger and more responsive to the issues of the church 

directly” (Interview B). Another leader said that the opening of other programs in the 

school would “create a forum whereby we can understand the world around us better so 

that we can communicate God’s message effectively. This transition for us is an ideal 

opportunity because we can provide courses which we were not able to provide before” 

(Interview D).   

When the discussion for transitioning to a Christian university was taking place, 

there were some concerns among the faculty about its effects on the future of NEGST. 

Some were concerned that NEGST would lose its vision and become “a Christian 

university that has lost its Christian soul like many other universities” (Interview A). In 

order to put a safeguard against such threats, AIU was organized around schools so that 

the mission of NEGST remained intact and would not lose its focus on training men and 

women for ministry. 

However, NEGST is playing a key role in curriculum development of all the 

other programs, especially in the area of integration of faith and learning. “NEGST is 

bringing the Christian worldview into all the other areas” (Interview B). All students of 

the university, whether they are doing Bachelor of Theology or Bachelor of Psychology, 

are required to take core Christian foundation courses. The addition of the other schools 

also created an opportunity to do integration at NEGST, too. A leader said,  

Integration takes place even within NEGST. Other school would challenge NEGST 

to speak on contemporary issues and theologize there. NEGST would also take 

different issues from the other schools and prepare curriculum that would enable 

itself to prepare pastors to speak to these life-and-death issues of the society. 

Hopefully it will be a two-way street with the Christian core as the base for all 

integration of faith and learning. (Interview B) 

 

 There are core courses for all students of AIU that are designed to lay a Christian 

foundation. They are Foundations of Christian Life and Missions, Bible and Moral Issues, 

and Hermeneutics. Integration of faith and learning does not only happen by requiring 
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few Bible and theology courses in all the programs. Explaining how that is done, a leader 

said,  

Instead of just adding three courses of theology in these programs, we are laying a 

foundation for each program that is basically Christian from the very 

beginning. . . .What we are saying is that the thinking that goes into each program 

right from the very beginning is laying a foundation that is basically Christian. . . . 

But within every course there is a Christian thinking.  There is a Christian thinking 

about counseling and psychology, there is a Christian thinking in education, there is 

a Christian thinking about business.” (Interview B)  

One of the challenges indicated by one of the leaders of AIU is the lack of 

qualified Christian faculty members who are able to integrate faith and learning in all the 

subjects that are taught at AIU (Interview B). To fill that gap, for the next few years, AIU 

wants to use faculty members from other Christian universities in the West that have 

done an effective job of integration. Once AIU has graduates who are trained through 

such programs, they can recruit their own faculty members from those graduates and 

continue effective integration of faith and learning in all their programs themselves.   

African International University Summary 

The discussion above presented the reasons NEGST transitioned to AIU, the 

challenges it faced during the transition and the effects of the transition on its mission, 

theology program and its relationship with AEA. Since the transition took place recently, 

it is too early to see the full effect of the transition on the institution. However, the 

summary below shows where the institution stands according to the eight areas of church 

related academic institutions given by Benne.  

The transition of NEGST to AIU has not diminished the Christian vision of the 

institution.  The vision statement of AIU is “Promoting Excellence in African 

Christianity.” By transition to a university, the institution has enhanced its vision by 

adding professional Christian training in different areas in addition to the theological 

training which still is the focus of NEGST. Regarding its public rhetoric, all the public 
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documents of AIU including its governing documents, its website, brochures, and other 

publications clearly indicate its Christian identity and what it stands for.   

Since AIU is not owned by a specific denomination, it does not have specific 

membership requirements. So far it only hires Christians and wants to keep it that way. 

However, there is a concern that the government may see that as discrimination and may 

challenge the policy.  The university now accepts non-Christian students because the law 

of Kenya does not allow discriminating applicants based on their religion and the 

university also sees this as an opportunity to reach out to unbelievers. However, AIU 

wants to keep believers as the majority so that the evangelical atmosphere remains strong.  

AIU is organized around schools so that the mission of NEGST remains intact. 

NEGST as a school of theology will keep its focus on training men and women for 

ministry. It also plays a key role in the curriculum development of all the other programs 

and in the area of integration of faith and learning. There are required courses to all 

students of AIU that are designed to lay a Christian foundation in the life of students. 

Chapel also plays a key role in keeping the Christian identity of AIU. It is a requirement 

to all full-time students and faculty members of AIU. 

When it comes to governance, as an institution owned by AEA, AIU is 

governed by a Board of Trustees that represents AEA, which is a legally registered body 

that is in charge of the institution and responsible for safeguarding its vision and mission.  

There is no direct financial support that comes from AEA.  

The transition from NEGST to AIU took place recently therefore, it did not 

bring a dramatic change in the overall function of the institution.  The leaders of AIU are 

aware of possible challenges of secularization that may come in the future if the 

government requires AIU not to discriminate on the people it hires. Currently, AIU is 

somewhere between Orthodox and Critical-Mass categories described by Benne. 

Table 4 below summarizes the changes discussed above using Benne’s 
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categories (Benne 2001).  However, the table does not show the whole picture. For 

example, NEGST still receive only Christians while the other new departments accept 

non-Christian students too. One has to look to the descriptions given above to get the 

details.   

Table 5. Changes due to transition from NEGST to AIU 

 NEGST AIU 

Public Relevance of 

Christian Vision  

Pervasive from a shared point of 

view 

Pervasive from a shared 

point of view 

Public rhetoric  Unabashed invitation for fellow 

believers to an intentionally 

Christian enterprise 

Presentation as a liberal 

arts school with a Christian 

heritage 

Membership 

Requirement  

Near 100%, with orthodoxy tests Orthodoxy for Faculty and 

staff, not for students 

Religion/Theology 

Department   

Large; with theology privileged  Large; with theology 

privileged  

Religion/theology 

required courses: 

All courses affected by shared 

religious perspective 

All courses affected by 

shared religious perspective 

and required courses in 

Christian foundation 

Chapel:  Required in large church at a 

protected time daily 

Required in large church at 

a protected time daily 

Ethos:  Overt piety of evangelical 

tradition 

Open majority from 

sponsoring tradition finding 

private niche 

Support by church:  Not owned by a church, indirect 

support through sponsored 

students 

Not owned by a church, 

indirect support through 

sponsored students 

Governance:  Owned and governed by AEA Owned and governed by 

AEA 
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Saint Paul’s University 

St. Paul’s University is an ecumenical private Christian university located 

approximately 30 kilometers (18.6 miles) from Nairobi, along the Nairobi-Limuru Road. 

It was founded in 1903 as a School of Divinity. The Divinity School continued as an 

institution owned by the Anglican Church of Kenya (ACK) until 1949 when the 

Presbyterian Church of East Africa (PCEA) and the Methodist Church of Kenya (MCK) 

joined and brought their ministerial candidates for training (www.stpaulslimuru.ac.ke).   

In 1954 the three Churches formed a Council that run the affairs of the college, 

and in 1955 the name of the college was changed to St. Paul’s United Theological 

College (www.stpaulslimuru.ac.ke). In 1973 a fourth Church, the Reformed Church of 

East Africa (RCEA), formally joined the other three churches as a participating partner. 

In 1993, the National Council of Churches of Kenya (NCCK) in its corporate identity 

joined as the fifth participating partner in the ownership of St. Paul’s United Theological 

College (www.stpaulslimuru.ac.ke).  

Beginning in the year 2000, St. Paul’s expanded its academic programs by 

introducing innovative courses like Business Management, Information Communication 

Technology, Communication, Community Pastoral Care and HIV & AIDS, and 

Development Studies (Kilonzo and Maganjo 2010, 12). In September 2007, the college 

was granted a university charter by the government of Kenya to operate as a private 

Christian university. The university currently runs Diploma programs in Leadership, 

Business Management, Banking, Marketing Management, Logistics and Supplies, and 

Theology, which is offered in its affiliated colleges (www. stpaulslimuru.ac.ke). It offers 

Bachelor of Arts programs in Communication, Business Administration and Management, 
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Divinity, Business, and Information Technology. It offers Graduate Diploma and Master 

of Arts Degrees in Christian and Muslim Relations, Community Pastoral Care and 

HIV&AIDS, Master of Development Studies, and Master of Theology. Currently the 

university functions under four participating partner churches and the NCCK with 

representation in the Governing Council with the following proportion: ACK 50%, PCEA 

20%, MCK 10%, RCEA 10% and NCCK 10% (www. stpaulslimuru.ac.ke).   

The researcher visited St. Paul’s University in June 2011.  During that time, he 

was able to interview senior leaders of the institution, visit the campus, make 

observations, collect documents that are relevant to the research, and make informal 

discussions with a faculty member of the School of Theology.  

The researcher interviewed the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, the Dean of the 

Theology Department, and the Dean of the Faculty of Business and Communication 

Studies.  He was not able to interview the Vice-Chancellor of the university because he 

was busy with Council meetings, so he delegated the Dean of the faculty of Business and 

Communication for the interview. The interviews with the leaders took an average of 50 

minutes. The researcher provided the interview protocol to each of the interviewees 

before the day of the interview and conducted each interview at the office of each of the 

interviewees.  

Reasons for Transition 

As mentioned above, SPU was first established as Divinity School that trains 

people for ministry. There has been a discussion to transit to a Christian university 

around 1980 when the college started offering bachelors degree in theology (Interview 

A). At the time, the degrees were accredited by the Association of Theological 

Institutions in East Africa. Around 1985 there was a new government proclamation that 
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made it possible for theological colleges to become universities. That opened the door for 

private universities to offer higher education programs that had been only offered in few 

public universities. The churches also felt that they could offer much more than just 

theological education because the public universities were not absorbing everybody. The 

Council of St. Paul’s United Theological College at that time decided to make the move 

(Interview A).  

Peter Ensor, who served at the institution from 1985 to 1998 and as its 

Principal from 1995-1998, writing about the steps that were taken in the earlier days to 

transition St. Paul’s United Theological College to a Christian university, says,  

 

Many were the plans discussed in those early days. In the earlier part of 1988, there 

were serious discussions with the Commission regarding the possibility of creating 

a ‘Christian University of Kenya,’ which would embrace many of the Theological 

Institutions in Nairobi as well as St. Paul’s.  However, the idea fell apart when 

many of the Nairobi Colleges (which were more clearly ‘evangelical’ than St. 

Paul’s) insisted that the recently formulated ‘Lausanne Covenant’ should provide 

the doctrinal basis of faith for the proposed Christian University, a stipulation which 

St. Paul’s, drawing its support from a wider ecclesiastical constituency, could not 

accept. (Ensor 2003, 230-31) 

 

After this attempt failed, there was also a discussion of combining St. Paul’s 

with denominational colleges of the sponsoring denominations to form St. Paul’s 

University with ‘Constituent Colleges.’ However, the idea was not implemented because 

the sponsoring denominations became more interested in establishing their own 

autonomous universities (Ensor 2003, 231).  

Explaining how St. Paul’s United Theological College started seeking a charter 

from the government and the challenges it faced, Ensor writes,  

The Commission for Higher Education had encouraged the College to develop into 

a fully-fledged University, and to be ‘chartered’ as such. To begin with, the Staff 

was not wholly in favor of the idea, fearing that the College would eventually 

become ‘secularized’ in the process. But since there seems to be no other way to 

offer legally recognized degrees, it was felt necessary to comply. The college was 
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accordingly registered as a University (though still under the name of “St. Paul’s 

United Theological College”), with the right to offer its own degrees in 1990. That 

was, however, only a temporary provision, as a permanent ‘charter’ awaited 

accreditation. (Ensor 2003, 232) 

 

Getting accreditation from the Commission for Higher Education took a long 

time. Ensor indicates that there were three factors for that: staff instability, lack of 

adequate financial support, and an apparent lack of commitment among the sponsors of 

the College (Ensor 2003, 233).  

SPU started diversifying its programs beginning in 2000 and eventually was 

chartered as a private Christian University in 2007. The current leaders of SPU also 

mentioned more reasons for the transition to a university during the interviews.  

One of the reasons mentioned for St. Paul’s United Theological College 

decision to get a charter from the government and become a private Christian university 

is that the degrees it offers would be accredited and its graduates would be able to get 

government jobs (Interview B).  This demand came from students and graduates because 

they wanted to be able to get jobs anywhere in the country. After the university received 

its charter, graduates of the institution, even those that graduate with a Bachelor of 

Theology degree, are able to get government jobs like teaching positions at secondary 

schools (Interview B).  

The process of seeking a charter from the government led to the second reason 

that the institution decided to transition to a university. Once the college started to seek 

accreditation, the government demanded that the school have more than one program. 

The college was not able to get its accreditation with theology program only. Therefore, 

the school started programs like Bachelor of Business Administration, Bachelor of 
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Information and Communication Technology, and Bachelor of Communications 

programs. That led to its transition to a Christian university.  

The third reason that led the institution to transition to a Christian university is 

its financial challenges. It was getting hard for the institution to be viable with few 

students in the theology program. A leader said, “An institution cannot be viable with 

only 30 students.  We do not have other sources of income. Our only income is tuition 

fees from students and it is the other faculties that can bring many students. We no longer 

were getting money from outside donors, so we had to depend on money from the 

students” (Interview B). Another leader added, “One should understand that theological 

education remained for a long time the work of the church because the church was the 

recipient of the theologically educated people. So we could not get funding or support 

from public institutions like the government” (Interview A). Therefore, the institution 

considered transitioning to a Christian university to enhance its financial viability. By 

opening up other faculties and increasing the number of students, the institution wanted 

to increase its income and become financially sustainable. The other faculties enabled the 

university to generate more funds. A leader said,  

Because of the addition of the other faculties, the university is now able to 

develop, build, and expand using internally generated funds. The faculty of 

Business Administration is helping the institution to get more funds because we 

do not depend on external funding to pay salaries and to do many of our things.  

(Interview C) 

Therefore, opening up the other faculties and accepting many students has 

helped the institution to be financially sustainable.  There are several reasons mentioned 

above that led St. Paul’s United Theological College to transition to a university. The 

main reasons are, first, the institution wanted to offer more than theological education to 

meet the growing needs of higher education in the country. Secondly, they were 
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encouraged by the Commission for Higher Education to develop into a fully-fledged 

University. The third reason is that the students were demanding that the college get 

accreditation from the government so that they would be able to have a government 

recognized certificates that enable them to get jobs anywhere in the country. The fourth 

reason is that the institution wanted to enhance its financial viability by starting programs 

that attract a large number of students so that it would increase the revenue that is raised 

from students’ tuition.   

External and Internal Challenges 

The leaders raised several challenges that the institution has faced because of 

the transition. The first challenge raised by the leaders about the transition from a 

theological college to a university was building a consensus about the change. A leader 

said, 

Moving away from being a theological college to a private university is not 

something I would say was smooth and that is why it took so long before they 

finalized it and got the charter. There were expressions of fear. Some were asking 

“What are you going to do with our sacred training of priests? We now know who 

comes to be trained here because we have vetted their theological positions. What is 

going to happen to the theology program in the future? What is going to happen to 

our position in society when we allow the secular to come in to this sacred place? 

How is that going to impact our ministerial training?” (Interview A).  

 

Although there were people who saw that such a transition would negatively 

affect the theology program and lead to secularization, there were others who saw this 

change as a good thing because the theological students would be trained not in a guarded 

setting but in a setting that is similar to the one that the students are going to serve in after 

they graduate. The national staff and students also saw that getting a charter from the 

government and transitioning to a university was necessary for the survival of the 

institution because of financial challenges mentioned above and to help students get 
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different kinds of job opportunities after graduation because they will graduate from a 

government- recognized institution (Interview B).  

The other challenge the institution faced in the transition was moving all the 

stake holders together (Interview A). Since the college is an ecumenical college owned 

by four major churches and the National Council of Churches, it was not easy to bring all 

the five together to agree on the transition. In addition to that, some of the denominations 

were focusing on establishing their own denominational universities. As mentioned 

above, getting a charter from the government was also taking a long time because of staff 

instability, lack of adequate finances, and a lack of sufficient support from the sponsoring 

organizations (Ensor 2003, 233).  

The transition to a university by expanding its programs has helped SPU to 

attract more students. However, there is still a fierce completion in the higher educational 

market in Kenya, and that will continue to be a challenge in the future. A former 

Principal of SPU wrote,  

With the increased number of Christian universities in Kenya, with the competition 

for students posed by parallel programs recently introduced by public universities 

and the aggressive marketing by foreign institutions, St. Paul’s has to position itself 

appropriately if it hopes to survive and thrive in the 21
st
 century. Higher education 

in Kenya and in the continent has become highly liberalized. In this educational 

environment, St. Paul’s has to find its niche. It has to rediscover its distinctive and 

actively recreate and re-engineer itself as a uniquely Christian ecumenical 

university like no other in Kenya and in the continent. This has to be done while 

still maintaining its evangelical character bequeathed to the institution by its 

founding fathers and nurtured by the African Church throughout the Century 1903-

2003. (Nguru 2003, 267) 

 

The other challenge indicated by the leaders is maintaining the Christian ethos 

of the university. Accepting students that are nominal or non-committed Christians and 

trying to make them committed Christians by the time they graduate is a major challenge 
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(Interview C). The institution had to re-evaluate its relevance, rethink its role and make 

sure it does what it puts on paper (Interview A).  

The other challenge the institute is facing is the challenge of governance. The 

board is still in a theological college mentality, and the administration has to constantly 

remind the board that the institution is no longer a theological college but a university. 

When board members are invited to address students, they preach to them as theological 

students when there are also business students and students of other faculties present 

there. That requires constant training of the governance of the university (Interview A).  

The other major challenge the institution has is financial challenge. 

Transitioning to a private university has not solved the financial challenges of the 

institution. A leader said,  

The belief is that when you open up as a private university, the finances will not be 

an issue because there will be people paying you fees. I don’t know about other 

universities, but I have not found that one to be true here. People think that when 

you become a private university, you are making money. Maybe others do. But that 

for me is not true and it is a challenge. It is a challenge because you still go into a 

society that has lots of poor people. They are the ones who need education but they 

can’t pay for it. (Interview A) 

 

The leader also indicated that the institution has not been a donor-driven 

college even during the time it was a theological college. The support for the school was 

not coming through donations but through sponsorship of students studying theology. 

Therefore, the institution has to depend on tuition received from students. However, that 

was not clearly understood by the community, students and sometimes by members of the 

governing board. People assumed that the institution received big donations.  

A challenge related to that is being prudent and good stewards of its limited 

resources and using them to the further development of the university. In order to be 
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competitive in an environment where there are several private universities, the institution 

has to develop itself and offer education in a competitive price so that it retains a 

reasonable number of students and keeps afloat (Interview A).  

The transition has also brought external challenges to the institution. That helps 

the school to keep the quality of education but brings its own challenges. Explaining the 

challenge, a leader said,  

As a private university now we are in a lime light and we have to adhere to the 

standards of the Commission of Higher Education in our hiring, in our writing the 

curriculum and in our admission. There is a standard and we have to keep to the 

quality assurance of that. So there is this external body that is looking into us. Our 

curriculum must be scrutinized, it must be checked and it must be stamped even if it 

is a theological curriculum. They take our theological curriculum and give it to 

other Christian theologians to scrutinize but the academic standards must be kept 

and that keeps us on our toes because if we don’t, then challenges will come. 

(Interview A) 

Some of the challenges mentioned above are ongoing challenges while the 

others were only at the initial stage.  

Effects of the Transition on the Mission 

The motto of St. Paul’s University remained the same from what it was before 

the transition: Servants of God and Humanity. One leader said, “Our primary mission has 

not changed because we still have faculty of theology, and the Vice-Chancellor and the 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor are from the faculty of theology. The theology faculty is like the 

mother of the university” (Interview B).  

Another leader argued that the mission of the institution, which is training 

godly Christian leaders has not changed, but instead of just focusing on training leaders 

for the church, the institution has now expanded its mission and started training godly 

leaders for the market place as well (Interview C). Another leader agrees.  

The mission is enlarged to encompass the other faculties. In the beginning we were 

training people for the church, but now whoever we are training we are training 
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them to be servant leaders because the motto of the university, which has not 

changed is “Servants of God and Humanity.” Out of that motto, the vision was 

created and the mission was broadened, but the motto has not changed. (Interview 

A) 

 

The vision statement of St. Paul’s University that is stated in its website says, 

“A University of academic excellence based on Christian principles, producing graduates 

in various fields for global service” (www.stpaulslimuru.ac.ke). SPU’s mission is “To 

develop servant leaders by imparting knowledge, skills and values through creative 

methods of education, research and Christian spiritual formation” 

(www.stpaulslimuru.ac.ke).   

Before getting a university charter from the government, SPU used to accept 

only Christian students from the owner churches or African independent churches. 

However, after the transition, as a chartered university by the government, St. Paul’s now 

cannot discriminate among applicant students based on their religious background, and it 

accepts students from any background. However, once non-Christians join the university, 

they are expected to abide by the Christian ethics of the institution. Explaining how that 

works, a leader said, “We try to build a well grounded Christian culture here. If you join 

us, you find people who practice their Christian faith. If you like it you join us or else you 

will go somewhere else. It is all the question of keeping the Christian culture alive. I see a 

danger if that culture dies” (Interview C).  To keep its Christian identity, the institution 

requires that all full-time employees of the university be Christians that fear God and 

observe Christian ethics (Interview B).  

The researcher asked how the university’s vision of training godly servants is 

affected by the fact that it accepts students who are non-Christians to its programs. A 

leader answered,   
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When we are saying “Servant of God and Humanity,” we are not saying that we are 

training only Christians.  Like other universities, we admit Christians and we also 

admit people from other faiths. At the moment, we have people from Islamic and 

the Hindu faiths. However, when they come, they know that they are coming to a 

Christian university. . . . While we may not force them to become Christians in our 

way, we expect them to be faithful to their traditions, but their values are not values 

that discredit our tradition. And we don’t force them to convert, but they have to 

sign up to our code of conduct that is developed for all students, and that code of 

conduct, of course, is influenced by Christian principles and values. Has that 

changed our ethos? No!  It hasn’t changed our ethos. We are open but we have also 

kept our values and ethical standards as we should. We believe that as they study 

here, we will be a witness to them to be better servants of God and humanity even 

with their own traditions. (Interview A) 

 

Another leader arguing that the transition to a university has not changed the 

ethos of the institution said,  

Our motto is developing servants of God and humanity. Adding twenty programs or 

more will not stop us from developing servants of God and servants of humanity, 

which is a basic norm in this institution. However, if we stop developing servants of 

God, then I can tell you everything has crumbled whether we are training 

theologians, engineers, computer scientists or business people because we will not 

be living our norms, value systems and our statement of faith to develop godly 

Christian leaders. (Interview C) 

 

The leader also argued that opening up the university for non-Christian 

students has given the institution an opportunity to spread the gospel. All students from 

all religious backgrounds are required to take Bible-based courses whether they study 

Business, Communication, or Information Technology (Interview C). How accepting 

non-Christians is affecting SPU, especially the theology program is discussed later.   

The Motto, the vision, and the mission statements of St. Paul’s University 

clearly indicate the institution’s Christian identity. Its website and publications clearly 

display the motto of the university “Servants of God and Humanity.” 

The official magazine of the University, Voice, describing the progress the 

institution made during the years it was led by Dr. Timothy Wachira (2004-2010), says,  
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In his third year of service, Dr. Wachira attained another of his goals. The former 

theological college was chartered by the Kenyan government to what it is now, St. 

Paul’s University. This was the climax of a long relationship that the theological 

college had enjoyed with the Commission for Higher Education since its 

registration as a university in 1989. Next, Dr. Wachira set his sights on the 

diversification of academic programs. New programs in non-theological fields 

began changing the image of the university as an institution that only trains priests. 

(Kilonzo and Maganjo 2010, 11) 

 

Because of the transition, therefore, the institution is no longer seen as an 

institute that only trains priests. It is a place where training is given for communicators, 

business managers, accountants, IT professionals, development specialists, experts in 

Christian-Muslim relations, specialists in community care and HIV-AIDS. There is also a 

plan to start training teachers, social workers, advertisers and other professionals 

(Kilonzo and Maganjo 2010, 11).  

When asked if there is going to be a challenge of secularization in the future of 

SPU, a leader said,  

As one currently here, my conviction is that we continue to witness to what we 

believe as right, and that is the Lordship of Jesus Christ. The future largely depends 

on the leadership that comes, and hence it also depends on what the board does 

because it is the board that appoints people who lead the university. I do not see 

secularization happening in the near future. . . .  What I see is that we all believe 

there will always be a need for education. That is what we are offering. What I see 

is that we are putting in place, mechanisms that ensure that the Christian ethos will 

continue to influence. That does not mean that we won’t have issues of ethics 

because we are human beings, we live in a fallen world and we are fallen creatures. 

(Interview A) 

 

The institution attempts to hire only Christians that adhere to the Lordship of 

Jesus Christ both in word and deed, and they are expected to be role models to students in 

worship and practice of their faith (Interview A). The faculty members come from a wide 

range of Christian denominations.  However, there were some who profess to be 
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Christians just to get the job, but sooner or later the truth comes out and some of them   

leave (Interview A).  

The university does not have a practice of requiring faculty members to sign a 

doctrinal statement although the university has a statement of faith in its charter 

(Interview A). It is during the interview process that the institution tries to find out the 

Christian standing of candidates.  

One of the leaders indicated that they hire non-Christians as adjunct lecturers 

because of the shortage of teachers they have (Interview C).  These people can also be 

nominal Christians who have no personal commitment to Christ but they may go to 

church and do some Christian activities.  

When asked what makes the liberal arts programs offered at SPU different 

from similar programs in other secular universities, the leaders explained that the courses 

taught at SPU are taught from a Christian perspective. For example, courses in Business 

Administration include topics about what it means to be a Christina business person. A 

leader said, “You will be given a dose in terms of issues to do with the Christian faith in 

terms of how Christians view the world, view money, and morality” (Interview A).  

Though there are similar required courses for students in all programs that are 

taught from the Christian perspective, there are no Bible courses offered for non-theology 

programs. Explaining how this is done, a leader said,  

We may not teach Christianity in terms of Scriptures because some of them, for 

example, would say “Why am I doing Old Testament?” or “Why am I doing New 

Testament?” We have learned that from experience. So when we review our 

curriculum, we ensure that is integrated in the teaching. So they don’t see Old 

Testament or New Testament. They see it as it is mainstreamed and integrated. So 

when they are doing business ethics, we say Christian business ethics. (Interview A) 
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The leader admitted that the school heavily relies on the lectures for the 

integration of faith and learning, and that requires lecturers that are convinced that that is 

the way to go (Interview B). However, there are some who do not necessarily teach from 

the Christian worldview perspective.  The leader then said,  

We try that the ethos is mainstreamed and the Christian values are not taught 

separated from the courses they take. They are inculcated in the courses and we do 

it intentionally. That is why for the first time we teach them all together so they 

understand the ethos of this university. (Interview A) 

 

The fact that the university does not offer required Bible or theology courses, 

and the fact that faculty members are not required to commit to a doctrinal statement, 

may negatively affect the institutions effort to integrate faith and learning.  Moreover, the 

fact that there are many non-Christian or non-committed part-time faculty members that 

teach at the institution may compound the challenge because the faculty members are 

expected to be the key players in the integration effort.  

One of the programs the university runs to keep its Christian mission alive is 

the chaplaincy. It has a chaplaincy team and there is worship and prayer time everyday 

(Interview A). During the theological school days, the institution had a Sunday morning 

service because all students and faculty used to live on campus. Instead of that now the 

school has a Wednesday service for the whole school. The chaplaincy attempts to 

organize programs that attract young students and meet their needs so that they continue 

to be interested in the church. Chapel is required for students and faculty of the school of 

theology as part of the training and practice of the school. There are people who come to 

know the Lord because of these programs and others grow in the Lord (Interview A).  

The chapel program runs every morning from Monday to Friday 8:00-8:30 

AM. On Wednesdays, there is a community service from 9-10:30 AM. Though chapel is 
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required for all students of the University, there is no monitoring system. A leader said, 

“We don’t coerce people to come to chapel but make it a place where they want to come, 

and our chapel is full especially on Wednesday’s community worship service” (Interview 

A). The requirement for the students of theology is stronger. They are expected to come 

to chapel every day because these are the people who lead people in worship, and it is 

part of their training. The other faculties also participate in chapel in the preaching and 

the liturgy (Interview A).  

Effects of the Transition  
on the Relationship with Churches  

The leaders indicated that there was a unanimous agreement among leaders of 

the sponsoring denominations about the transition from a theological college to a private 

university though making the decision took a long time as indicated above. Moreover, the 

Methodists and the Presbyterians were working towards transitioning their own colleges 

to universities. They were aware of those necessary changes (Interview B). The 

government required that the sponsoring organizations show real ownership of the 

institution. As a result, the sponsoring organizations decided their share in the institution 

(ACK 50%, PCEA 20%, MCK 10%, RCEA 10% and NCCK 10% (www. 

stpaulslimuru.ac.ke).  

However, the leaders indicated that the relationship with the sponsoring 

churches is not as strong as they wanted it to be. A leader said,  

That is a sad thing. The churches never come to check the status of the university. 

In fact, most churches, probably because of their financial situation, do not send 

students to study here. Very few send students here. Most students come on their 

own. Even when we were United Theological College, two of the sponsoring 

churches started their own universities. The churches rarely evaluate what we are 

doing in this institution. That is a sad thing. For example, they could demand us to 

do research on a certain topic. They could ask us what we have discovered and ask 

us how they could change because this is where they have the brains but they don’t. 

(Interview B) 
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Another leader also indicated that the relationship of the institution with the 

founding churches was not that great even when it was a theological college. There were 

people who had interest in the college because this is where their pastors are trained, and 

there were others who did not care that the theological college is there. That has 

continued after the transition to a university. Two of the founding churches have 

established their own universities, and others may do the same (Interview A). Those who 

used to visit and support the school before have continued to do so while others still do 

not show any concern for the university.  

The leader also indicated that the university has become more and more 

independent of the churches. For example, the churches do not determine students that 

come to the school. “When the school was a theological college, students need to pass 

through all the church interviews. They had to know all the church issues and politics. 

Now as a private university, the faculty of theology receives students seconded by 

churches and those that are not seconded by churches but come on their own volition to 

study theology” (Interview A). That enabled the university to attract students that desire 

to study theology but would never have the chance to study in the former setting. Getting 

students that are not scrutinized by the churches sometimes affects the university because 

it may get students with questionable character, and it is hard to evaluate that at the 

beginning. However, when the churches used to do the scrutiny, they sometimes imposed 

on the school to accept students that did not meet the academic standards, and in that 

sense the change can be seen as positive (Interview A).  

The sponsoring churches are not also contributing financially to the institution. 

The only way they support the school is by sponsoring students. If they do not send their 
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students, it means there is no financial support coming from these churches. The fact that 

the university is not supported financially by the sponsoring churches is seen in a sense as 

positive by a leader. The leader said,  

Personally, I am happy that they don’t give us money. I think there is some 

independence, not an independence to do wrong, but an independence to think 

creatively, innovatively and to be relevant to the society. They may not let us 

change the Statement of Faith, but they give us space to be innovative and to be 

creative to enhance the University while sticking to our motto “Servants of God and 

Humanity.”  We probably have such a relationship because of the ecumenical 

nature of the institution. (Interview A) 

 

The sponsoring churches are represented by their leaders, their presiding 

bishops or moderators, in the Board of Trustees of the university. There are also experts 

like architects and financial experts in the board representing their churches. However, 

that relationship does not necessarily reach to all levels of the denominations structure 

including local churches. There are some who send their students to SPU, and others do 

not send their students to SPU but send them to their own universities.  

A leader indicated that there are ways that the leaders of the churches challenge 

the leadership of the university (Interview A). Church leaders at different times indicated 

the problems they see in the institution. Some of them disagree with the theological 

approach of the school, and they say that they don’t want to send students to SPU 

because they see it to be more liberal. Others do not like the focus on gender issues and 

see it as a feminist movement in the university. Some do not like that the school accepts 

Muslim students into its Christian and Muslim Relation program instead of teaching 

people to go out and convert Muslims. These examples show that the leaders of the 

churches challenge the leadership of the university and indicate the issues that they 

perceive as problems.  
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From the above discussion, one can see that the leaders of the SPU do not see 

that the university’s relationship with the sponsoring churches is strong. The support they 

get from the churches is minimal. One of the reasons is that the institution is owned by 

several denominations and some of them have their own denomination where they send 

their own students. With minimal involvement of the sponsoring churches, the future of 

the university depends on the board and what kind of leadership it appoints.  

Effects on the Theology Program 

The faculty of theology was well involved in the discussion and decision-

making of the transition from a theological college to a university. The faculty had 

realized that challenges would come in the future, but knowing that the ministry training 

would continue, they agreed to the transition. In fact the theology faculty prided itself as 

the oldest faculty, and during the first few years it remained the largest faculty. So far the 

transition has not brought a serious threat to the theology program. However, there are 

several challenges indicated by the leaders that the transition has brought to the theology 

program.  

The first challenge is related to the rapid increase of the number of students in 

the university. When the institution was just a theological college, it only had 100-200 

students. Now there are about 2,000 students. The growth in the number of students has 

affected the relationship between the faculty and students. Faculty members used to know 

students by name and relate to them on a personal level. That is becoming difficult now. 

When the institution was a theological college, chapel was required, and it was easy to 

tell who was coming to chapel or not. When the number of students increased, the chapel 

service was moved to a bigger hall, and it has become difficult to keep track of who has 

come and who has not with students numbering over 2,000.  Although students are still 

required to attend chapel, it has become impossible to enforce it.  
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The transition also affected the campus life of students. Explaining the changes 

a leader said,  

When we had only the theology program, we had few students, had good contact 

with all students and used to know every student. We used to accommodate all 

students on campus and had fellowship with them. There was a time when 

everybody who lived here knew everybody. It was beautiful. It was a residential 

school. If they came here with their family, they could live here. There was nursery 

for their children, dispensary and a small farm to grow vegetables. We can’t do that 

now with 2,000 students. We can’t even accommodate them in our campus, so 

many of them live outside the campus. Anybody who affords it can live on campus. 

So we are not able to monitor the behavior of our students. (Interview B) 

 

The leader also sees that the students of theology are facing new challenges 

that were not there when it was a theological college. The students that come for 

theological training are those who show commitment to ministry. However, some of them 

lose their commitment to ministry because of the influence of the students from the other 

faculties. They are now studying in an environment in which they are the minority, and 

they don’t necessarily live on campus. The chances for distraction and losing their focus 

are high. Describing his observation, the leader said,  

These young people coming for ministry training meet the other students. 

Sometimes, these other students water down the faith of those priests. Like it or not, 

they water it down. One can see the temptation going on. That is affecting the 

training we give for those who are preparing for ministry. Now they live off 

campus.  You don’t know what happens. The students of the other programs are the 

majority. So inevitably Adam and Eve will start admiring the fruit.   

Previously that was almost impossible. Everybody respected our rules. We knew 

everybody. The other thing is since the students of the other programs have become 

the majority, the compound has become noisy. Previously we had mature students. 

Most of the students who come for theology (for ministry) are mature. But these 

other students are adolescents. They are 18 years or 20 years old. They scream and 

dance all over. You sympathize with the theology students. (Interview B) 

 

Expressing his concern, the leader also said, “Now we have about 2000 

students, and out of those, only 400 are theology students. With time, there is no doubt 

that theology is going to be a minority here. We received our charter in 2007 and in four 
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years we have seen this. You can imagine what would happen in ten years. I am afraid 

the church is not growing that fast” (Interview B).  

When asked what would be the best way to protect the integrity of the theology 

program, the leader said, “What I think would eventually happen is that we will grow as a 

university. What we have now as the Faculty of Theology would change into a School of 

Theology within the University so that we have a small group of students that we train 

properly for ministry instead of treating it just like the other faculties” (Interview B).  

Another leader argues that there has not been significant challenge on the 

theology program because of the transition to a university. The academic standards are 

kept high because of the scrutiny of the accrediting agencies. Though the major tenets of 

the theological training are there, there are some changes in the practical aspects of the 

training. For example, each student used to be assigned to go to a particular church every 

Sunday as part of their practical training. That happens now only in a smaller way. Many 

of the students go to the churches they come from and practice there. Only those that are 

not ordained are placed in churches around the university. The leader however admitted 

that some see that the institution is becoming too academic and less practical. Others also 

say that the school is not spiritual enough. Those views are dependent on the theological 

background of those who have that opinion. Some also criticize the institution’s critical 

approach to theology. That approach was there even before the transition to a university.  

In terms of the number of students in the theology program, a leader said they 

are happy about it, even though the number of students in the theology program will 

always be fewer than that of other faculties. In the past there were fewer theological 

colleges, but at present there are many, and only those that like the approach of SPU’s 
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theological persuasion come there (Interview A). The number of students coming to the 

theology program depends on the demography of churches in the country because most 

of those who study theology go to full-time ministry in the churches (Interview A). There 

are also churches that do not consider theological training as necessary for ministry.  

Currently the Vice-Chancellor and the Deputy-Vice Chancellor of SPU are 

from the Faculty of Theology. A leader, when asked if there could be a negative effect on 

the theology program if the top leadership positions are held by people from the other 

faculties, answered,  

It is this year that we have theology people in the leadership. Even before we were 

chartered, our Vice-Chancellors were not theologians. Starting from 1998 we had 

non-theologians. It was theological school but was led by non-theologians. When we 

were chartered, it was a Veterinary doctor who was our Vice-Chancellor. It was only 

since last year that we have a theologian as our Vice-Chancellor. The Academic Dean 

was a theologian. Now the Faculty of Theology has theologians leading it. The 

Faculty of Business has non theologians leading it. The Senate is composed of the 

Vice-Chancellor, who could be anybody but now happens to be a theologian. The 

Deputy Vice-Chancellors are not all theologians. So far we have stayed firm and 

continued our work. (Interview A) 

 

People from the theological school have strong influence on the overall 

activities of the university because of the history of the school and that the people in the 

theology faculty have stayed longer with the institution. There is also a perception that 

the school is still a theological school even though it has transitioned into a university.  

When a leader was asked how the university plans to keep the theology 

program strong, he said,  

That is something we have been debating a lot. What we are saying is that we 

should make sure that we keep our theology program alive as we continue to 

develop new programs because the church still needs trained ministers. It is true 

that the faculty of theology may not compete by the way of numbers with these 

other faculties. However, since our foundation is the divinity program, we will put 

an effort that the theology program is kept alive even if we have five students 

because that is the foundation of this university. So we will do everything to make 
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sure that is not lost. The divinity aspect is not lost because that is our foundation 

and we want to maintain that. It is on that foundation that we built the culture we 

have right now and we cannot wish away our 100-years of history. We will build on 

it and develop it. (Interview C) 

 

The theology faculty also plays a role in the education offered in the other 

faculties. It is the faculty members of the theology department that teach the courses that 

are required for all students. These courses are the Christian Worldview (which takes 

students through the Old and New Testament), Christian Business Ethics, Business 

Ethics, and Social Responsibility. These are courses that are required for Business and IT 

students (Interview C).  

The researcher asked if there is integration of faith and learning in the other 

courses taught in the different faculties of the university. A leader explained that there is 

an attempt to do that and it depends on the teacher. The institution hires Christians and 

expects them to integrate their faith with what they teach, but the leadership does not 

insist that they do the integration (interview C). The ability of integration of faith and 

learning in the way one teaches depends on the teacher’s level of Christian maturity. A 

leader said,  

It depends on the level of growth of the teachers as Christians and how they practice 

their faith. It is not difficult if you are well grounded in the Word. Majority of us 

have studied in public universities. I studied in a public university though there are 

some who studied in Christian universities. But the fact that I got my foundational 

knowledge from a public university does not really prevent me from integrating 

faith with learning because that is up to the individual. But when you are not well 

grounded or formed in Christianity, then it will be a big challenge to integrate.  

(Interview C)  

Another leader admits that the leadership was not able to foresee all the 

challenges that are going to come to the theology program when they decided to 

transition to a Christian university. He said, “I think those people who were in leadership 

at the time did not foresee these challenges. They should have watched what other 
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schools that have transitioned to universities had gone through” (Interview B).   

St. Paul’s University Summary 

The section above discussed the reasons St. Paul’s United Theological College 

transitioned to St. Paul’s University, the challenges it faced during the transition, and the 

effects of the transition on its mission, theology program, and its relationship with the 

sponsoring denominations.  

The Motto, the vision, and the mission statements of St. Paul’s University 

clearly indicate the institution’s Christian identity. Its website and publications clearly 

display the motto of the university “Servants of God and Humanity” and that clearly 

shows the public relevance of the Christian vision of the institution. The public rhetoric 

of the institution indicate that it is a Christian school but inclusive of others.  

When it comes to membership requirement, the institution does not require 

staff and students to be members of the sponsoring denominations. It attempts to hire 

Christians, though sometimes nominal Christians or non-Christians get hired because of 

failures at the vetting process. The institution also hires non-believers as adjunct lecturers 

because of the shortage of teachers that meet the faith requirements.   

The theology faculty is still strong faculty in SPU though it is not growing as 

fast as the other faculties. The faculty also plays a role in the education offered in the 

other faculties and its members teach required courses to all students. There are no 

required theology or Bible courses per se but the faculty of theology offers required 

courses for all students that give Christian perspectives to students.  

SPU runs chapel program every morning and once a week, there is a 

community service for all members of the university. Students of theology are required to 

attend chapel but students of the other faculties attend voluntarily.  

As mentioned above, SPU is owned by four denominations and NCCK and is 

governed by a Board of Trustees whose members are leaders of the sponsoring churches. 
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According to the leaders, the relationship of SPU with the sponsoring churches is not as 

strong as they wanted it to be. There is no direct financial support coming from the 

churches to SPU and the only way they support the school is by sponsoring students. 

Though it is hard to put SPU in one of Benne’s categories of church related colleges, in 

many aspects SPU falls under the Critical-Mass category. Table 4 below summarizes the 

changes discussed above using Benne’s categories  

Table 6. Changes due to transition from SPUTC to SPU 

 SPUTC SPU 

Public Relevance of 

Christian Vision  

Pervasive from a shared point 

of view 

Christian school but inclusive 

of others 

Public rhetoric  Unabashed invitation for 

fellow believers to an 

intentionally Christian 

enterprise 

Presentation as a liberal arts 

school with a Christian 

heritage 

Membership 

Requirement  

Near 100%, with orthodoxy 

tests 

Orthodoxy for Faculty and 

staff, not for students and 

part-time faculty 

Religion/Theology 

Department   

Large; with theology 

privileged  

Large; with theology as 

flagship  

Religion/theology 

required courses: 

All courses affected by shared 

religious perspective 

Two or three, with dialogical 

effort in many other courses 

Chapel:  Required in large church at a 

protected time daily 

Voluntary at high quality 

service in large nave at 

protected time once a week 

Ethos:  Overt piety of evangelical 

tradition 

Open majority from 

sponsoring tradition finding 

private niche 

Support by church:  Owned by denominations, 

indirect support through 

sponsored students 

Owned by a church, indirect 

support through sponsored 

students 

Governance:  Owned and governed by 

Churches 

Owned and governed by 

Churches 
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Uganda Christian University 

Uganda Christian University (UCU) is located in Mukono town, Uganda, 23 

kilometers from Kampala. UCU is a private university, chartered and fully accredited by 

the President of the Republic of Uganda, through the Ministry of Higher Education and 

Sports, and the National Council for Higher Education. It is owned by the Province of the 

Church of Uganda and has campuses in Eastern, Western and Northern Uganda 

(www.ucu.ac.ug).  

The University was born out of the Bishop Tucker Theological College that 

was founded in 1913 in response to a growing need for pastoral training in the Church of 

Uganda (www.ucu.ac.ug). When UCU was founded in 1997, the college was named 

Bishop Tucker School of Divinity and Theology. UCU was inaugurated with Bishop 

Eriphas Marri as its first Vice-Chancellor and Archbishop Livingston Nkoyoyo as its 

Chancellor (www.ucu.ac.ug).   

In addition to the Bishop Tucker School of Divinity and Theology, UCU 

currently has several faculties (schools) that have several departments under them. The 

faculties are, Faculty of Social Sciences, Faculty of Business Administration, Faculty of 

Education and Arts, Faculty of Law, and Faculty of Science and Technology.  

The researcher visited Uganda Christian University in June 2011.  During his 

visit, the researcher was able to interview the Vice-Chancellor, the Dean of the School of 

Theology, and the Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences, the Chaplin, and two senior 

faculty members of the School of Theology who have in-depth knowledge of the 

transition to a university.  The interviews with the leaders took an average of 50 minutes. 

The researcher provided the interview protocol to each of the interviewees before the day 
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of the interview and conducted each interview at the office of each of the interviewees. 

The section below describes the findings of the researcher that relate to the five research 

questions of this study. In addition to doing the interviews, the researcher was able to 

visit the campus and make observations and collect documents that are relevant to the 

research, and have informal discussions with faculty members.  

Reasons for the Transition  

The leaders of the institution described the main reasons Bishop Tucker 

Theological College transitioned to Uganda Christian University. According to the 

leaders, the first reason is that the proprietors of the theological college were offering 

high school level education, and they had a long-time dream of establishing a university 

so that the church can also have a Christian influence at a higher educational level 

(Interview A) by providing higher education to the church and the whole community 

(Interview C).  

The second reason for the transition was that the theological college was 

becoming difficult to sustain on its own. The Bishops of the church were not able to send 

enough students and pay for their fees. It became obvious that the college “needed the 

larger intake so that it remained part of that larger body to enable its viability. Otherwise, 

it would have been easily fizzled out” (Interview A).  Transitioning to a university 

became necessary to get more students in different programs that would pay fees so that 

the institution would be financially sustainable.  One of the founding leaders of the 

university said, “I think it was something economic prepped in because at one point 

bishops had problems sending enough students to the seminary. At one point we said now 

we don’t even have enough money to run this institution, and this institution is big, and it 

could be of great use if we expanded it. We could have a place for theology and other 

courses, too. So the idea started boiling in our minds and we had a series of talks” 

(Interview G).   
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The third reason that led the leaders of the church to consider establishing a 

Christian university is what they have seen happening with other religious groups. The 

Muslims, the Roman Catholics, and the Seventh Day Adventists in Uganda had started 

universities so that they can train people in higher education. Seeing these developments, 

the Church of Uganda also felt the need to participate in the development of higher 

education from a Christian point of view. In order to do that, it was necessary to 

transition one of the colleges to become a full-fledged university (Interview E).  

The fourth reason mentioned by one of the leaders, which is related to the first 

one, is that the Church wanted to have an influence in the political world. The leader said, 

“As a church we believe that at the moment you have highly educated Christians, then 

your church is stable. You do that by having a university where you will have your 

religious traditions passed on to the next generation. So the church looked around and 

found that the most ideal place was Bishop Tucker Theological College, which is located 

near a main road and close to Kampala” (Interview E).   

The Church of Uganda initiated the transition of the Bishop Tucker 

Theological College to a Christian university, and that was led by a strong vision from 

the Archbishop of the Church at the time, Archbishop Livingstone Nkoyoyo.  He 

presented the vision to the supreme organ of the church, the Provincial Assembly, and the 

vision of starting a university was supported unanimously (Interview A).  

External and Internal Challenges 

The researcher asked the leaders of the institution about the challenges the 

institution faced during the transition from a theological college to a Christian university. 

The first challenge mentioned was that when the institution was only a theological 

school, most of the students were mature students who were preparing to go to ministry 

in the church. However, after the transition, students coming to the university were much 

younger students that were recent graduates of high school. These students tend to behave 
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differently from those in the school of theology. Managing such younger students was a 

new challenge that came with the transition to a university (Interview A).  

This has been a challenge especially for clergy men and women who are 

studying at the School of Theology. A leader said, “If someone who was here 15 years 

ago as a student comes back to do a masters degree or some other degree, he will find 

that instead of having a single-room dormitories, he now has to share a dorm with a 

student from another faculty who may not even be a committed Christian. It becomes a 

little hard for them, but others look at it as an opportunity to preach the gospel” 

(Interview E).  

The second challenge mentioned by a leader was attracting enough well 

qualified academic staff to the university. The leader said, “That has been a challenge we 

had to go through because most people do not want to go into upstarts because they are 

settled in their own jobs and they are comfortable. What we can offer to them is an 

opportunity to innovate, but most people do not want to be innovative. They want to go to 

an established place where they can work and get paid well” (Interview A). In order to 

meet its needs, UCU had to use many part-time teaching staff from Mekerere University. 

In addition to that, since the faculty members that were fulltime at the university during 

the transition were from the School of Theology, they were heavily engaged in 

administration work in addition to their responsibilities at the theology department 

(Interview D).  UCU now has a staff development program, and it is working to meet the 

challenge of having its own teaching faculty.  

The third challenge was financial. Transitioning to a Christian university did 

not necessarily enable the institution to overcome its financial challenges (Interview A). 

A leader said, “The financial challenges particularly become more pronounced because 

when we add more students, we must add more staff, more physical structure and more 

other things” (Interview A). Keeping up with the pace of growth is a challenge because 
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the institution does not have an endowment for such expansion (Interview A). 

The other challenge of the transition is the competition that was created 

between the faculty of theology and the other faculties. Being the oldest faculty, the 

theology faculty claims ownership of the buildings and expects to be given prominence in 

everything that takes place in the university (Interview E). That problem is in part caused 

by the lack of clarity during the transition. Explaining the problem, a leader said,  

At the initial stage, the plan was to start a university education alongside the 

theological and ministerial formation programs. There were different views at the 

time. Some people were saying, “We should have a separate college from the 

university although they share the same premises.” There were also others who 

were saying, “Let us do the whole thing together so that the theological education 

and the ministerial formation program can also have an input in the other programs 

in developing a Christian mission.”  The two groups could not agree, but they 

agreed to move along. (Interview C) 

 

Though there was a consensus on the establishment of the university, there was 

not a clear agreement on its implementation. As seen above, one of the reasons that the 

transition to a university was considered was that the financial sustainability of the 

college, and the livelihood of its faculty was in question (Interview A). However, when 

the transition was implemented, it became a challenge for the college that was well 

established, with its own standards and rules and having all the premises to itself, to share 

it with the new faculties and become an equal with them. A leader said, “Defining the 

School of Theology within the University was not easy” (Interview C).  

The other challenge raised by the leaders that has come as a result of the 

transition to a university by getting a charter from the government is the scrutiny of its 

programs by the National Council for Higher Education. Describing the change, a leader 

said,  

When we were Bishop Tucker Theological College, we used to be affiliated with 

Mekerere University so we got degrees and diplomas from Mekerere University. 
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When we became a university, we started offering our own degrees even for 

programs offered at Bishop Tucker College.  Because of that, we must meet the 

standards which are set by the government (The National Council for Higher 

Education). Even the small colleges that Bishop Tucker oversees in the entire 

Province of Uganda have to meet the standards of the National Council for Higher 

Education. (Interview E) 

 

Another leader said that this is a good challenge and that helps the university to keep a 

high standard of education (Interview A). 

The other challenge that is mentioned by one of the leaders was that there were 

some who were not happy about the transition. Some of these people were missionaries 

who used to work at the Bishop Tucker College and who supported it financially. Some 

were afraid that the changes would kill the ministry training. Others were upset when the 

old buildings that they raised money for were demolished to make way for the new 

library that is being built at the space (Interview E).  

Effects of the Translation on the Mission  

The institution changed its mission and vision statement when it transitioned to 

a university. The current motto, vision statement and mission statement of UCU are,  

Motto: Alpha and Omega: God the Beginning and the End 

Vision: A Centre of Excellence in the Heart of Africa 

Mission: Uganda Christian University is dedicated, through teaching, scholarship, 

service, spiritual formation, student development and social involvement, to 

preparing students for thoughtful, productive lives of Christian faith and service in 

their respective professions and places. (www.ucu.ac.ug) 

The former vision statement was “Called to Serve,” and that is still used by the 

School of Theology. When asked if the original mission of the theological college has 

been changed because of the transition, a leader said, “The mission of the college was 

preparing people for ordained ministry. Now we have to incorporate these other programs 
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into the mission to take care of these other disciplines in the mission of the institution. So 

yes, in terms of incorporating the other disciplines of training the mission has changed a 

bit” (Interview E).  

The original mission statement of the theological college fits in the overall 

mission of the university, and the theological college has found its space within the 

university (Interview A). Although the mission of the School of Divinity and Theology 

has not changed and it still trains church ministers, the setting where it does the training 

has changed. A leader, explaining the change, said,  

I think what has changed is the monastic kind of training for ministry that was done 

in a place which was set apart. Now a theology student shares a room with students 

of other programs and I think, for the first students who experienced this, it was 

tough because they were not used to that kind of setting. For example, students of 

theology were not happy with the girls wearing trousers, but with time things 

change. However, the mission of the school did not change, except I think we are 

now training church ministers within the university context instead of that monastic 

kind of training.  Our theology students develop their ministry skills by ministering 

to the very students who are here as their parishioners. (Interview E) 
 

One of the founding leaders of the university, who nominated the name 

“Uganda Christian University” for the institution, describing the desire of the leaders for 

the university at the time it was founded, said,     

It is going to be Christian in formation, Christian in vision, and Christ will be at the 

center. That was it, and I hope they are following that because the vision of this 

institution is that Christ would be the center of the university, a center of excellence 

not only in sciences and liberal arts but in promoting God as a prime mover of all 

things. If members who are there now do not promote Christian virtues, Christian 

ideals, for us who are founders, that would be greatly disappointing. (Interview F) 

 

The official publications, website and the legal documents of the UCU clearly 

state its Christian identity. The Uganda Christian University Charter, which is a its legal 

document approved by the government, stating the Christian identity of the University 

says,  
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The Christian identity of Uganda Christian University is summarized in the motto 

“God the Beginning and the End” and is articulated in its Instruments of Identity. 

The Instruments of Identity, which include a Rule of Life, shall be consistent with 

the teaching of the Church of Uganda and shall be approved and maintained by 

the Proprietors of the University through the University Council.  

 

The Instruments of Identity that is mentioned in the charter was written after 

the institution transitioned to a university and presented to the House of Bishops of the 

Church of Uganda, who actually passed it. Therefore, its authority is from the proprietors 

of the university. The Instruments of Identity has three parts. The first part, “The Rule of 

Faith,” is like the institution’s statement of faith that one can “find in the creeds of the 

early church and in the Lausanne Covenant” (Interview A). The second part is “The Rule 

of Conduct,” which describes how members of the community conduct themselves 

(Interview A). The third part is what is called “The Rule of Worship,” which describes 

what kind of worship is acceptable in the university.  

A leader, explaining how “The Instruments of Identity” protects the Christian 

identity of the institution, said, “This document is not spelled out in the charter, but the 

charter refers to it and it is so enshrined in there that you cannot change it easily. Of 

course, there is nothing you can never change, but anybody who is trying to change it will 

have a big battle. You have to fight hard to change it” (Interview A). The first paragraph 

of the “Instruments of Identity” of the UCU makes it very clear what the institution 

stands for. It states,  

Uganda Christian University is an established institution of the Church of the 

Province of Uganda. As such, it is committed to the catholic and apostolic faith, 

practice and piety. It is religious and explicitly Christian in its name, in its mission 

statement and in its motto: “Alpha and Omega: God the Beginning and End.” Its 

public worship is conducted according to the Prayer Book tradition of the 

Anglican Communion. (www.ucu.ac.ug) 
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In addition to the governing documents, there are several things the institution 

has put in place to promote its Christian mission. The Governing Council (Board of 

Trustee) members are selected carefully, and they have to be committed Christians 

(Interview A).  

UCU also have a strong and well established chaplaincy that has a central role 

in the life of the university (Interview A). The chaplaincy is directly under the Vice-

Chancellor’s (VC) office. The Chaplain has direct access to the VC so that he would not 

be impeded by any other person, and he can arrange spiritual programs for the university. 

There is community worship for all twice a week, Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 12-1 

PM.  It is not compulsory, but all service centers like the library and the computer lab 

close except the sections that deal with emergency services like the clinic and few staff 

members stay there. On Mondays mornings from 8:00-8:30, there is prayer meeting for 

teaching and non-teaching members of staff. 

In addition to the regular chapel services, the Chaplaincy also prepares a 

weeklong conference every semester (three times a year) on particular aspects. In the 

September semester the focus is on evangelistic mission. During the week the focus is to 

call people to accept Jesus Christ as their personal Lord and Savior.  In the January 

semester, the university normally has Mission and Ministry Conference, and in the May 

semester, it runs a Leadership Conference, which is aimed to equip students with 

leadership skills.  

The week the researcher visited the campus, UCU was having its Mission and 

Ministry Conference. He was staying at the guest house on campus and was able to hear 

and observe what was going on in the main chapel. The campus had a feel of a church 
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compound where a major conference is taking place. The title of the Mission’s 

Conference for the week was “Extending God’s Kingdom – Our Mission.” Several 

messages were presented on different topics. Some of the topics were, “Extending God’s 

Kingdom to the Muslims,” and “God’s Call for Special Ministry,” and “The Role of 

Christian University in Christian Mission.” At the meetings, different choirs from the 

different faculties presented special music. The morning meetings had attendance of 

about 100 people and the noon meetings had attendance of over 1000.  

In addition to chapel services and the conferences, the chaplaincy also runs 

discipleship group meetings that target believers who want to grow in their Christian 

faith. There are also evening fellowship meetings at the hostels where students live both 

on and off campus.  

Explaining the role of chaplaincy in the overall life of the university and some 

of the challenges they face, the Chaplin said,  

We see ourselves as charged with the responsibility of keeping the Christian 

identity of the institution. For us spiritual vitality is very central. The challenge is 

that we have the background of the Anglican, and it is always a struggle to be able 

to do ministry in such a way that is inclusive to people from other denominations. 

We sometimes do things which are not really in the Anglican way of doing things, 

and that always is a problem with divinity and theology students because some of 

them think we should not be doing that. But I think it is the only way that we can 

make our ministry relevant and reach the people rather than just keep the tradition. 

That aspect is always in our mind that this is our role. (Interview G) 

 

The researcher asked a leader about the percentage of born-again Christians in 

the student body. The leader indicated that the institution tries to keep a record of the 

spiritual condition of the applicants by asking applicants to fill a form at the beginning. 

Although it is possible that some who are non-Christians fill the form as Christians 

because this is a Christian school, the leader believes that the percentage of committed, 
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born-again believers is around 40%, and the rest are nominal Christians or non-Christians 

(Interview G). The programs of the chaplaincy are geared toward meeting the spiritual 

needs of each of these groups.  

The university runs two worship services on Sunday mornings. The Sunday 

main service used to be at 5:00 PM. That was changed to Sunday morning and now there 

are two morning services that start at 8:15 and 10:15 AM, and they are the biggest 

services of the university (Interview A). The institution also runs a Sunday School 

Ministry for the Children of the university community and the community around the 

campus. The researcher asked if the university also functions as a church. A leader 

responded,  

We have been functioning just as chapel, but since last year and even more now we 

are moving more towards a setup of a church. Actually, this year a bishop officially 

comes here for us so that we belong to a diocese. We have been having bishops 

coming and doing different things. However, it has been resolved now that we 

become like a parish connected to a diocese. Therefore, we are counted as a parish 

connected to a diocese.  Now that has some dynamics because there are things that 

we cannot function exactly as they do. Take for example, the diocese in Kampala 

has a theme they follow. Sometimes they do not suit us directly. We had to choose a 

council recently, and I looked at the guidelines for what a parish council should be. 

Some of the things couldn’t really fit in our context. So I had to talk to the bishop 

and say that they should allow us to have a council but a bit different. We have 

some things that are in line with the dioceses, but we may have other positions to 

cater for different ministries here.  So somehow we are moving more closely to 

having a church here because now we also have people attending here who are not 

students or staff members. (Interview G)        

 

The chaplaincy has a very strong support from the current administration, and 

that support has enabled the chaplaincy to have a big role in the life of the university. The 

researcher asked a leader if there are any challenges that the chaplaincy faces at this time 

or with a change of leadership in the future. The leader answered,  

I actually sense some resistance. In the first place, I think it should have been able 

to stand with or without the current leadership because if the church grasps that this 
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is central, it can go a long way. I realize that there are many challenges that come 

with growth, leave alone the administration itself. Take for example, when we 

began this, our students had lectures up to 5 PM so that the evening meetings would 

be well attended. Now you cannot get very high attendance for the evening services 

because the lectures are going on at that time, and you will always have lecturers 

who make it hard for the students to attend. So they can even put tests at this period 

and the students have no choice. (Interview G) 

 

There are discussions that are going on between the university and the Forum 

for Theological Education and Higher Institution for the Learning for the Church of 

Uganda, to work out ways in the structure that make the chaplaincy strong in the future 

and that the church would also be involved (Interview G).  

The other safeguard the university has to keep its Christian identity is that all 

the senior administrative positions like the Vice-Chancellor and the Deputy Vice-

Chancellor are held by Anglicans or people from churches that are in communion with 

the Church of the Province of Uganda (Interview E). For the faculty, apart from theology, 

UCU hires practicing Christians, not necessarily Anglican. However, there are staff 

members and part-time faculty members that are not born-again Christians, but the 

institution hopes that they become converted as a result of their exposure to the Christian 

testimony there.  The non-believers are very few. All staff members that are hired must 

affirm the university’s Instruments of Identity. Those who come to work as part-time 

staff members or students do not have to accept the Instruments of Identity but they must 

respect it. They cannot speak disparagingly about it or act in a manner that treats it as 

something that does not matter (Interview A). If teachers who are even teaching part-time 

are found trying to disagree with the Instruments of Identity while teaching or talking to 

students, that would be a cause for discipline or dismissal.  
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The challenge the university now has is recruiting men and women who are 

committed Christians for academic and administrative positions. They look for faculty 

members “who teach courses with passion so that they do not just become other courses 

but have a real impact on the life of students” (Interview D). Getting committed 

Christians that teach some courses is a problem. Therefore, the university is forced to use 

some part-time teachers that are non-believers. It is also seen that some that are hired 

because they confessed to be committed Christians would be found later that they are not 

committed practicing Christians. A leader said, “I can see in the future that one of our 

programs may have more non-committed Christians, but at least I know that at the 

recruitment stage they try very hard to get people that are believers” (Interview G). 

In order to fulfill its Christian mission, UCU is also working on integrating 

faith and learning in its curriculum. A leader said, “We felt that our identity as a Christian 

institution must not only be expressed in our documents but it must also be expressed in 

the curriculum” (Interview D).  The university offers required courses that build a 

Christian foundation in all its programs. These courses are known as Foundation Courses 

and administered by the Department of Foundations.  Every student must do Old 

Testament, New Testament, Christian Worldview and Christian Ethics in addition to 

other required courses like Introduction to Mathematics and Introduction to Computers 

that are offered as part of the foundation courses. The first four courses are designed to 

bring students to the core of Christianity and are taught by the members of the School of 

Theology. Students need to pass these courses in order to graduate from the university. A 

leader said, “People are appreciating this, and even people in the government are saying 
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‘You are doing a good job there.’ So long as we are showing that the Christian option is a 

better option, not an equal option, then we stand a chance” (Interview A).  

Other than offering the foundational courses that are required to all students, 

teachers are encouraged to integrate whatever subject they teach with the Christian faith. 

A Dean of one of the faculties said, “We encourage our staff to integrate faith to their 

teaching which is a requirement on our course outline template. We require them to show 

how they integrate faith in their teaching and try to help them to know how to do it” 

(Interview E). In order to do that the faculty prepares workshops. Faculty members use 

those forums to share their experience and exchange ideas. 

UCU has gone even further in protecting its Christian identity for the future. 

According to a key leader, the university is in the process of forming an internal body 

named Institute of Faith, Learning and Service, that reports directly to the Vice-

Chancellor and acts like a watchdog that has among its other responsibilities making sure 

that there is integration of faith and learning in everything that is done in the university, 

including in the classrooms (Interview A). The Institute will also have the responsibility 

of looking at recruitment and vetting staff members. They vet recruits particularly in the 

matters of faith and make sure that they fit in the university’s ethos. The administrators 

are also expected to reflect a Christian character in the way they deal with people in their 

offices.    

UCU enjoys freedom to function as a Christian university without restrictions. 

Explaining how that freedom enabled the institution during accreditation of its programs, 

a leader said, “Since our curriculum needs to be approved by the Ministry of Education, 

the university administration took them to the Ministry of Education. They said ‘You are 
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a Christian university; that is your identity, and we do not mind what else you teach, 

provided that you cover what we think is essential.’” (Interview D) The government also 

gives freedom for other religious groups to run their academic institutions according to 

their religious convictions. A leader said,  

First, we are very thankful to God that in Uganda our political leadership and our 

constitution have allowed freedom of worship. Every religious group has its own 

university. If you do not want a Christian influence and if you are a Muslim, you 

can take your children to an Islamic university. If you do not want traditional 

Christianity, you can take your children to Pentecostal universities and Bible 

colleges. Even Seventh Day Adventists have their own institution. So there is a 

wide option to choose from. If you do not want your children to have any religious 

education, you can take them to the secular universities, and there are many. I think 

that has helped a lot and I do not think that the government will intervene because 

there is no need, and everyone’s need can be met in these institutions as long as 

they meet the academic standards of higher education. That is the blessing we are 

still having. (Interview C)  

 

Although the university enjoys the freedom of functioning as a Christian 

institution, it is aware of the fact that things may change in the future. That is why they 

want to establish the Institute of Faith, Learning and Service so that the institution’s 

Christian identity is firmly established and cannot be changed easily (Interview A).   

The researcher also asked if the graduates coming out of UCU are distinct from 

those graduating from other secular universities and have a good Christian character. A 

leader said,  

We are receiving very positive feedbacks. Comparing students who have studied 

business here and those who have done business elsewhere, people tell us that our 

graduates are very different in their character and in the way they approach their 

job. They may have the same skills, but the Christian influence has changed the 

way they look at their jobs or the way they deal with other people. That is 

definitely what people have been saying, and we hear that often. Hearing that 

makes my heart celebrate, but at the same time it scares me because these are not 

angels.  (Interview A) 

One advantage UCU has, of course, is that a good number of the students that 

join the university are actually born-again students that come from born-again parents. 
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Therefore, they already come as changed people before the school starts contributing 

anything to their lives. What the university provides for them is an environment that 

nurtures their Christian faith and an opportunity to involve in different spiritual programs 

(Interview H). Some of these students are also active in sharing their faith to unbeliever 

students. Those who are non-believers feel out of place in the university, and they are 

more likely to accept invitations to attend spiritual meetings. Many of them become 

Christians during their time at the university (Interview H). 

Effects of the Transition on the Relationship  
with Churches  

The transition from a theological college to a university was the vision of the 

church; therefore, the church had a very positive and active role in the transition though 

the relationship of the Church of Uganda to the university was not clearly defined at the 

beginning (Interview A). There have been “some positions in the university that were 

ring fenced to members of the church, like the Vice-Chancellor, the Deputy Vice-

Chancellor and the Chaplaincy” (Interview A).  When the charter was being written and 

the university was in the process of seeking accreditation for the university, the charter 

was written in a way that recognized the proprietors of the university in the governance 

(Interview A). The charter recognized that within the University Council, which is the 

supreme governing body of the university, the church is heavily represented. Every time 

there is an election of council members, the church sends its representatives. The 

relationship between the church and the university is clearly stated in the charter, and it is 

difficult to change that. Any change made to the charter of the university requires consent 

from the president of the country.  

One of the founding bishops of the university also confirmed the involvement 

of the church during the transition. However, expressing his frustration about the 

relationship of the church leaders to the university, he said,  
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What bothers me now is that bishops never have a day in a year to come and visit 

that university and feel welcome. I already told his graced Archbishop that 

something was wrong when we planned this. There must be a clause that says the 

Trustees must have a day, an open day, where everybody in the university knows 

that this University belongs to the Church of Uganda. That was not addressed at that 

time, and I am sad about it indeed. I think bishops, the incumbent ones, should have 

time to come one open day to visit with the students, be shown around, and talk and 

discuss with the staff so that students would know who the trustees are. We are only 

invited for graduation, but that is nothing, more and some don’t even get invited 

sometimes. (Interview H) 

 

A senior faculty member of the theology faculty, expressing his concern about 

the relationship between the church and the university said, “The church may start 

thinking that it is the responsibility of the University to train ministers for the church” 

(Interview E). That has worked so far because of the leadership of the university is 

committed to the training of ministers for the church. However, the fear is that if the 

university leadership changes and it gets leaders that do not see it as a necessary program 

of the university, that may greatly affect the ministerial training for the church. The 

leader also said, “My conviction is that if you want to kill a church, you first kill the 

seminary and then the church is done. I have made it very clear to the church leaders it is 

detrimental to the Church of Uganda if the seminary does not continue or is weakened in 

one way or another” (Interview E).  

When asked if there is going to be a threat of secularism that could affect the 

ministerial training that is taking place at the university, a leader said,  

Theological education will continue to grow as long as the church gives theological 

education and ministerial formation a priority because the church is still the key 

stakeholder both at the university and the theological school. So it will depend on 

the decision of the church. Once the church leadership has a clear vision of what 

type of ministerial formation they like to see happening in the school, it will 

happen. So it all depends on the church because the churches are the trustees of this 

university. It also depends on the people that run the theological education. For the 

rest, this is my personal belief: God will not allow theological education to die. The 

Spirit of God would not allow that because that is our life and our future. Churches 
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can do without a university but church cannot do without theological education and 

ministerial formation. (Interview C) 

 

The researcher asked why the students of theology depend on scholarships 

while the students of the other faculties find a way of paying for their school fees. A 

leader explained that it is because of a tradition that their churches inherited from the 

early missionaries. The tradition is that the church supports its own ministers in 

preparation and in ministry. When the African leadership took up church leadership, they 

continued in the same manner of doing things. Therefore, theological education has never 

depended on any parent and it has always been done by the church and that is what 

people believe should continue (Interview C). 

The leader gave an example to illustrate the point. There are parents that send 

four of their children to UCU; two of them study law, one studies mass-communication 

and the other one is in the School of Theology preparing for church ministry. These 

parents pay for the three children in the other fields but expect the church to pay for their 

child who is studying theology. Those who can even afford to pay for their children who 

are studying theology expect the church or someone else to pay for them because of what 

happened there in the past. The understanding is that when one is trained for church 

ministry one depends on what the church provides.  

Those who study subjects like law, education, or medicine have wider choices 

to make once they graduate. They can leave one job and go for another one that pays 

well. However, for those that enter into a church ministry, it is the church that decides 

what they should do and where they should serve. They could be assigned in rural 

villages where stipends do not come on time. “Since it is the church that determines what 

they should do, many people are not be willing to have their fate determined by the 
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church if the church is not ready to invest in them” (Interview D). When the parents look 

at that, they expect the church to fully support the study of their children who have 

decided church ministry as their vocation.  

Effects of the Transition on the  
Theology Program  

As mentioned above, the establishment of the university was agreed 

unanimously by the Bishop Tucker Theological College. However, there was no clear 

direction that was agreed upon on how the college is going to fit in the university setting. 

The first idea was that Bishop Tucker would remain as an autonomous college with its 

own administration and finances within the university (Interview E). That idea was not 

accepted by the administration because that may be a cause for conflict. Then “the Vice-

Chancellor and his administration decided that Bishop Tucker would be a school but not 

independent from the university” (Interview E). Another leader, explaining the situation 

and how they are working to resolve it, said,  

Those that wanted the transition did not make it clear how the training of ministers 

would continue. That was never addressed. There was an assumption that the 

University would work on that and even now, I would say, it is not resolved fully. 

We are now working backwards on it to make sure the continuation of ministerial 

training, and that it would be clearly written out and documented. (Interview F) 

 

The ministerial training program is now run as a school, Bishop Tucker School 

of Divinity and Theology under the university. Those holding key positions in the 

university are ordained ministers, and they are committed to it.  

The transition to a university also had several positive contributions to the 

theology program. A leader said,  

Definitely, we try as much as possible to keep it as central, but there is no 

favoritism here. Theology is not favored here in a sense that their people are paid 

more, but there is a sense in which we actually try to emphasize it. For example, we 

introduced scholarships to attract more theology students. The university setting 

allowed us to provide scholarships for students that study theology when churches 
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are not able to pay for the students they send to be trained for ministry. I think in 

that sense it has been positive for them. (Interview A) 

 

The scholarships that are offered for theology students have helped to increase the 

number of students in the school.  

The School of Divinity and Theology also added new programs after the 

transition. Before the transition they only had a Certificate in Theology, Diploma in 

Theology and Bachelor of Divinity programs (Interview E). Since the transition, they 

have added Masters of Arts in Theology, a Master of Arts in Theology and Development, 

and a Doctor of Philosophy program with four students. The School also has started a 

Doctor of Ministry Program in partnership with a Seminary in the US.  

The school has also introduced an undergraduate program: Child Development 

and Children’s Ministry. That has increased the enrollment in the faculty. The program 

admits 40 to 60 students each year, and in the three years, in that program alone, there are 

about 120 students. The number of students in the theology program has increased from 

around 100 to 140 in all the theology programs, not including the Child Development and 

Children’s Ministry. A leader said, “Now we have doubled and tripled that number 

because of programs we have started in theology. We now have students who would want 

to come and study with us in a university setting but who would not have come in a 

theological school setting. We are able to attract students from other countries and even 

those outside of Africa and that has also increased the enrollment” (Interview F). When 

asked if the School of Theology is still effective in training people for ministry, a leader 

said,  

Yes, it is very effective in training people for ministry but with a different focus. In 

those days we used to train people for rural ministry, but now we want to train 

students for rural and urban ministry, ministry for the educated and the uneducated. 
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Because of that, we are now able to begin programs like Master of Divinity. If 

someone has, say, a doctorate degree, he can now join the Master of Divinity 

program, instead of the Bachelor of Divinity program and can go out and minister. 

We are able to begin a Doctor of Ministry program and also a PhD program. That is 

how we meet the needs of the society now. (Interview E)  

 

There are also other advantages that the School of Theology is enjoying 

because of the transition to a university. A faculty member of the theology school said,  

It has been good in one way. In a sense that the welfare of the faculty and the 

students of the school has greatly improved in terms of remuneration, exposure and 

opportunities, and that has certainly been very positive. I think we are better paid 

than when we were a seminary. We have great opportunities for travel, 

development, and participation in international conferences, which would not have 

been catered by the seminary. There is great opportunity for personal development, 

academic development and so on. (Interview F)   

 

There are also other services that the School of Theology now enjoys that the 

seminary was not able to provide. One of those services is the wireless internet that is 

available all over the campus.  

The church and the theology school are also benefiting from the university 

setting because a number of younger students coming to study in the other programs get 

their first contact with church ministry. While they are studying at the university, they 

feel that God is calling them to do ministry. A leader said, “We have seen people coming 

from different academic backgrounds like law, education, business and mass- 

communication join the graduate programs of the School of Theology for ministerial 

training” (Interview C).  

That has come with its own challenge. The younger people who come onboard 

sometimes want to be like the rest and at times forget that they have special ministry and 

they want to behave like the others. Describing what the school is doing to help them, a 

leader said, “We are putting in place many discipleship programs and many day and 
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evening programs to explain to them that while they are here and they are young, they are 

also called for special ministry, and their job is to minister to the rest of the community, 

but not to be absorbed by the community” (Interview C).   

Another leader explained that even the mature students of the school of 

theology sometimes fail to see their strategic role in the university.  He indicated that the 

theology students, who are more mature than the students of the other faculties, do not 

see themselves as ministers on campus that can minister to the students of the other 

faculties. He said, “It is unfortunate because it is like they are waiting until they are 

ordained and that they will start their ministry to people out there. They want to do out 

there what they have not been doing here, and I have been challenging them about it” 

(Interview A).  

However, there are other students that are really strong and they are actually 

set out to have good influence on the rest of the university. “Some of them do wonderful 

things in community worship, in music ministry, prayer meetings, leading groups, 

discipling, nurturing and that has gone well” (Interview C).  

The researcher also asked how the students of the theology school relate with 

the students of the other faculties. A leader indicated that the students of the other 

faculties do not regard the students of theology highly. Some see them as less smart. In 

fact, when it comes to election of student-body leaders, students of the other faculties do 

not even vote for students of theology. It is after seven years that the student-body 

president was elected from the theology school (Interview A).  

The tendency of each faculty focusing on itself rather than considering 

different ways that it can also help other faculties is a problem indicated by a leader, and 
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that is also true about the school of theology (Interview A). The leader said that there is a 

new initiative now that faculties share their expertise to other faculties when they have 

something that can help others to do well. For example, the education faculty has been 

helping teachers of the other faculties on improving their teaching skills. The leader also 

indicated that he is challenging the faculty of theology to see their ministry in a broader 

sense and minister to all other faculty and staff members.  

The other change that affected the programs of the school of theology that is 

mentioned by one leader is that since all the degrees programs the school offers are now 

accredited by the government, they have to strictly follow the standards set by the 

government. Earlier, they had to keep those standards only for those programs that were 

accredited by Makarere University but run their own programs for students that do not 

meet the required academic standards. However, now, since the whole institution is 

accredited by the government, all its programs need to meet the government standards, 

and they cannot accept those students whom they want to take because of their ministry 

experience but that do not meet the academic requirements.    

The high standard also applies to the kind of teaching staff the school of 

theology recruits. A leaders said, “We seem to have less faculty members in the theology 

school because one, we do not just admit anybody. Secondly, we believe that for 

someone to come and teach theology, the minimum must be master’s degree and a 

number of years of teaching experience in a parish setting or other schools. However, our 

priority is for PhD holders” (Interview D). 

The main concern of the people in the school of theology is the continuation of 

the training of ministers in the university setting. They are concerned that the church 
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leaders may start seeing the training of ministers as the responsibility of the university. 

That would not be a problem in the current setting because the leaders of the university 

are committed to ministerial training. However, if a new leadership comes in the future 

that is not that committed to the training of ministers within the university setting, that 

would greatly endanger the program and the future of the Church of Uganda. The fear is 

that the School of Theology may end up as a faculty of divinity detached from the church 

as it happened in other universities in the West. What the institution has done to avoid 

that problem for now is “to keep theology as School, while the others remain as faculties 

because it is vocational and training people for special ministry” (Interview D). A clear 

written plan is also being prepared to guarantee the continuation of ministerial training in 

the school.  

The School of Theology also works closely with the chaplaincy. Its faculty 

members are involved in preaching in chapel and other spiritual programs in the 

university. During the week-long conferences that take place three times a year, the 

students of theology participate in it.  The School of Theology used to take students to do 

outreach to different places to do evangelistic mission and do open air evangelistic 

programs. Now the university campus is also considered as a mission field, and 

evangelistic meetings are conducted on the field within the university campus. Students 

from other faculties also join the students of theology on mission trips (Interview C).  

A leader summarizing the effects of the transition said,  

Transition is not an easy thing, and we always struggle to maintain our vision. We 

always make it very clear that we do not want to be consumed in the whole 

university. And yet, we also feel that we have been privileged to have the mission 

field close to us, and that is where much of the benefits are experienced both by 

students and staff. The church leadership (because this is a church institution) also 
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has been very central in seeing that the ministerial formation continues.” (Interview 

C) 

Uganda Christian University Summary 

The section above discussed the reasons Bishop Tucker Theological College 

transitioned to Uganda Christian University, the challenges it faced during the transition 

and the effects of the transition on its mission, theology program and its relationship with 

the sponsoring denominations. UCU has a clearly stated Christian vision and mission that 

show the public relevance of the Christian vision to the institution. The leadership of the 

university is committed to the fulfillment of its Christian mission and has put in place 

mechanisms that would protect the Christian ethos of the institution.   

When it comes to membership requirement, the senior administrative positions 

are held by Anglicans or people from churches that are in communion with the Church of 

the Province of Uganda. For the faculty positions other than the school of theology, UCU 

hires practicing Christians, but not necessarily Anglican. However, there are staff 

members and part-time faculty members that are not born-again Christians but the 

institution hopes they become converted as a result of their exposure to the Christian 

testimony there.   

The School of Divinity and Theology at UCU has a privileged position and it 

runs the Foundations Department that offers required courses of Bible and theology to all 

students.  The chaplaincy plays a key role in the spiritual development of the community 

and the university. The chaplaincy runs a high quality voluntary chapel service twice a 

week in a protected time.  

UCU is established by the Church of Uganda and the church is heavily 

presented in the University Council, which is the supreme governing body of the 

university.  Even though there are several areas that UCU still needs to work on to 

continue to be a strong Christian university, what it has done so far is exemplary to other 

Christian universities in Africa. The table below summarizes the changes that came due 
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to the transition from Bishop Tucker Theological college (BTTC)  to Uganda  Christian 

University (UCU) 

Table 7. Changes due to the transition from BTTC to UCU 

 BTTC UCU 

Public Relevance of 

Christian Vision  

Pervasive from a shared point 

of view 

Pervasive from a shared point 

of view 

Public rhetoric  Unabashed invitation for fellow 

believers to an intentionally 

Christian enterprise 

Unabashed invitation for 

fellow believers to an 

intentionally Christian 

enterprise 

Membership 

Requirement  

Near 100%, with orthodoxy 

tests 

Critical mass in all facets 

Religion/Theology 

Department   

Large; with theology privileged  Large; with theology 

privileged  

Religion/theology 

required courses: 

All courses affected by shared 

religious perspective 

Two or three, with dialogical 

effort in many other courses 

Chapel:  Required in large church at a 

protected time daily 

Voluntary at high quality 

service in large nave at 

protected time twice a week 

Ethos:  Overt piety of evangelical 

tradition 

Dominant atmosphere of 

sponsoring tradition-rituals 

and habits 

Support by church:  Indirect financial support and 

majority of students from 

sponsoring tradition 

Indirect support through 

sponsored students 

Governance:  Owned and governed by 

Church or its official 

representatives  

Majority of board from 

tradition, some official 

representatives 

 
 

Shalom University of Bunia 

Shalom University of Bunia (USB) has seen several changes in name and 

location since its beginning. It was founded in 1961 as The Theological School of 
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Northern Congo (ETCN) in the village called Banjwade, near Kisangani, Democratic 

Republic of Congo. Describing the denominations that own the institution, its website 

says,  

In D.R. Congo, Protestant Churches are organized into “Communities” who have 

wider membership of the Church of Christ in Congo (Eglise du Christ au Congo). 

There are five Communities affiliated with USB, and most students also come from 

these Communities whose representatives oversee the management of the 

University by meeting twice a year as a Board of Administration. The Communities 

also provide funding to USB. (www.unishabunia.org) 

 

The university’s website, describing the founding “Communities” of the 

Theological School of Northern Congo, which now has become USB, states,  

The Evangelical Community at the Centre of Africa (CECA-20) and The National 

Community of Christ in Africa (CNCA-21) with their associated missions, AIM 

and CrossWorld, were the founding communities of the Theological School of 

Northern Congo, which has now become USB. They were followed by The 

Community of Baptist Churches in Congo (CEBC-5) and the Mission 

WorldVenture in 1969. Then in 1978, The Emmanuel Community (CE-39) and the 

Mission CMML became the fourth Community member, and shortly afterwards in 

1982, The Evangelical Community at the Heart of Africa (CECCA-16) and their 

Mission WEC became the fifth [member]. (www.unishabunia.org) 

 

The main purpose of the school was to train pastors for church ministry. 

Teaching at the institution was interrupted due to the a war that broke out at the time, so 

ETCN recommenced its teaching in another location near to Bunia and later settled there  

by acquiring its own property that it still uses (www.unishabunia.org). In 1972 the 

institution was named The School of Evangelical Theology in Bunia (ETEB) to reflect its 

new location (www.unishabunia.org).  

In 1973 the programs of the institution was organized to a university level, and 

the name of the institution was again changed to Bunia Theological Seminary (Institut 

Supérieur Théologique de Bunia).  In 1986 the institution started a Master’s program in 

Pastoral and Biblical Theology. In 2005 the institution opened a Department of Missions 
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and in 2008 a Department of Bible Translation, both offering to a Master’s degree 

(www.unishabunia.org).  After five decades of existence, Bunia Theological Seminary 

made an important transition to Shalom University of Bunia in order to respond to the 

challenges facing the African churches and communities in general and those of the 

Democratic Republic of Congo in particular.  

The researcher visited Shalom University of Bunia at the end of June 2011.  

During that time, the researcher was able to interview four senior leaders of the 

institution, visit the campus, make observations, collect documents that are relevant to the 

research, and make informal discussions with faculty members.  

The researcher interviewed the Rector (President), the Academic Dean, The 

Dean of the School of Missions, and the Director of Development. The interviews with 

the leaders took an average of 50 minutes. The researcher provided the interview protocol 

to each of the interviewees before the day of the interview and conducted the interviews 

at the university campus. The section below describes the findings of the researcher that 

relate to the five research questions of this study.  

Reasons for the Transition  

For five decades, Bunia Theological Seminary (Institut Supérieur Théologique 

de Bunia) focused solely on theological training, preparing students for service in 

different areas such as evangelism, church planting, church and development projects 

(Interview B). However, there have been some discussions about establishing a university 

by combining together colleges that are owned by the sponsoring denominations of the 

seminary since 1990 (Interview A).  

As mentioned above, the institution is owned by five different denominations 

(Communities), and some of these denominations also owned other small colleges of 
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nursing and teacher training. Some were raising questions like “Why do we have separate 

small institutions?” because managing these different institutions was not easy for the 

leaders of the churches who had to go to separate board meetings, graduations, and 

manage different organizations though they were owned by the same denominations. The 

idea was to combine these institutions into one (Interview A). These discussions 

continued between 1990 and 1994, but no concrete decisions were made (Interview A).  

At times, some of those who attended the meetings did not really understand the 

proposed move while others were suspicious of what the outcome would be (Interview 

C).  

In 2003, there was a civil war that was taking place in the area (Ituri District), 

and about 50,000 people were killed in the area. The only place that was not touched by 

the war was the university’s campus. One faction of the fighting group was occupying the 

land on one side out of the university and the other group was occupying the other side, 

but both sides decided not to attack the university because it gave refuge to the leaders of 

both groups (especially the civilian leaders) at different times (Interview A). 

 

When it became impossible to function, the seminary was evacuated. The 

campus then was used as a place of refuge for people from the villages. About 1,350 

people were living on campus in the classrooms and different buildings (Interview A).  

When the refugees came in, they found out that the students of the seminary had planted 

different vegetables in their garden. They also had left food and lots of crops. They used 

that during the time they were there, but they also made sure that they left what they 

found there. That made the transition smooth. When the members of the seminary 

returned, they lived with the refugees for about a week and then the refugees left. That 

created a good partnership between the seminary family and the refugees (Interview A).  
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Describing what happened to the institution after the people returned to the 

seminary, the leader said,  

When we came back, we had to ask ourselves what the future of the school is going 

to be like. The missionaries that supported the school had left. Before they left, 

some of them asked us to close the school until they came back. We said no. The 

school does not depend on you; it depends on God. The school was started by 

missionaries and when they sat for board meetings at the end of the academic year, 

they would come and ask what the budget was. The budget was about $60,000. 

There were 12 missionaries and they just shared the burden and that is all. The 

Congolese were not feeling the pain of raising funds. That is why they told us not to 

open the school before they return because they thought we would not make it. 

(Interview A)  

 

There were at least seven meetings from 2004-2005 to discuss the way forward 

for the school. The changing realities of the continent and the particular challenges facing 

the Democratic Republic of Congo inspired the leadership to go through self-evaluation 

to measure the effectiveness of the training in solving church and community problems.  

This exercise helped the team to list a number of weaknesses. The leaders 

decided to open the school, but the major problem was money. The other problem that 

was raised was relevance (Interview B). Students come to the seminary because they 

have a call to serve, but they had no money and the majority of them were coming from 

very poor churches. That made it difficult for the seminary to function. A leader said, “It 

was difficult to teach very poor students whose children are starving” (Interview A).  

The leaders decided that they need to do something to help the students and the 

churches. In 2006, they organized a research center to address these challenges. The first 

activity of the research center was creating a project named “Biblical Reflection on 

Poverty.” They invited people from the community to think about poverty and what the 

Bible says about it. Eventually they decided to open a new department, the Department of 

Theology and Community Development (Interview A). 
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The seminary then had two departments, the Theology Department and the 

Department of Theology and Community Development. The government gave the 

institution permission to start the new department but also told the institution that they 

could no longer be called a seminary if they had departments and that they could not be a 

university with only two departments (Interview A). Therefore, the institution was forced 

to start at least two more programs to get a university status.  

The other problem that was identified by the leaders during the self-evaluation 

was a lack of curriculum that would help the church to give a holistic ministry to its 

members and the communities. As result, it was noticed that the role of the church as 

light and salt was diminishing, paving the way to Islamic influence, which is spreading 

like wildfire, since the troubled moments of revolutionary wars and ethnic clashes, 

especially in the eastern DRC (Interview B).  

There was also a desire to help churches develop. “Many of the pastors did not 

know what to do in order to get adequate financial resources within their churches. There 

was the idea that if there were people trained in development, who are then able to help 

pastors know how to make the church develop financially, whether agriculture or people 

development or in other ways that could be beneficial” (Interview B). That was the 

reason the seminary started the Faculty of Development.  The school wanted to focus not 

on subjects like law and medicine, but on those areas where it was already offering, 

courses like environmental management and fishery (Interview A).  

Therefore, the first reason Bunia Theological Seminary (Institut Supérieur 

Théologique de Bunia) made the decision to transition to Shalom University of Bunia 

(UBS) was to properly respond to the challenges facing the African churches and 
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communities in general and those of the Democratic Republic of Congo in particular.  

Describing the new programs that were developed to address these challenges, a leader 

said,   

In the light of this thinking, new subjects such as Community Development in 2006, 

then Administration and Management, Environmental Science and Agronomy were 

added since 2007, followed by Missions and Bible Translation. The main goal is to 

build the capacity of godly men and women, capable of proclaiming Christ by word 

and deed so that they may be able to enhance the ministry of the church to its 

members and the surrounding communities. Since this move, and because of the 

Christian identity of the university, the institution is experiencing rapid growth from 

65 students to around 750 within 3 years.  This positive impact is the result of the 

Christian identity, integrity and the role of peace building the institution is playing 

in the region. (Interview D) 

 

Currently UBS has five schools, namely The School of Evangelical Theology, 

The School of Development, The School of Science, The School of Administration and 

Business Management, and the School of Agricultural Science (www.unishabunia.org). 

Under these schools, the USB runs five graduate programs and twenty undergraduate 

degree level (Licence) programs.  

The second reason that the institutions considered transitioning to a university 

was motivated by the institutions desire “to seek financial independence from Western 

support, and it was felt that other programs could be run profitably and help subsidize the 

theology program, which never had so many students that would enable it to be 

financially independent” (Interview C).  

The third reason for the transition to a university was to meet the needs of 

students. There were a lot of students who wanted Christian education but were not 

seeking pastoral ministry.  There were also many students trained as pastors even though 

they did not really want to be trained as pastors. Some of them were working for non-

governmental organizations on management tasks and other leadership posts. There were 
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also leaders that felt that there was much more to be done than just training pastors and 

church leaders.  

When the researcher asked the leaders if there was unanimous agreement about 

the transition to a university, they indicated that though the majority of those who were in 

leadership supported the move, there were some who had reservations. One of the 

reasons given by those who opposed the change was that such transition may lead to 

secularization as it has happened in many Western academic institutions that had similar 

transitions. However, the decision was made to transition to a university because it was 

supported by the majority.  

The researcher also asked if the members of the Governing Board that were 

representing the sponsoring denominations fully supported the transition to a university. 

The leaders confirmed that they were engaged in the discussions from the very beginning. 

They supported the transition mainly because they had trusted the leadership of the 

institution even though they did not fully comprehend the implications of the transition. 

The members of the Governing Council are heads of their church denominations and 

have been elected by the general assemblies of their respective denominations. A leader 

said, “We tried to explain to them what we wanted, and we had their support mostly 

because they trust us as the sons of their church denominations. But the board was very 

helpful at that time and used by God to say “Let us give it a try” (Interview D). 

The great contribution of the board to the transition process was coming up 

with 15-17 points that the university should follow in order to remain Christian. The 

administration played the key role in the transition of the seminary to a university.    
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External and Internal Challenges  

One of the challenges mentioned by a leader that is related with the transition 

is keeping the spiritual vitality of the institution. The vision statement of the USB is 

“Spiritual and academic excellence for the transformation of society through Christ.” 

Explaining the challenge of keeping this vision, the leader said,  

Excellence in spiritual growth to me is the one most affected and the one that will be 

most affected for good or for ill. Growing spiritually as a university is a challenge, 

but we are trying hard. Aiming for academic excellence is not that difficult. We 

have official instructions on how to do everything. The main challenge for our 

vision is keeping spiritual excellence. Are we up to it? I would not say we are at this 

stage, but we are on the right truck. (Interview D) 

 

The other challenge the university is facing is financial, especially when it 

comes to paying its faculty a competitive salary. A leader said, “The government has 

increased the salary of the professors at the public universities. The salaries went from 

$500 to $ 2,000 a month and that is a big increase. That has not yet created a problem for 

us yet, but it will in the future because our salaries are low. That is a lot of money and we 

can’t afford to pay that much here” (Interview A). 

Another leader indicated that financial slow-down in the world has affected the 

university’s ability to raise funds for building projects. In addition to that, a major donor 

organization that supported the school in the past decided to no longer work in Africa, 

and that was unexpected. Decrease in incoming funds has affected the operation of the 

university (Interview B). The university was constructing four buildings at the time and 

things were going well. However, after the financial slowdown, the progress of the 

building project is affected.  

Getting qualified faculty members that share the ethos of the university is also 

another challenge that the institution is facing. A leader said, “When the institution was 
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small, we had enough lecturers. Now the institution is growing in so many departments, 

we don’t have our own well trained faculty members. We have to depend on other 

visiting lecturers who come and teach. That is a big challenge because some of them may 

not even be Christians” (Interview B). 

The other challenge the transition brought to the institution is a lack of space to 

run all the programs. This has been a great challenge for the faculty of theology that had 

all the space for itself but now has to share it with all the other faculties without much 

increase in the existing buildings. Illustrating this challenge, a leader said,  

It is like being a father who had two children yesterday and suddenly has ten 

today without preparing enough space for ten children.  We don’t have enough 

room for all. We expected and knew that the number of students coming to the 

other programs would be bigger than the number of theology students, but we 

don’t have the space now. We have enough land to build on for the future, but for 

now all the ten children have to live in a house that was built for two. These are 

internal challenges we face. Even the number of students in a class has changed. 

We used to have 10 students and at most 20 students in a class. But now we have 

a class of 250 students. When it comes to marking, you can imagine that. Other 

universities are used to it because they have thousands of students. (Interview D) 

 

The university has student housing, and currently it is only for student of the 

school of theology because most of them have families, and they have come from other 

parts of the country. Students of the other faculties live around the university. The 

university is currently building another campus a few kilometers from the main campus, 

and all the faculties except the theology faculty will be moved there once the construction 

is finished.  

The researcher asked if there are external challenges that have come as a result 

of the transition to a university. One of the challenges mentioned by the leaders was the 

challenge coming from the government.  A leader said,  

Our initial idea was to add one additional program, Development. That was readily 
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accepted and approved by the local leadership, faculty and board, but when we tried 

to implement that, the government said, “No, you cannot add just one faculty; you 

need to add four faculties.” That produced a messy outcome which was not exactly 

what had been planned. So when that word came back, there was some 

disagreement and discussion as to whether that was too much and how we could do 

that, and it continued to be a problem in some respects. (Interview B) 

 

The university now has five Schools. Another leader indicated that managing 

those programs according to the Ministry of Education is the other challenge the 

institution has to deal with (Interview D). They have to meet deadlines and that creates 

pressure on them, especially on the academic dean’s office.  This is necessary because the 

Ministry of Education has to recognize the degrees the university offers. In order to do 

that, inspectors come to the institution to check the file of every graduating student and to 

give approval.  

The other challenge mentioned by the leader was the challenge that comes 

from churches. Increasingly, the students coming to the university are coming for the new 

programs but not for the theology program. That worries the university leadership about 

the future of the theology program. The leaders are constantly examining and analyzing 

how to maximize the number of students in the theology program so that the program 

will continue. The government regulation requires that there have to be at least 25 

students in each class (Interview D).  

One of the other challenges in the transition is that the university grew in a 

very short time without properly preparing for such growth. A leader said,  

We have lost many opportunities to develop from the very beginning. What we 

had were very small buildings, and it was thought that they were good enough. 

The vision at the time was very small, and for about thirty years the feeling was 

that we had reached our goal and everything was ok. However, with God’s help 

we were able to accomplish lots of things within the last four years. We still need 

to develop our library and expand our collections especially for the new 

programs. We have a challenge of developing laboratories for the new programs. 
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We have to build more offices and housing for students and faculty. We have lots 

of challenges, but they are not challenges that would kill us but push us to work 

harder. (Interview A)   

Effects of the Transition on the Mission 

The researcher attempted to find out if the mission of the institution has 

changed because of the transition. One leader said, “The mission has not changed but 

expanded to reach the needs beyond the church to the larger society” (Interview C). 

Another leader said, “Yes the mission has changed because before we were preparing 

couples for Christian ministry, whereas now we are preparing people for serving society 

as Christians. I think the original mission statement still applies to the faculty of theology. 

So it has become the purpose of the theology faculty; in that sense there is no significant 

change” (Interview D).  

Another leader said, “The mission has not changed. In fact after our self-

evaluation, we had to come up with our vision and our mission and to clarify it. That was 

in 2005 and the university started in 2007. So we tried to clarify our mission, our vision 

and our values.  We have not changed them but found ways to strengthen them” 

(Interview A).  

The former Mission Statement (Objectives) that are stated in documents that 

were made available to the researcher during his visit states,  

1. Train students in biblical, theological, and historical areas so that they have 

personal beliefs on biblical truth to fulfill the ministries of pastor, evangelist, 

educator, researcher and translator of the Bible. 

 

2. Train students as couples so that they can serve the Lord together as men and 

women. 

 

3. Help students identify and develop their gifts and capacities to the benefits of 

the Church, the Body of Christ, and society. 
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4. Help students develop a lifestyle balanced and integrated spiritually, 

physically, emotionally, intellectually and socially. 

 

5. Generate a missionary vision 

 

The current vision statement of USB states, “Academic and spiritual excellence 

for the transformation of society through Christ” (www.unishabunia.org) and its mission 

statement says,  

The Mission of the Shalom University of Bunia is to train men and women with 

high levels of professional, moral, intellectual, social and spiritual qualities. The 

USB is committed to train managers to meet the needs of society. To do this, the 

university organizes instruction, research, and training in an environment that is 

conducive to the intellectual, spiritual, and moral development of the student. It 

offers the student the opportunity to develope an ability to live in harmony with 

God, with himself, and with others. (USB Governing Documents) 

 

One of the changes the transition from a seminary to a university brought on 

the institution is a change in the student recruiting criteria. The seminary used to only 

accepte students that are born-again believers. However, the university now accepts 

unbelievers too. That gave an opportunity for evangelization within the university and 

many have become believers during their first year (Interview B). However, there have 

also been negative consequences. A leader said,  

We have seen a deterioration in the ethical quality of our students as the school has 

gotten bigger. We have seen many cheating problems. We had to expel students for 

immorality. We are having real world problems that we didn’t used to have or rarely 

had. Before, in ten years, we may have had one student cheat and be expelled, and 

now we have cheating regularly and that is a big concern. It is very rampant in 

Congo. The whole culture is full of corruption and cheating. Cheating to pass is 

common in high schools. So we now have different problems that have invaded 

from the culture that we fight and it is tiring. (Interview B) 

 

The university has students coming from Catholic and Protestant Churches. 

There are also few Muslim students. Whatever religious background students come from, 

they are all required to sign the Code of Conduct of the university and to attend chapel.  
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So far the government does not have a law that requires the university not to discriminate 

among applicants that come to the university based on religion. A leader said that is a 

good thing, but it might come in the future (Interview A).  

When the decision was made to transition from Theological Seminary of Bunia 

to Shalom University of Bunia, the Governing Council of the Seminary came up with a 

list of things the administration need to carefully follow in order to protect the 

evangelical Christian identity of the institution in July 2007. The list included the 

following points:  

1. All internal rules and regulations of the university must be respected by all members 

of the university  

 

2. Recruitment of all administrative and academic staff should require skills, convincing 

Christian witness, and recommendation from the church. 

 

3. A  strong and well structured chaplaincy  

 

4. Annual assessment of the Evangelical stand of the university  

 

5. The Rector (President) of the university must be an evangelical theologian from the 

sponsoring denominations 

 

6. The university should not accept gifts from donors who seek to deviate USB from its 

identity as a private Christian university  

 

7. Requiring all staff to sign the Confession of Faith and the Moral Code of Conduct of 

the university.  

 

8. Introducing students to a missionary vision during their training  

 

9. Integration of faith and learning  

 

10.  Geographical separation of the Faculty of Theology from the other faculties.  

The university is currently doing a revision of the bylaws and in the process of clarifying 

and strengthening these points (Interview B).  
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A leader confirmed that the university tries to follow these guidelines by 

making sure that the mission, the vision, and the values of the institution are kept and 

protected not only by the staff but also by the students and also by making sure that the 

people recruited, both students or faculty, are walking in relation to the vision, mission 

and values of the institution (Interview C). Another leader said, “To me the question of 

keeping our Christian identity in very important, and we have to refer back to it all the 

time to make sure that we are on the right truck. The Christian identity has to do with 

both the way we live the Christian life and the way we teach it to the students and also 

model and express it” (Interview D).  

The university clearly states its Christian identity in its public statements, 

published documents, announcements and advertisements. There has been no problem in 

identifying itself as a Christian institution legally. When asked if there is a change of 

ethos of the institution because of the transition to a university, a leader said,  

I don’t think you can make the kind of changes we have made without a change of 

the ethos. We are now a Christian university, not a Bible college or seminary. Just in 

that you have a difference. We do not require all students to be Christians in the 

non-theological faculties. We have non-Christian students on campus. We have 

Muslim students on campus. Not all of our faculty members are active as we would 

like in chapel and in Christian activities and that concerns us. They say they are 

Christians, but you don’t see them coming to our prayer meetings. We don’t feel 

unified as we did because we are much bigger. (Interview B) 

 

The researcher asked about the hiring policy of the institution. The leaders 

confirmed that so far they try to hire Christians and they ask recommendations from 

churches.  However, a leader indicated that sometimes they find out that the people that 

are recommended by their churches are not committed Christians contrary to what is 

indicated in the recommendations (Interview A). Though the university has Statement of 
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Faith that faculty members need to sign every year, it has not been kept up to date 

(Interview A).  

The university also uses visiting professors to teach a course for two or three 

weeks. Explaining the challenges the institution has faced with that, a leader said, “When 

the institution was a theological college, we used to hire only pastors that are well known.  

Now, especially in our visiting faculty, we take somebody who has the right knowledge 

without knowing that person very well. That is why we have gotten into trouble 

sometimes. Usually we have somebody come to give a course or two and we observe 

them” (Interview B).  

For the visiting professors, the university has prepared a document that shows 

them clearly the vision, mission and core-values of the university and things they can do 

or cannot do while they are on campus. These visiting professors are not necessarily 

Christians, but they have to sign the Code of Conduct that is prepared for them in order to 

teach at the university.  

During the interviews the researcher asked what makes the education offered at 

USB distinct from other private or public universities that offer similar programs. A 

leader indicated that there are two main distinctions. The first one is that there are 

required courses that are compulsory to all departments that are unique to USB. These 

courses are intended to give students a Christian foundation for all their studies. These 

courses are Introduction to the Bible, Christian Ethics, Bible, Development and 

Globalization, Theological Thoughts on Poverty, Christian Home, Biblical Foundations 

of Environment, Biblical Foundations of Leadership and Management, Christology and 

Soteriology, Pneumatology and Ecclesiology, and Evangelization (Interview C).  
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The second thing mentioned by the leader that makes the education offered at 

USB distinct from other institutions is the chaplaincy. He said, “The chaplaincy focuses 

on teaching, evangelizing, reaching out to people and making sure that students and staff 

members are growing spiritually” (Interview C).  The programs that the chaplaincy runs 

include morning devotions, prayer sessions, Bible studies, Sunday worship, and spiritual 

retreats for theology as well as the other students (Interview D).  

The teachers also attempt to integrate faith and learning in the courses they 

teach. A leader admitted that not all teachers are effective at integrating Christian 

worldview into their courses (Interview B). Integrating faith with learning is especially a 

challenge for the teachers in the new schools that have received their training in secular 

universities.  

The university also tries to maintain its uniqueness by giving high priority to 

ethics. A leader said, “We have people in this country who are trained, but their goal is 

self-serving and egotistical, and they don’t care how they achieve their ends. So we are 

definitely trying to teach the youth that how they do something and why they do it is 

important” (Interview B).  

Effects of the Transition on the  
Relationship with Churches 

As mentioned in the introduction, there are five denominations (communities) 

that are affiliated with USB, and most of the students of USB also come from these 

denominations. Their representatives oversee the management of the university by 

meeting twice a year as the Board of Directors of USB. The university has a 

governmental (presidential) charter as a recognized institution, so it owns its own 

properties.  
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The institution relates to the churches through the representatives in the Board 

of Directors. The Board is made up of church leaders. Each denomination is represented 

by three people that it sends to the Board. The delegates usually include the president of 

the church denomination and two other representatives. These board members are 

delegated by their churches to act when they are sitting in the board, and they do not need 

to go back to their church to get an approval (Interview B).  

Seventeen of the twenty-four Board members were pastors, and that has its 

own problems because the Board lacked members with other important professions 

(Interview A).  After several discussions, the Board has decided to make changes. One of 

these changes is to lower the membership from 24 to 11. The new board will have five 

denominational leaders, five professionals and the Rector (President) of the university. 

By reducing the size of the board and making it more equal between the pastors’ side and 

the other professionals, the institution hopes to find experts in education, business and 

other areas to draw their ability in a way that helps the institution.  These professionals 

also will come from the sponsoring denominations. The heads of the denominations will 

be in the Board, and they bring with them people from other professions.  A commission 

is assigned to work on these changes (Interview A).  

When asked if the Board members were involved in the transition process and 

if they support it, a leader said, “The Board has been with us in this transition. Probably 

what convinced them was the confidence they started having in the management. They 

started seeing things done that they have never seen before, like the building of the new 

library and all the other developments” (Interview A). Because of their concern for the 

continuation of the theological training and protection of the Christian identity of the 
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university, they came up with certain guidelines how they want the university move. This 

guideline is quoted above.  

The five denominations also have the responsibility of supporting the 

university with their finances. However, they have not been providing funding for USB, 

according to the leaders. A leader said,  

The five churches (denominations) who say this is their school have the 

responsibility of supporting and sponsoring the programs. However, in practice 

that is not happening. Money hardly comes from the churches. They plan well and 

they accept everything, but when it comes to paying the bills, that is a different 

matter. I think the problem is linked to the general breakdown of the economy and 

structures, some of them due to war in the past and some because of continued 

war. But they know that supporting the school is their responsibility because they 

own it. (Interview D)  

 

Churches, however, support students that study at the university. Some 

students’ fees are paid by their local churches. Some of the students are sent and 

supported by their denominations, and it is their denomination that writes 

recommendation letters for them. The denominations pay for their school fees themselves 

or raise it from somewhere else (Interview A). There are also students who pay for 

themselves.  

The relationships with the denominations have not changed much after the 

transition to a university. However, because of the growth of the institution and its 

financial needs, the university administration feels that there has to be “a higher level of 

commitment from the churches in developing the relationship and giving financial 

support” (Interview D).   

One of the ways the university keeps close relationship is through the faculty. 

The faculty members are very much involved in church ministries. A leader indicated that 

some of the lecturers were too involved in church ministries to the extent that it was 
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affecting their work at the school, so they had to come up with a policy that limits their 

involvement in church ministry (Interview A). However, the university wants to make 

sure that faculty members are actively connected with their churches and minister there in 

a way that does not affect their ministry at the university.  

The other way the university connects with church leaders is through an event 

that takes place every year. Once a year in May, the university hosts International Day of 

Prayer where people from all the churches in Bunia come together. After holding a 

month- long prayer, people from these churches come on the last day of the month for 

prayer. A leader said, “That makes the church leaders feel that we belong to them and 

they belong to us” (Interview A).  

Effects of the Transition 

on the Theology Program  

The number of theology students has not decreased after the transition. In fact, 

it has shown a small increase though the number of theology students is lower than the 

number of students in the other schools, as mentioned above.  

There are courses that the students of theology now take with the students of 

the other schools. These classes are large classes and they are held in a hall. When the 

institution only had the theology program, all classes were smaller. Having big classes 

has affected the quality of education they used to have before the transition because the 

teachers cannot give them now the individual attention as they used to (Interview C).   

The other effect of the transition is the change of chapel time. The theology 

school used to have chapel from 10-10:45 AM, and right after chapel there was time for 

tea and to have fellowship. However, chapel has now moved to 7:15 AM because the 
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chapel building is now used for classes by the other faculties. Since the chapel moved to 

early morning hour, attendance is poor “because it is not considered as an essential 

activity. Staff and students do not attend chapel as they used to” (Interview B). The daily 

chapel is for the school of theology. There is chapel for the whole university on Friday 

mornings. However, the chapel hall is not big enough to accommodate everyone, and that 

hurts the effectiveness of chapel. Many students have to sit outside the hall and the 

frequent power outages, it is becoming a problem. Guest speakers often speak during the 

Friday chapel, but different faculty members also speak. There are also student choirs 

that sing during the chapel services. Faculty members of the school of theology preach in 

the daily theology chapels.  

The transition also affected how the theology school runs its program. One of 

the changes is in the way the higher level program (Institut Supérieur) is run. Previously 

students would do three years of training and they graduate with their first degrees. Then 

they go out and serve and come back to do an advanced degree for two more years. 

However, the university program is that they go through the five years straight. Students 

of the theology can also go through the five years without a break. A leader said, “I think 

we are still graduating some excellent people from that program, and they have more 

training when they are younger; but on the other hand they haven’t had the challenges 

and experiences which the older students have had.  That has had a different feel and a 

different way of proceeding” (Interview B). Although finishing the five years straight is 

not required, more than half of the students of theology are doing that, where as in the 

former days, almost all students did the first three years and went out to minister before 

they returned to finish their studies.  
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The transition to a university has also brought an opportunity for students of 

theology to minister to the students of the other schools while they are in training. That 

gives them an opportunity to practice their ministry skills. They lead services, preach, 

lead Bible study groups, and evangelize.  

The transition has also given the school of theology an opportunity to offer 

Bible and Theology courses for the students of the other schools. There are required 

Bible and theology courses in all programs of the university. That also makes the non-

theology programs unique from all similar programs offered at other universities in the 

area. A leader said, “At one point the Ministry of Education said, ‘You have too many 

courses in Bible.’ We said ‘Yes we do. It is because we are a Christian university and that 

is our identity.’ They told us not to go over what we are already doing and we agreed” 

(Interview A).  

The other change the transition has brought to the theology program is the 

introduction of admission test administered to all applicants, which was not there before 

the transition. Even applicants for the theology program now have to pass the admission, 

test which is in French and Mathematics. This is part of the requirement from the 

government.  

The school of theology focuses on training couples for ministry as indicated in 

its objectives. It accepts singles too, but most of the students that are accepted are married 

students with children, and they live at the housing provided by the university. The cost 

of training couples with children is much more expensive that training single students. 

The students of the other programs are mostly singles, and they live where they choose to 

live. The enrollment in the theology program is low because sending students to the new 
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program is cheaper than sending students to study theology, who come with their 

families. For that reason, churches have started sending more students to the other 

programs than to study theology (Interview D).   

As mentioned above, the transition has also affected the individual student-

teacher interaction that used to be strong during the earlier years. A leader said, “Life is 

more chaotic, and there is less individual student-teacher interaction because we are all 

busy trying to run a university. We don’t have enough time for individuals. The staff has 

grown but not enough in proportion with all the new students. So we are a less cohesive 

unit than before” (Interview B).  

Although the number of students in the theology program is lower compared to 

the other programs, the theology faculty has grown as a result of the transition. There 

were 62 or 63 students in 2006-2007, including the seven students who were studying 

theology and development; therefore, there were about 55 students studying only 

theology.  They have now 75 students (Interview B). 

There are also several other positive impacts that came to the theology program 

as a result of the institution’s transition to a university. The degrees that are offered by 

the university (including the theology degrees) are now signed by the Ministry of 

Education. That never happened before. Therefore, the theology students who graduate 

now have a better standing in the country than the former graduates. These graduates can 

now find jobs as chaplains in schools. A leader said, “Formerly there was always a 

question whether or not the government would pay their salary as school teachers 

because they did not have a government official degree. That is no longer a question. 

They have now thoroughly recognized degrees” (Interview B). The reputation of the 
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school has also definitely grown because it is a bigger school now with about 770 

students (Interview B).  

In spite of all the changes, the administration is working hard to strengthen the 

School of Theology. It is still considered as the parent of the other faculties. Discussing 

the plans of strengthening the theology program, a leader said, “By October this year 

[2011], the theology school will have about eight or nine people with PhDs, and this has 

never happened before. We are even thinking of starting a PhD program in the future. I 

believe the theology program will become stronger because there is a plan to strengthen 

it, and we are still pursuing it” (Interview A).  

Shalom University of Bunia Summary 

The section above described the reasons Bunia Theological Seminary 

transitioned to Shalom University of Bunia, the challenges it faced during the transition 

and the effects of the transition on its mission, theology program and its relationship with 

the sponsoring denominations. When one looks closely at the changes that took place at 

USB as a result of its transition, one can see a shift in some of the eight categories of 

institution’s life Benne described in his chart (Benne 2001, 49). USB has a clearly stated 

Christian vision and mission that show the public relevance of the Christian vision to the 

institution. The leadership of the university has put in place mechanisms that would 

protect the Christian ethos of the institution.  In its public rhetoric, USB openly presents 

itself as a Christian school.    

Although USB does not have specific membership requirements, they require 

applicants to faculty and staff positions to bring recommendations from their churches. 

They also hire non-Christians for part-time positions. When the institution was only a 

seminary, it used to accept born-again Christians only.  

The theology faculty of USB is still strong and focuses on training couples for 
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church ministries. There are required Bible and Theology courses that all students of the 

university need to take. The university has a daily chapel program mainly for the faculty 

of theology and once a week on Friday’s for the whole university community. The 

attendance in the daily chapel is low because of the early morning schedule. The early 

morning schedule for chapel has decreased its effectiveness in the life of the institution.  

Table 8. Changes due to transition from ISTB to UBS 

 ISTB UBS 

Public Relevance of 

Christian Vision  

Pervasive from a shared point of 

view 

Pervasive from a shared 

point of view 

Public rhetoric  Unabashed invitation for fellow 

believers to an intentionally 

Christian enterprise 

Unabashed invitation for 

fellow believers to an 

intentionally Christian 

enterprise 

Membership 

Requirement  

Near 100%, with orthodoxy tests Critical mass in all facets 

Religion/Theology 

Department   

Large; with theology privileged  Large; with theology 

privileged  

Religion/theology 

required courses: 

All courses affected by shared 

religious perspective 

More than three courses, 

with dialogical effort in 

many other courses 

Chapel:  Required in large church at a 

protected time daily 

Voluntary in large nave at 

protected time once a week 

Ethos:  Overt piety of evangelical 

tradition 

Dominant atmosphere of 

sponsoring tradition-rituals 

and habits 

Support by church:  Indirect financial support and 

majority of students from 

sponsoring traditions 

Indirect support through 

sponsored students 

Governance:  Owned and governed by Church 

or its official representatives  

All board members from 

sponsoring churches, some 

official representatives 

 

The five denominations that sponsor USB are represented in the governance of 

USB. They send their representatives to the Board of Directors, which oversees the 
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management of the university. The denominations give indirect financial support to the 

university by supporting their students, but there is no direct financial support coming 

from the denominations.  

According to the eight areas mentioned in the above summary, USB can be 

considered as Benne’s “Critical-Mass” institution. Although it faces many challenges, the 

leadership is focused to keep its vision of pursuing “Academic and spiritual excellence 

for the transformation of society through Christ.”  The table above summarizes the 

changes.  

Evaluation of the Research Design  

The research design that was used in this study is qualitative, multi-case study 

research and the naturalistic interpretive approach (Creswell 2007, 37).  The researcher 

used this method of study because the amount of information that exists on the topic of 

this research is very limited. The qualitative, multi-case study research method helped the 

researcher in his attempt to analyze and describe transitions from a theological college or 

seminary to a Christian university in East African context.  

The research instrument helped the researcher to have face-to-face, in-depth 

interviews with the participants, and that provided the opportunity to clarify unclear 

questions and responses.  The qualitative research method also helped to answer research 

questions that are descriptive in nature that help to analyze the effects of transition in the 

institutions selected for this study. This method allowed the researcher to present multiple 

perspectives held by the leaders of the institutions in the study regarding the effects of the 

transitions in their institutions.  

One limitation of the data that is gathered through the interviews is that some 

of the participants tend to emphasize the positive things that are happening in their 
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institutions because of the transitions while they give less emphasis in describing the 

problems and challenges they face.  The data the researcher collected through the 

documents and observations helped him to triangulate the data that is supplied through 

the interviews. The other limitation of the research is that the coding of the data depends 

on the interpretation of the researcher. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the researcher presents the potential significance of the findings 

of this research and suggests areas for further research. The findings of the five research 

questions presented here provide a better understanding of transitions from a 

Bible/theological college to a Christian liberal arts college or university in East African 

context.  The resulting description and analysis of the findings could provide helpful 

information to those Bible/theological colleges or seminaries that are considering to 

transition to Christian liberal arts colleges or universities or to those that are in transition.  

Research Purpose  

The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study research was to analyze and 

describe how transitioning from a theological college or seminary to a Christian liberal 

arts college or university affects the mission of the institution in general and its theology 

program in particular.  

Research Questions 

The research questions that guide this study are the following.  

1. What are the reasons for the transition from a theological college to a liberal arts 

college or university?  

 

2. What are the external and internal challenges these Christian higher educational 

institutions face as they go through this transition?  

 

3. In what ways is the mission of the institution affected by the transition from a 
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theological college to Christian liberal arts?  

 

4. In what ways has the transition affected the relationship between the institution and 

the sponsoring church(es) or Christian organization(s)? 

 

5. In what ways has the transition from a theological college to a Christian liberal arts 

college or university affected the theology program of the institution?  

 

Reasons for the Transition 

In this section the researcher presents the summary of his findings for the first 

research question: “What are the reasons for the transition from a theological college to a 

liberal arts college or university?” The conclusions were deducted from the analysis of 

the answers the research participants gave for the interview questions (See Appendix I). 

The table below lists the main reasons given by the participants of this research and how 

many institutions gave that reason. 

Table 9. Reasons for transition 

Reason Number of 

Institutions 

1. To build financial sustainability  5 

2. To have a Christian influence in the society by providing Christian 

higher education 

5 

3. To be able to offer government accredited degrees so that 

graduates can get jobs in governmental and non-governmental 

organizations 

5 

4. To fulfill the church’s long-time vision of providing Christian 

education up to a university level 

2 

5. To meet the growing need of trained leaders in churches in 

different areas (in addition to theological/pastoral ministry) 

2 

6. To meet the growing need for higher education in the country  2 

7. Pressure from the government to get charter/accreditation   2 

8. To compete with other religious groups that started their own 

universities  

1 

 

The table above shows that the institutions under this study gave multiple 
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reasons for their transition to Christian universities. All the five institutions indicated that 

seeking financial sustainability is one of the main reasons they considered transitioning to 

a university. Four of the five institutions indicated that they were facing serious financial 

challenges that threatened their very existence as theological schools.  Their financial 

challenges were caused by the decreasing number of students attending their theology 

programs and the dwindling of donations coming from the West. By adding additional 

programs to their theology program, they aimed at increasing the number of students they 

have, and, as a result, increase their revenue.  

The other reason mentioned by the leaders of all five institutions for 

transitioning to a university is that they want to expand their Christian influence to the 

general society by training Christian professionals in different fields who can work in 

governmental and non-governmental organizations.  It is too early to assess if the 

graduates of these new programs are having the desired influence. However, some of 

them have indicated that they are receiving good feedback about their graduates.  

The third reason given by the leaders of the institutions for their transition to a 

university, by adding more programs and seeking government accreditation, is that they 

could be able to offer government recognized certificates to their graduates. This request 

came from their students who wanted to graduate with a degree that does not limit them 

to work only within church or Christian ministries context but allows them to compete for 

jobs in the general market. The institutions have also realized that some of their graduates 

were not able to get employment in churches or Christian organizations and that some of 

them wanted to be able to compete for jobs in governmental and non-governmental 

organizations.  In addition to that, the institutions also wanted to make their programs 
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marketable to the wider community and to attract more students by offering government 

recognized programs. Although the institutions have benefited from their new status as 

government chartered institutions, that has also brought several challenges. These 

challenges are discussed in the next section.  

The fourth reason mentioned by two of the institutions under this study for 

their transition to Christian university is that it is based on their sponsoring churches’ 

vision of providing higher education to a higher education level. Their founding churches 

have seen providing formal education as part of their Christian mission (Asamoah-Gyadu 

2007, http.//iapche.org/gyadu-paper.htm).   

Although, the other four reasons that are listed on Table 2 above were not 

mentioned by some of the five institutions as one of their main reasons, they nevertheless 

are factors in their decision to transition to a university.  

External and Internal Challenges 

The second research question asked: “What are the external and internal 

challenges these Christian higher educational institutions face as they go through this 

transition?” Table 10 and Table 11 below list the main external and internal challenges 

mentioned by the research participants respectively and the number of institutions 

mentioned each as a challenge in their institution.  

Table 10 lists the external challenges the institutions faced. Three of the four 

challenges are related to how the government policies affected the institutions. As 

mentioned above, getting a charter from the government has brought benefits, as well as 

challenges.  
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Table 10. External challenges 

External Challenges  Number of 

Institutions 

1. Government policies that impinge on the Christian vision and 

mission   

4 

2. Requirement from the government that they should expand 

programs more than they originally intended 

2 

3. Competition in the higher educational market  2 

4. Constantly changing government policies   1 

 

As seen in the case of MYS, Ethiopian government policies do not allow 

government accredited institutions to include Bible or theology courses in their 

curriculum. They are also not allowed to discriminate among potential students based on 

their religion. These policies seriously affected the institution’s ability to function as a 

distinctly Christian institution. The constantly changing laws in higher education have 

also been mentioned by the leaders of MYS as a major challenge. For example, the new 

policy of the Ministry of Education of the Ethiopian government requires accredited 

institutions to have 70% of their programs to be in natural sciences while only 30% in 

social sciences. That was not something the MYS was ready for (Interview A).  

The laws in Kenya do not allow government chartered institutions to 

discriminate among employees and students based on their religion. UBS in Democratic 

Republic of Congo had to add more programs than it was ready for in order to meet the 

requirements of the government to get a charter. So far, the laws in Uganda are very 

conducive for religious higher educational institutions. However, the leaders indicate that 

changes may come in the future.  

These challenges are reminiscent of what happened in England and many other 

countries in the West. As discussed in chapter 2, the various laws that were passed by 
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Parliament played a big role in changing the universities from Church of England 

universities to secular universities (Bebbington 1992, 265).  The state also forced the 

institutions to expand or contract according to the desires of the state and accommodate 

all citizens irrespective of their religious background (Glanzer 2008, 178).  The Christian 

institutions that have government accreditation (charter) in Ethiopia and Kenya are also 

not allowed to discriminate on students based or their religion. The institutions in East 

Africa may face more challenges of secularization in the coming years if governments 

make laws that push for more secular education in the institutions they charter.  

Table 11. Internal challenges 

 Internal Challenges Number of 

Institutions 

1. Building consensus about the need for the change   5 

2. Attracting enough qualified Christian faculty  5 

3. Lack of financial resources to expand  5 

4. Lack of space to run all the programs 4 

5. A lack of clear direction on how the transition should be 

implemented 

3 

6. Lack of preparedness for the challenges the transition brings 3 

7. Conflict of purpose and competition between the seminary and 

the other schools 

3 

8. Maintaining the Christian ethos  2 

 

The table above (Table 11) lists the internal challenges the institutions faced as 

a result of their transition to a Christian university.  The first four are highlighted here. 

An internal challenge that was mentioned by all the institutions is building consensus 

about the transition among church leaders, faculty and staff members, and students. Some 

objected to the transition expressing their fear that it may lead to secularization referring 

to the history of Christian higher educational institutions in the West that started as 
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theological schools but eventually transitioned to universities and slowly became 

secularized. Others also had a concern of what would happen to the theology program if 

it became part of a university. A lack of clear direction on how the transition was going to 

be implemented and how the seminary would continue to function in a university setting 

were challenges some of the institutions faced during the transition.  

The other challenge that is mentioned by all the five institutions is finding 

enough qualified Christian faculty members that share the ethos of their institutions to 

teach all the courses in the new faculties. The institutions had to hire part-time faculty 

members who are non-Christians to meet their needs. The lack of faculty members who 

share the Christian ethos of the institution definitely affects the institution’s desire to 

integrate faith and learning in all the classes taught.  

As mentioned above, one of the reasons all of the five institutions considered 

expanding their programs and transition to Christian universities was to generate more 

income and bring financial sustainability.  However, all of them have indicated that that 

did not solve their financial challenges. The transition itself brought a need for more 

funds to expand facilities, to hire more faculty and staff members, and to provide services 

to the growing communities of the institutions. Because of the poor economic situations 

within the countries, institutions could not charge students higher fees that would enable 

them to overcome their financial challenges. Raising funds from outside the country is 

still a problem because of the worldwide economic downturn. These challenges slowed 

the institutions’ plan of expanding their facilities to accommodate the new programs.  

That created a shortage of space and forced the faculties to compete for the limited space 

that is available.   
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Effects of the Transition on the Mission 

The third research question asked: “In what ways is the mission of the 

institution affected by the transition from a theological college to Christian liberal arts 

college or university?” A clearly stated mission statement is assumed to permeate 

everything that is done in the college in a way that gives “internal consistency to 

teaching, scholarship, student life, administration, and community relations” (Diekema 

2000, 57).  

All the five institutions included in this study have made some changes to their 

former vision and mission statements to reflect the expansion of their programs. The 

original mission statements have now became the mission statements of the theology 

schools or faculties. The vision and mission statements of AIU, SPU, UCU and USB 

clearly state the public relevance of the institutions’ Christian vision. The mission 

statement of MYS also clearly states the public relevance of its Christian vision. 

However, the vision and mission statements of its Management and Leadership College 

(MY-MLC) do not indicate the institution’s Christian mission other than stating that it is 

owned by a church, EECMY. The reason MY-MLC does not state its Christian mission 

and vision in clear terms is that as an accredited academic college by the government, it 

is required to follow secular guidelines of the government and function as a secular 

institution. That has created confusion on the ethos of MYS.  

Ringenberg, describing one of the things that shows that an institution is 

sliding to secularization, writes, “The public statements about the Christian nature of the 

institution begin to include equivocal rather than explicit phrases; these statements often 

describe Christian goals in sociological but not theological terms” (Ringenberg 2006, 
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120-21). The leaders of MYS have realized that problem and are seeking a solution for it. 

If Mekane Yesus University (MYU) is going to be established as an accredited institution 

by the government following what is done at MY-MLC, this researcher believes that that 

will greatly affect MYU’s ability to function as a distinctly Christian university with a 

distinct Christian mission.   

Although vision and mission statements are assumed to give consistency to 

what goes on with in the institutions, it is also possible that what is stated on paper may 

not necessarily reflect what goes on within the institution. As discussed in chapter two, 

factors like the public statements the institution makes, its faculty hiring policy, the 

importance the institution gives to chapel and other spiritual activities, its curriculum, its 

relationship with founding or sponsoring churches, and its student body are all indicators 

whether the institution is fully committed to its Christian mission or not (Benne 2001).  

Before their transitions, all the institutions under this study had a policy of 

hiring Christians only. However, four out of the five institutions have indicated that they 

have hired non-Christians or nominal Christians as part-time faculty members because 

they could not find enough committed Christians who can teach all the courses they offer. 

Some leaders have also admitted that at times they have hired non-Christians to full-time 

teaching positions because they were not able to properly vet them when they were hired. 

The leaders of AIU and SPU in Kenya have indicated that, although it is not enforced by 

the government yet, the law requires them not to discriminate among those they hire as 

faculty or staff members based on their religion. If the trend of hiring non-Christians 

continues and expands, that will be a threat to the institutions’ Christian mission and 

ethos. These Christian universities need to develop their own faculty by training 
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committed and well qualified Christians in all fields of study that carry the ethos of the 

institutions.  

One can also see that chapel is given less emphasis after the transition, in at 

least four out of the five institutions in this study. Some of the institutions that used to 

require chapel attendance for their theology students are not requiring it now. Even those 

that require it are not enforcing it. The increase in number of students, and that many of 

them do not live on campus, makes it hard for the institutions to schedule chapel that is 

well attended at a protected time.  

The other change that took place in all the five institutions was that they had 

started accepting non-Christians as students after their transitions although they intend to 

keep the ratio very low. The government laws in Ethiopia and Kenya do not allow 

discrimination of prospective students based on their faith (religion). The institutions also 

want to use this opportunity to reach out to the non-Christian students.  

The other factor that helps higher educational institution to maintain a truly 

Christian mission is its effectiveness in integrating faith and learning. As Mosama 

indicated, a truly Christian liberal arts education should not just offer what is basically a 

secular education with Bible and theology courses offered on the side without properly 

integrating faith with all the subjects offered (Mosoma 1994, 146). Four out of the five 

institutions under this study offer required Christian foundation courses to students of the 

liberal arts programs. These courses vary from Bible and theology courses to courses on 

Christian Ethics or Christian Worldview. Integration of faith and learning in all subjects 

that are taught is a challenge to all these institutions because they lack experienced 

faculty members who can do it well. Some of the leaders indicated that they want to train 
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their faculty by partnering with other Christian universities that have experienced faculty 

members in integrating faith and learning.   

Effects of the Transition on Relationship with Churches  

The fourth research question asked: “In what ways has the transition affected 

the relationship between the institutions and the sponsoring church(es) or Christian 

organization(s)?”  One of the key factors that help higher educational institutions to 

remain faithful to their Christian mission is maintaining close relationship with their 

founding or sponsoring churches. If an institution reduces or drops its church affiliation 

to become an independent organization or it reduces its interest to be identified with 

interdenominational and parachurch organizations that may be an indication that it is 

becoming secularized (Ringenberg 2006, 120-21).  

In all five cases of this study, the sponsoring churches or denominations of the 

institutions have supported the transition of the institutions to Christian universities. In 

fact, one of the main reasons that two of the institutions transitioned to Christian 

universities was to fulfill the churches’ long-time vision of providing Christian education 

up to a university level. The role of the churches in the governance of all the five 

institutions has not changed much after the transitions to Christian universities.   

However, there are serious concerns raised by the leaders of the institution 

regarding their relationship with sponsoring churches. There is a fear expressed by the 

leaders of UCU that church leaders may think training ministers for the church is the 

responsibility of the universities (seminaries within the universities). That will be a great 

problem if the universities appoint leaders who do not have a heart for theological 

education or pastoral training. Leaders of MYS have expressed a concern that the new 
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programs in the Management and Leadership College are no longer in line with the 

sponsoring church’s vision of providing holistic ministry. The leaders of SPU, which is 

sponsored by several denominations, have a concern that the churches are not engaged 

enough in the life of the institution because they have established their own 

denominational universities, and they are not sending enough students to SPU. Financial 

support of sponsoring churches to the academic institutions under this study comes in 

mostly through sponsorship of students sent by the churches to the institutions.  

Effects of the Transitions on the Theology Program 

In this section, the researcher presents the conclusions that were derived from 

the fifth research question: “In what ways has the transition from a theological college to 

a Christian liberal arts college or university affected the theology program of the 

institution?” The conclusions are deducted from the analysis of the answers given by the 

subjects of this research.   

As described in chapter four, when the idea of transitioning to a university was 

raised at the institutions in this study, it was met with resistance at some institutions and 

concerns were raised at others.  Those who resisted the idea of transitioning referred to 

the history of higher educational institutions in the West that were started by churches to 

give theological training but eventually transitioned to universities and through time 

became secularized.  They expressed their fear that the same may happen to their 

institutions.  

However, at least in three of the five schools under this study, those who 

resisted the change gave up their objection when they saw that the very existence of their 

institution was challenged by the lack of finances and shortage of students.  They were 
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convinced that the only viable way for their institution to survive was by adding other 

programs that bring more students to the school and increase their income. Although the 

concerns still exist, the institutions moved on with their plan of transitioning to a 

university. The transitions have impacted both positively and negatively the 

Bible/theological colleges or seminaries.  

Positively, in all the five institutions, the numbers of students of the theology 

programs have increased after the transitions. The transition has also brought an 

opportunity for the faculty of theology to offer required Bible/theology or Christian 

foundation courses to students of other faculties. Some of the theology schools (faculties) 

added more programs in ministry related fields and started offering graduate programs in 

theology and as a result attracted more students. The fact that they are now in a university 

setting has enabled them to get students that would not have come if they had stayed as a 

seminary or Bible college.   

The transition to a university has also brought an opportunity for students of 

theology to minister to students of the other faculties. Those students who are being 

prepared for ministry now have a chance to practice their training while they are still in 

school. 

The transition has also strengthened the financial capacity of the institution so 

that they can pay reasonable salaries (UCU, SPU) and provide services like wireless 

internet service (UCU) that the theological school could not have afforded. Since the 

theology faculties (schools) are part of universities now chartered by the government, the 

degrees that they offer are all recognized by the government. As a result, even graduates 

with theology degrees can now find job opportunities outside churches and Christian 
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organizations.   

Although the numbers of theology students in these five institutions have 

increased since the transitions, that increase is very low compared to the growth of the 

other faculties. Since the other faculties are growing so fast in a very short time, there is a 

fear that the theology faculties may become relatively small faculties in big universities, 

and that may diminish their significance in the long-run.  

The transitions have also brought changes to the campus life of the institutions. 

Before the transition, the Bible colleges or seminaries had mostly mature students who 

were preparing for ministry. The new programs have brought younger students with 

difficult characters and even some unbelievers. The new situation is described by some of 

the leaders as “chaotic,” “laud,” “less cohesive,” and “noisy.”   The students of the other 

programs at times have “less regard” for the students of theology. Some of those who 

came to be trained for ministry face difficult temptations, and some of them drop their 

desire to go to ministry (SPU). A leader called these challenges “real world” challenges. 

The institution has less control of what goes on in the life of the students because many 

of them live off campus. The campus can no longer function as a “sacred” place that 

trains students for ministry.  

The other change that the transitions brought to the programs of theology is 

that since all degree programs the school offers are now accredited by the government, 

they are now required to strictly follow the standards set by the government, and they 

have to seek government approval for all their programs. Although those standards help 

the institutions to keep high academic standards, they force them to give less emphasis to 

ministry experience and limit their flexibility.  
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The transition has also made it difficult for the theology schools to maintain 

their ways of doing ministerial training they had before the transitions. The theology 

faculties are struggling to define themselves as part of the universities. They are 

struggling to adjust to the new realities and being able to use the new opportunities. This 

is mainly caused by a lack of clear direction that was agreed upon on how the theology 

program was going to fit in the new university setting. The theological schools that had 

all their facilities for their exclusive use now have to share them with other faculties that 

are growing faster than they are.  That seems to create tensions. Some of the theological 

schools now want to have their own space within the university or have a separate 

campus to function in a way that they see fit for training ministers for the church.  

There is a concern among the faculty members of the theology faculties that if 

the university gets a leadership that does not see the importance or centrality of the 

theological program in a university setting, the theology faculty may be affected 

negatively and may become unable to train ministers for the church.  

Research Implications  

As indicated in chapter 1, several theological colleges and seminaries in Africa 

have transitioned or considering transitioning to Christian universities. Five of these 

institutions are included in this multi-case study. The implications of this research could 

help leaders of theological colleges or seminaries that are transitioning or considering to 

transition to universities to understand the potential challenges they may face due to the 

transition, the possible impacts of the transition on their overall mission, their relationship 

with churches, and their theology program.  

The first implication of this research is that although one of the main reasons 
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all the institutions under this study considered transitioning to Christian university is the 

financial challenges they were facing, transitioning to a Christian university does not 

necessarily solve their financial challenges. The transition itself brings a need for more 

funds to expand facilities, to hire more faculty and staff members, and to provide services 

to the growing communities of the institutions. The poor economic situations within the 

countries would not enable the institutions to charge students high fees that would enable 

them to overcome their financial challenges.   

The second implication of this research is that transitioning to universities by 

getting charter (accreditation) from the government helps institutions to market their 

programs to the wider community. Since they can offer degrees that are recognized by 

the government, their graduates can compete for jobs in governmental and non-

governmental organizations in addition to churches and Christian organizations.  

However, by getting accreditation (charter) from the government, these 

institutions are required to abide by the government laws and regulations that apply to all 

government accredited academic institutions. The government laws may greatly influence 

how the institutions function as Christian universities. As seen in this research, 

government policies may influence institutions’ faculty and staff recruitment policies, 

student recruitment policies, the curriculum, and even the very mission of the institute. 

Once the theological college or seminary becomes part of a university, it may also be 

subjected to stricter government regulations that apply to all the university programs. 

Theological colleges, that are considered as religious institutions attached to churches, 

have more freedom to function without much interference from the government than 

government accredited universities. Those who desire to transition should carefully 
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consider these risks in light of the government regulations and check if the legal 

framework of their context allows them to function as distinctly Christian universities.  

The third and related implication of this study is that transitioning from a 

theological college to a university may require an institution to move from what Benne 

calls an “Orthodox” institution to what he calls “Critical-Mass” institution (Benne 2001, 

49). The institutions in this study made changes to adjust to the new realities and to 

comply with the government regulations. Although it is too early to see a clear sign of 

secularization in the institutions of this research, government policies on higher education 

that are motivated by political agendas may limit Christian universities from functioning 

as distinctly Christian institutions.   

The threat of secularization that exists in Christian higher educational 

institutions accredited by the governments in East African countries have some 

similarities to what Glanzer described as what is happening in Eastern Europe. Glanzer 

wrote,  

Secularization did not spring from the natural march of social history but from 

political efforts to control the production and dissemination of knowledge. If the 

phenomenon of secularization is the result of a power struggle between individuals 

and institutions with particular worldviews, religious institutions more closely 

controlled and financially supported by the state face a common danger. The leaders 

of nation-states, whether conservative or liberal, are usually more interested in 

political rather than religious goals. When religious institutions possess few ways to 

resist powerful state leaders, these leaders will usually transform the institution 

from one that serves the church to one that first and foremost serves a secularized 

state agenda. (Glanzer 2011, 175) 

 

The government’s laws of the countries under this study are not necessarily 

anti-Christian but they follow the anti-discriminatory laws of their constitution.  In the 

case of Ethiopia, the government does not recognize religious institutions because of its 

policy of separation of church and state. Therefore, institutions that seek government 
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accreditation may be pushed to function as secular institutions.  

Research Applications 

The applications for this research could contribute to theological higher 

educational institutes that are in transition or are considering transitioning to Christian 

liberal arts colleges or universities. The first application of this research is that it could 

help the institutions by pointing out the possible external and internal challenges they 

may face as they transition and be prepared for them in advance.   

The second application of this research is that theological colleges or 

seminaries that are considering to transition to Christian universities need to ask if the 

setting of a university is the best setting for training ministers for the churches. Since 

these theological schools are the main and sometimes the only higher educational 

institutions that train ministers for their sponsoring denominations, it is critical that they 

remain strong and committed to their mission of training ministers for the church. A 

theological education (ministerial training) model that requires a small community setting 

where chapel, small group fellowships, one-to-one interaction between students and 

faculty and mentoring are considered very important would definitely face a serious 

challenge in a university setting with thousands of students, bigger classrooms, limited 

space, and less teacher-student interaction.  Theological schools in two of the three 

institutions under this study now prefer to have their own campus to function freely as 

they used to while the other three want to have a clear boundary between the theology 

school and the rest of the university. Those who desire to make the theology school as 

part of Christian universities have to adjust their philosophy or model of training to the 

new realities of a university context.  
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The third application of this research is that despite all the challenges, 

theological colleges and seminaries can be foundations for strong Christian universities if 

the legal context in the country is conducive and if the institution works on the crucial 

factors that make universities distinctly Christian. The theology school can play a central 

role by providing required courses in Bible and theology for students of all programs, and 

by working closely with the other faculties in the integration of faith and learning in all 

subjects that are taught. The theological school can also play a big role in chapel and the 

overall spiritual development of the university community. The university setting allows 

the theology schools to train their own students in a “real world” like environment that 

allows them to practice their ministry skills right there while they are still studying. A 

well qualified committed Christian faculty and close relationship and partnership with 

founding or sponsoring churches are also important.     

Research Limitations 

As it is noted in chapter 1 under the delimitations of this research, the findings 

of this research may not necessarily apply to all theological colleges or seminaries that 

are transitioning or have transitioned to a liberal arts colleges or universities in Ethiopia, 

Kenya, Uganda and DRC. The study is limited in its representation because all transitions 

are different and dependent on the nature of the institutions and their specific context.  

This study is also limited in its representation to Protestant evangelical Bible or 

theological colleges that have transitioned or are transitioning to liberal arts colleges or 

universities. The findings, therefore, do not generalize to all church affiliated institutions 

that belong to other Christian traditions.  
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Further Research  

This research study focused on five institutions that are in transition or that 

transitioned to Christian universities in the last ten years. One possible area of research is 

doing the same study in the same institutions ten years from now to see how the transition 

has impacted the Christian mission of the institutions in general and their theology 

programs in particular. That would help to see if secularization is taking place in these 

institutions.    

Transitioning from a Bible college to Christian university is a phenomenon that 

is taking place in many other African countries. This study focused only on few 

institutions in East Africa. A similar kind of research could be done in other African 

countries and regions.  

This study also focused on institutions that started as theological colleges or 

seminaries but now are Christian universities or becoming one.  A possible area of 

research is comparing and contrasting the effectiveness of these universities with those 

that were founded as Christian universities from the very beginning.  
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APPENDIX 1 

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

Directions: This is a semi-structured interview, and the purpose of the interview is to 

allow you (the interviewee) to express your perception on how the transition from a 

theological (Bible) college to a Christian liberal arts college or university has affected the 

overall mission of the institution in general and the theology program in particular. I will 

record some notes during the interview to help in understanding your responses and for 

asking follow-up questions when necessary. The interview will also be audio recorded for 

the purpose of accuracy and review of your responses. Once the interview is transcribed 

you will get a chance to review the accuracy of your responses.  Do you agree with the 

recording of the interview? I appreciate your willingness to participate in this study.  

 

Agreement to Participate:  

The research you are about to take part is designed to provide an analysis and description 

of the reasons and challenges of transitioning from theological college or seminary to a 

Christian liberal arts college or university and how such transitions affect the transition 

the institutions, its theological program and its relationship with founding or sponsoring 

church or Christian organization.  As a leader of an institution that is chosen for this 

study, you will be asked complete a one-on-one interview on questions related to such 

transitions. The research is being conducted by Semeon Mulatu for the purpose of 

doctoral dissertation research. By completing this interview, you are giving your consent 

for the use of this interview in the research.  

 

Signature: ________________________________________  Date: _______________ 

The following questions will serve to facilitate the flow of the interview.  

Reasons for the Transition 

1. What were the reasons that your institution considered transitioning to Christian 

University or Christian liberal arts college? 

2. Who initiated the consideration of this change? Explain how it happened.  

3. Do you believe there is (was) a general consensus about this change in your 

institution? Explain 
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4. What role did the board play in the transition?  

5. What role did the administration take in the transition?  

6. What was the role of the church or sponsoring organization in the decision making 

process for this transition?  

Effects on the Mission of the Institute 

7. Has the mission of the institution changed because of this transition? Explain.  

8. Does the college clearly state its Christian identity in its mission statement, public 

announcements and published documents? Explain.  

9. Has there been any change on the way the institution presents itself as Christian 

institution after the transition?  

10. How does your institutions Christian identity influence its perspective and practices?  

11. What makes your institution distinct from other secular higher educational institutions 

that offer the same programs as you do?  

12. In what ways is the education offered in your liberal arts programs different from 

other secular universities?  

External and Internal Challenges 

13. What are the biggest challenges of implementing the transition?  

14. What are the internal challenges the institute faced due to the transition? Which once 

were anticipated and which ones were not? 

15. What are the external challenges the institute face due to the transition?  

16. What are the new influences that this transition brought on your school from outside 

organizations?  

a. From government oversight 

b. Donor organizations 

c. Accrediting agencies  

d. Others?  

Effects on the Theology program 

17. In what ways has the transition affected the theology program of the institution?  
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18. How is the theology program integrated into the overall program of the institution? 

Are there any Bible/theology courses required to all students?  

19. How has the transition affected the chapel program?  

20. How is the transition received by the faculty and students of the theology department?  

21. How has the transition affected the student enrollment of the theology program?  

Effects on Relationship with the Church 

22. How has this transition affected the institution’s relationship with the founding or 

sponsoring church(es)?  

23. Has there been any change of church membership (faith) requirement for those in 

administration, faculty, staff and prospective students because of the transition?  

24. Are there stated moral expectations of the faculty and students for specified Christian 

reasons that are different from secular institutions?  
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APPENDIX 2 

EXPERT PANEL SELECTION 

The expert panel consisted of:  

Robert D. Benne, Ph.D., Director of the Center for Religion and Society and Lecturer of 

the Department of Religion/Philosophy Roanoke College, Salem, VA who has expertise 

in Christian higher education.  

Perry L. Glanzer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Educational Foundations; Faculty Fellow 

in the Institute of Church-State Studies and the Institute for the Study of Religion, Baylor 

School of Education, Baylor University, Waco, TX who has expertise in Christian higher 

education and in devising, refining and using survey instruments.  

John Jusu, Ph.D., Dean of School of Professional Studies at Africa International 

University, Nairobi, Kenya who has expertise Christian higher education curriculum in 

Africa.  
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APPENDIX 3 

LETTER FROM THE RESEARCHER 

Semeon Mulatu 

5431 Lincoln Ave 

Evansville, IN 47715 

Date: 

 

Recipient Address  

 

 

Dear [Recipient Name]: 

My name is Semeon Mulatu. I am an Ethiopian and a doctoral student at The Southern 

Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky.  

I am writing this letter to ask your assistance in my research project. I am in the PhD 

Leadership / Higher Education program at SBTS and I am working on my dissertation 

under the supervision of Dr. Hal Pettegrew.  

The title of my dissertation is “Transitioning from a Theological College to a Christian 

University in East African Context: A Multi-Case Study”. The purpose of my qualitative 

research is to analyze and describe such transitions in East African context. I am planning 

to do this study on five selected schools in Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda and possibly 

Democratic Republic of Congo. I believe this research is relevant today because several 

theological colleges and seminaries in Africa are transitioning or considering 

transitioning to Christian liberal arts colleges or universities.  

 

One of the ways I plan to gather my data for the research is through interviews with 

open-ended questions designed for a face-to-face in-depth interviews. I have prepared 24 

questions using my literature review section. Through the interviews I will attempt to find 

out 1) the reasons for the transitions 2) challenges of the transitions 3) how the transition 

affect the mission of the institutions 4) how the transition affect the theology 

programs  and 5) the institutions’ relationship with the sponsoring churches. 

Here is where I need your assistance. My interview questions need to be reviewed by an 

expert panel (3 people) that would comment on the clarity and suitability of the questions 

for the research. Is there any chance you can help me with that? With your expertise, I 

believe your comments would be invaluable.  If you have the time and are willing to do 
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it, please let me know and I will send you the interview questions (a page and half) with 

my research questions.  

Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing from you! 

Sincerely, 

Semeon Mulatu 
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ABSTRACT 
 

TRANSITIONING FROM A THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE TO  
A CHRISITIAN UNIVERSITY IN EAST AFRICAN  

CONTEXT: A MULTI-CASE STUDY 

 

Semeon Mulatu, Ph.D. 

The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 2012 

Chair: Dr. Hal K. Pettegrew 

 

This dissertation analyzed and described transitions from a theological or Bible 

college to a Christian liberal arts college or university in East African context.  The 

research was specially driven by the desire to find out the reasons for such transitions, the 

challenges of the transition process and how such transitions affect the mission of the 

institutions, the theological training programs, and the relationship of the institutions with 

their founding or sponsoring churches.  

The methodology employed in this study was qualitative, multi-case study 

research method. The institutes that were selected for this study were five Protestant 

evangelical higher educational institutions in Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, and Democratic 

Republic of Congo that have transitioned or are transitioning from a theological college 

to Christian university. The researcher traveled to each of the five institutions included in 

this study and did interviews with the leaders on-site in one-to-one interviews. The data 

for this research was collected from multiple sources. These resources include the 

interviews, documents, reports, printed materials, and field notes of the researcher. This 

helped the researcher to provide a thick description of each institution’s transition.  

The findings of this researcher display the reasons the selected institutions 

transitioned to Christian universities, the challenges they faced, and how such transitions 

affected the mission of the institutions, their theology programs and their relationship to 



   

  

the sponsoring churches.  The research then offered a summary and analysis of the data 

according to the research questions of this study. The implications of this research could 

help leaders of theological colleges or seminaries that are transitioning or considering to 

transition to universities to understand the potential challenges they may face due to the 

transition, the possible impacts of the transition on their overall mission, their relationship 

with churches, and their theology program.  
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